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PREFACE 
My interest in Astronomy in general and in Celestial 
Mechanics (CM) in particular dates from prior to 1955. When asked 
to define CM I sometimes assert, although somewhat facetiously, 
that '*It is the study of the motions of the heavenly bodies!". The 
reactions from my interlocutors to the preceding range quite widely: 
from a deadly silent and suspicion “ filled glare to hearty and 
jovial laughter. But, I maintain, that when taken in its strictly 
scientific sense, it is a fairly good and encompassing definition. 
It is, indeed, an all-encompassing one when the Earth is admitted 
to the class of heavenly bodies, as, of course, it should. 
As an undergraduate at McGill University I was introduced 
to and inspired by the awesome "number-crunching" capabilities of 
digital computers. These machines represented a significant ad- 
vance in the state of the art of performing scientific calculations, 
especially when compared to myself even with the aid of Chambers’s 
Seven-Figure Mathematical Tables [1]*! 
This thesis, therefore, represents a significant portion 
of the work I have carried out during the past two years in the 
consolidated fields of Numerical Analysis, Computer Science, and 
CMe 
* Numbers in brackets refer to items in the Bibliography. 
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ABSTRACT 
This thesis deals primarily with solving systems of 
autonomous ordinary nonlinear differential equations arising in 
Celestial Mechanics initial value problems using various finite- 
difference techniques. Those methods investigated are the classi- 
cal Runge-Kutta, Gill’s modification to the classical Runge-Kutta, 
Runge-Kutta-NyStrom, rational extrapolation A la Bulirsch and 
Stoer, and Taylor’s series. 
For the Two-Body Problem, the Taylor’s series technique 
is about 2.9 times faster (for approximately maximum attainable 
precision) than rational extrapolation, which was the second fastest 
of those algorithms investigated. Taylor’s series is capable of 
yielding the most precise results of those methods scrutinized. 
In the case of the Eleven-Body Problem in which the Solar 
System is simulated for over 60 years, rational extrapolation is 
about 8.5 times faster than the Taylor’s series technique for 
approximately maximum attainable precision in results. The model 
is strictly based on Newtonian mechanics, using point masses. The 
angle with vertex at the heliocentre and subtended by the positions 
of Mercury based on Newtonian mechanics and Einsteinian General 
Relativity was about 29.35 seconds of arc in the wrong direction, 
while the corresponding secular excess perihelion shift predicted 
by Einstein was about 25.89 seconds. The total error angle was, 
therefore, about 55.24 seconds. Error angles for the other planets 
iii 
were less by much more than an order of magnitude. Coordinate 
uncertainties in the initial conditions (especially in the velocity 
components) severely limit the predictive capability of a Solar 
System treatment as an initial value problem. 
Acceleration components in the Eleven-Body Problem were 
evaluated with considerable effort to minimize load module execution 
times, within the constraints imposed by the FORTRAN language - an 
advance in the state of the art may well have been achieved therein. 
A lunar ephemeris of geocentric radii vectores was pre- 
pared from the software of the Eleven-Body Problem. The maximum 
residual observed with respect to the widely available j = 2 
ephemeris was about 11 km (in a mean distance of 384,400 km), 
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CHAPTER 1 
A SUCCINCT SURVEY OF CELESTIAL MECHANICS 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
Celestial Mechanics (CM) applied to the Solar System 
has been a considerable impetus in the development of mathematics 
[2,3]. For those who may be naive in the former we supply a brief 
treatment, with emphasis on those aspects bearing most heavily on 
this thesis. 
1.2. GENESIS 
Assuming an evolutionary development of the species Homo 
sapiens, probably two salient features thereof at least facilitated 
his contemplation of the cosmos, namely? his progressing intellect 
and his transition from quadruped to biped. The former character- 
istic is facetiously illustrated in a set of cartoons [7]. It is 
reasonable to suspect that the ancient Egyptian builders of the 
Great Pyramids of Giza (about 2500 B.C.) strove for an astronomical 
orientation thereof [11]. Hoyle believes that Stonehenge was em- 
ployed as an observatory for the Sun and Moon (about 1500 B.C. or 
earlier) [12], and, indeed, that it may have served as a repository 
of such information [4]. Numerous other sites seem to support the 
corresponding former premise [13,14]. An excellent recent discussion 
pertaining to many aspects of Astronomy in the ancient world is avail- 




1.3. THE GREEKS 
The writings of Aristotle surely point out the inter- 
disciplinary characteristic of his great intellect. Unfortunate- 
ly, although he must have observed falling bodies travelling close 
to the Earth, he does not seem to have carried out rigorous experi- 
ments upon which to base his conclusions [15]. He strongly differ- 
entiates between terrestrial and heavenly motion [25], in clear 
contradistinction to the teachings of Newton [70]. However, care 
must be exercised when attempting a critical analysis of Aristotle’s 
philosophy: that this is so is evident from a study of two trans- 
lations regarding his thoughts on falling bodies - the words ad- 
jacent to "gold or lead" possess a radically different precise 
mathematical meaning [26]. Supporting evidence is available [27]. 
Indeed, it seems that Aristotle has even been mis-quoted by the 
great Galileo [29]! The preceding demonstrates that historical 
works, by the passage of time, and derived literature, by the preju- 
dices of its authors, should not necessarily be construed as fidu- 
cial representations of their sources of reference: they, there- 
fore, should be considered with some suspicion. We would probably 
do well to apply the same principle to even contemporary scientific 
literature also, but in so doing we admit a measure of prejudice. 
It shall be our intent to be as objective as possible throughout 
the thesis. Continuing then, Aristotle advocated the geocentric 
theory, the deferent-epicyclic theory of planetary motion (the 
"Spheres of Eudoxus") [8,10], the immutability of the heavens [16], and 
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diurnal motion caused by rotation of the celestial sphere [30]. 
Heracleides considered the possibility of diurnal motion 
resulting from terrestrial rotation [17]. 
Aristarchus advanced the heliocentric theory, with cir- 
cular orbits [8,41]. 
Ptolemy, in his Almagest [31], synthesized contemporary 
theories, in essential agreement with Aristotle [9]. We note in 
passing that the astrolabe [34], known in his time, still serves 
as a practical device in the U.S. Navy [35]. 
1.4. NICOLAUS COPERNICUS 
Copernicus [18,50] advocated the heliocentric theory [36], 
which is probably his outstanding astronomical contribution [37]. 
He also advanced, in "De revolutionibus orbium coelestium", diurnal 
motion caused by Earth’s rotation, and the deferent-epicyclic theory 
of planetary motion [32]. Although the motivation for his researches 
is not clear [38], calendar reform could have been responsible [42]. 
1.5. TYCHO BRAHE 
Tycho’s great contribution to CM was his naked-eye 
observations of Solar System bodies: tables (correct to 2 minutes 
of arc [45,46,48,172], compared with Ptolemy’s 10) thereof were 
given to Kepler [19]. His "nova" did little to further the cause 
of Aristotelian immutability [5l], but he advocated an essentially 
geocentric theory, complete with epicycles [43]. His lunar theory 
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was impressive [44]. 
1.6. GALILEO GALILEI 
Galileo {20,52] applied the refracting telescope to ob- 
serve the heavens [45], and by consequence strongly advocated the 
heliocentric theory, albeit with circular orbits. His observations 
demonstrated the falsity of Aristotelian immutability and the 
differentiation betwee^n terrestrial and heavenly motion. He sup- 
ported the notion of the rotation of the Earth, and wielded together 
mathanatics and physics (based on empiricism). Although it is 
a 
possible that he did not perform his falling-body experiments from 
the leaning tower at Pisa [28], he was quite familiar with the 
kinematics involved [47]. 
1.7. JOHANNES KEPLER 
Kepler [21,53,81] is primarily remembered for his three 
laws of planetary motion. His study of the Martian orbit led to 
the first two [48]. Mars* rapid motion in right ascension at present 
(May, *74) [229] and its proximity to Castor and Pollux in Gemini 
yield a spectacularly discernable shift in position (to the naked eye) 
on a daily basis. No doubt similar motions inspired both Tycho [51] 
and Kepler. The predictive advantage of the Keplerian theory over 
those of Ptolemy and Copernicus is readily apparent [49]. His 
heliocentric and heliod3mamic theories [33], therefore, represented 
a significant advance in the state of the art of CM, and they 
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certainly aided the grand synthesis established by Newton. 
1.8. SIR ISAAC NEWTON 
Newton’s [22,54,67,68,77,78] three laws of motion and 
his law of universal gravitation, obtained through inductive reason 
ing, were skillfully employed to explain a host of phenomena, not 
the least of which was the Two-Body Problem in his "Philosophiae 
Naturalis Principia Mathematica" [69]. An excellent introduction 
to the Principia is available [71], as is an excellent treatment 
of the development of CM up to about 1850 [72], while his early 
development is aptly traced [74]. We find it difficult to attempt 
to Improve upon the references cited; in summary Newton "stood on 
the shoulders of giants" (Kepler [75,239],etc.), supported the 
heliocentric and heliodynamic theories, related terrestrial and 
heavenly phenomena (to the point of predicting artificial Earth 
satellites [70]), relied on telescopic observations, and, of 
course, employed his powerful intellect to effect his grand syn- 
thesis. 
The Principia was not initially received with open arms: 
on the continent, "II n’a peut-etre pas dtd accueilli avec la 
consideration qu’il mdritait.", while at his alma mater, "Newton’s 
system was introduced in Cambridge under the aegis of Cartesian 
theory" [76]. Descartes* "Thdorie des Tourbillons" or, more de- 
scriptively, his vortex theory of planetary motions, published 
in his "Principia philosophiae", and the demise thereof are aptly 
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described [79]. 
There exists extremely powerful evidence that Newton 
"fudged", that is: he manipulated data to suit his purposes [80]. 
Although such action can hardly be condoned, his "System of the 
World" nevertheless remains a very close approximation to macro- 
scopic reality. 
1.9. URBAIN-JEAN-JOSEPH LE VERRIER 
Le Verrier’s [23] work was of extreme importance in the 
advance of CM: his prediction of Neptune [55,73,82,83] served 
strikingly Newton’s concept of universal gravitation (although in 
retrospect the discovery must be labelled somewhat fortuitous), 
while his (Le Verrier’s) inability to account for the excess peri- 
helion motion of Mercury sowed the seeds for the ultimate demonstra- 
tion of the shortcomings thereof [56,58,85,86]. 
1.10. ' ALBERT EINSTEIN 
Einstein [24,57,84] published a paper [88] explaining 
the observed motion of Mercury. The scientific community continues 
to display considerable respect for his work [87,89,238], although 
the situation is far from being empirically, and, indeed, possibly 
theoretically resolved [86,242]. 
1.11. HELIOCENTRIC UNIQUENESS 
Considerable effort has been carried out in the preceding 
sections to trace the development of the heliocentric and helio- 
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dynamic theories. Howevers in the remote past it seems plausible 
that the Sun and Jupiter formed a binary stellar system [118]. The 
origin and evolution of the Solar System, under the preceding hypothesis, 
make possible a novel plethora of theories indeed, although Kuiper 
[175] has, at least in part, anticipated Drobyshevski [118]. 
1.12. NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
Due to the paucity of closed-form [60] solutions in CM 
[59], a popular quantitative approach is numerical integration [121]. 
This class of techniques is not recent: it dates since at least 
1800 [126]. Bond (1849) and Encke (1852) employed it [91]. Dirichlet 
(1858) supposedly applied it to mechanics in general [204]. Watson 
(1868) used it in his study of comets and asteroids [92]. Cowell 
and Crommelin (1910) used the method known by the former author to 
study the motion of Halley's Comet [93]. Taylor's series are be- 
coming popular (See Section 2.7.). Modern digital computers have 
certainly encouraged the employment of numerical integration [61,93, 
94,95,97,104,172] as well as analytical techniques [106,165,166]. 
1.13. THE SPACE PROGRAM 
The Soviet Union first realized Newton's prediction of 
artificial Earth satellites (See Section 1.8.) with the launching 
of Sputnik I on 4 October 1957 [63]. With that event CM became 
an extremely important and practical field of knowledge [65]. The 
UoS.Ae landed the first man on the Moon on 20 July 1969 and brought 
him safely back [64], The principles of CM have been successfully 
applied to increasingly sophisticated planetary exploration; Mariner 9 
to Mars [197], Pioneer 10 to Jupiter [198], Mariner 10 to Venus [199] 
and Mercury [200], etc. Earth satellites, such as: ERTS-1 [201] 
and SMS~1 [202] have provided invaluable information regarding man’s 
abode. With such developments, CM has become an experimental as 
well as the classical passive field [94], There can be little doubt 
that CM will continue to play an Important role in man’s efforts 
In space [203s208,209], 
1.14. POSSIBLE RELATIONSHIPS WITH CLIMATOLOGY 
The powerful predictive attribute of CM could have 
important consequences in climatology. There is evidence, albeit 
far from conclusive at present, that the planetary positions are 
related to sunspot cycles, and that the latter are related to the 
Earth’s climate [109,110,111,112]. Gribbin [109] felt that climatic 
prediction might ease the impact of drought conditions in several 
areas of the world. However, a more recent assessment of the sit- 
uation in the Sahel downgrades the importance of climate thereon 
[113]. Contradictory evidence is available [114]. In more general 
terms, the astronomical influence on terrestrial climate has both 
its protagonists [115] and antagonists [116], Clearly, more re- 
search is required in climatology and is being carried out [117,240]. 
Research in CM would seem to be justified solely on the possibility 
that it might shed some light on conditions in man’s abode. 
CHAPTER 2 
THE TWO-BODY PROBLEM 
2ol. INTRODUCTION 
This problem was solved by Newton in his Principia [69], 
in an effort to explain the motions of the planets in the Solar 
System. As the Solar System is sparsely populated, and the Sun 
is by far the largest mass, the motion of a particular planet re- 
ferred to the Sun can be well approximated through a consideration 
of just these two bodies. An analytical development (based on 
Newtonian mechanics) will be presented and we shall discuss the 
salient properties of the motion. Then we shall solve the system 
of differential equations by various finite-difference techniques. 
Cowell’s method of numerical integration will be employed (See 
section 1.1^.). 
2.2 ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT 
The vector differential equation of the Two-Body Problem 
may be written [119] 
+ >eJ. = 0 . (1) 
d t^ r^ 
where y. - G(mi + m2) . (2) 




Kepler’s first law may be stated: a closed orbit 
( r (t + T) = r(t) , where t, T < » and T is the period 
defined below) is an ellipse with at a focus. His second 
law asserts: the areal velocity of the radius vector is constant. 
The third law relates the period T to various orbital para- 
meters: 




Since the motion is planar, two Cartesian coordinates 
suffice to uniquely define r . We write (4) as two scalar 
equations: 
X 4LJE  
/■ 2 L (x^ + y^) 
(5) 
3^ 




Putting ^ = 1 
•• 
X = 
in (5) and (6) gives 
X 
(x^ + y2j3/2 
(7) 
• # 
y = , 2 . 2,3/2 
(x + y ) 
(8) 
With 
x(0) = 1, y(0) - 0, x(0) = 0, y(0) = ,1, (9) 
the exact analytical solution of the system (7) and (8) is [127] 
x(t) = cos t, y(t) = sin t, which is the parametric 
representation of a circle with radius 1 unit and center at the 
origin. In this case, the semimajor axis is 1 unit in length, and 
from equation (3) 
T = 21C. (10) 
In order to treat elliptic motion we introduce the eccentricity 
e (0^e<l). Circular motion is a special case of elliptic motion 
with e = 0. The motion is started at pericenter with 
x(0) = 1, y(0) = 0, x(0) = 0. (11) 
We need to determine y(0) as a function of e, 
Writing x(0)j=l = r^ = a(l - e), we obtain 
12 
1 (12) a = -z  





= y 2 - (1 - e) . Therefore, 
y(0) = V = 4/1 + e (13) 
Equation (13) relates the magnitude of the pericentric velocity 
to the eccentricity. 
To determine the period of the motion, we use (3) with p = 1, 
Equation (13), although quite simple, caused some consternation 
while perusing related literature [137] (See Appendix 3.). 
In a Banach space, the solution of the system (7) and (8), sub- 
ject to initial conditions (11) and (13) (0^e<il), exists and is 
unique. This follows implicitly and is, therefore, by no means 
mathematically rigorous [119]. 




2.3. THE CLASSICAL RUNGE-KUTTA TECHNIQUE 
This technique [122,125] remains popular, probably due to its 
simplicity. We shall integrate the system (7) and (8), subject to 
(9), over 10 orbits to study the performance of the algorithm. 
2.3.1. THE COMPUTING ENVIRONMENT 
Appendix 1 includes most of the system output for the example 
-4 
with discretization interval-jfx 4 x 10 (STP=PI*4D-4). The com- 
puter employed throughout work on this thesis was the one at the 
Lakehead University Computer Centre, an IBM System/360 Model JH50 
(with 1024K of LCS (Large Core Storage) and 256K of Main Storage), 
running under Release 21.7 (Most of the work done for this thesis 
was run under this release.) of Operating System/360 MVT (with 
HASP) [134,135]. 
Appendix 1 A shows the JCL, allocation-deallocation messages, 
and accounting routine output conveniently displayable within an 8.5 
X 11** page size. The load module resided in a region of LCS. 
Appendix 1 B shows the FORTRAN source employed [123,130], which 
was written to produce a reasonably efficient load module (One 
whose core requirement and execution time would tend to be minimal, 
although these are somewhat conflicting characteristics. Wherever 
possible this philosophy has been applied to all FORTRAN programs. 
Also wherever possible the H level compiler with option 0PT=2 [133] 
was employed. It should be noted at this point that the optimized 
load module was regarded with an element of suspicion as it can 
produce incorrect results; runs with OPT=0 were employed to verify 
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proper output in some cases.). 
Appendix 1 C shows the SYSOUT=A information produced by the exec- 
ution of the load module in the GO step. The top line shows the 
values of the initial conditions as 
x(0) = 1, y(0) = 1, x(0) = 0, y(0) = 1. 
The next lower line lists the values of the variables for t = 2TT, 
and so on for t up to and including 20tC(corresponding to the end of 
the tenth orbit). The gap between the y and x columns was reduced 
for convenient display, and hand printed annotations (to clearly dis- 
tinguish between system output and the annotations) were added. 
We choose Appendix 1 for detailed display because the results, for 
the step sizes examined, are the most accurate, and the accuracy 
criterion is of paramount interest in CM. The same program, except 
for the value of FORTRAN variable STP (the step size) , was also run. 
Graph 1 is a plot of the step size versus the CPU time of the GO 
step (Appendix 1 A) for 10 orbits. 
2.3.2. ANALYSIS OF OUTPUT 
Appendix 1 C shows a general trend: the combination of algorithm 
error and roundoff error increases with the integration interval. 
These two sources of error merit prime consideration in numerical 
analysis; they usually must be tolerated and their effect is to 
limit the accuracy of results. Algorithm errors [124] can be reduced 
by employing "better" (in the sense of decreasing these errors; 
notwithstanding the circular reasoning involved) algorithms. We 
shall study this aspect later. Roundoff errors [136] can be reduced 
14.1 
1 : 
CPU TitAe, S£C£>h)PS 
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in at least 2 ways: an improved hardware-software arithmetic capa- 
bility (single-precision (approx. 7 decimal digits)-^double-preci- 
sion (approx. 16)-^extended-precision (approx. 34) [130,131,132]), 
and software which yields a multiple-precision capability from a 
limited hardware-software capability (See Appendix 2.). As double- 
precision arithmetic was the best available from the computer, and 
time was lacking to develop multiple-precision software, only the 
former was employed throughout most of the arithmetic required for 
the thesis. 
Let us now concentrate on algorithm errors; in general, analysis 
of such errors is difficult [127,129]. Even for our rather simple 
problem, equations (6) [128] prove to be of little utility. Perhaps, 
however, this criticism is unwarranted as it is difficult to iso- 
late algorithm and roundoff errors. Rewriting equations (6) [128], 
and maintaining s3mibolic consistency we obtain 
ji X = - YggQ ^^[66t sin t + ■— (cos 2t + 2cos t - 3)], (15) 
^ A / 
Ay = —2QQ~Q h [66t cos t - -y (sin 2t + 2sin t)]. (16) 
At the end of complete orbits, t = 2'|( n, n integral and^l. 
A X = 0 (17) 
(18) 
16 
For the example of Appendix 1, after 10 orbits x, admittedly, 
has not decreased too much, while y = 8.22x10 ^^.Ay in this case is 
about 0.359x10 After 1 orbit x is closer to its ideal value than 
—12 —12 
before, while y = 1.136x10 , and Ay = 0.359x10 , Therefore, 
equations (17) and (18) improve as the integration interval decreases, 
which is borne out by Fig. 7 [127]. 
_4 
For the case of STP=32*jt xlO the agreement of equations (17) and 
(18) is significantly better than in the former. From the first to 
the tenth orbit x changes less. At the end of the first orbit y = 
—9 -“9 
1.555x10 , while equation (18) gives A y = 1.470x 10 . Even in 
• -8 
this case,however, at the end of the 10th orbit y = 2,316x 10 , 
while (18) gives Ay = 1.470x10 
In summary, x is much better behaved (in the usual mathematical 
sense) than y for orbit closing studies. This has also been borne out 
using other algorithms, therefore, we shall concentrate our attention 
on yn^(approaching) 0 rather than on x->l. The radius vector is to 
be avoided as it takes undue advantage of the value of x in pre- 
senting itself in a favourable light (since y<Cx). 
Data related to Appendix 1 were plotted on Graphs 1 and 4. Graph 
1 is a plot of step size versus CPU time required to execute the 
load module. Some words of caution regarding the abscissa values are 
in order. Although the interval timer has a resolution of approxi- 
mately 16.67 msec. [138,139], subsequent executions of the GO step 
(Appendix 1 A) will not, in general, yield equal CPU times within 
that resolution. Indeed, a study was carried out on a similar load 
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module and the ratio between the longest and shortest runtimes ob- 
served was about 1.31. Generally the ratio is about 1.10 or less. 
The explanation, however, is quite straightforward: the MVT option 
of OS/360 was in use (See section 2.3.1 and references,). With only 
1 job executing in a possible multiprogramming environment, the 
observed runtimes should be almost constant and minimum. When MVT is 
exploited I/O operations involving the multiplexor channel occur 
asynchronously with the CPU, the channel has some circuitry in com- 
mon with the CPU and degrades the CPU performance, while the interval 
timer continues to chalk up time inappropriately attributed to a 
load module. Even selector channel operation can contribute to in- 
creased CPU times for an unrelated load module as only one set of 
core addressing lines effectively exists: the selector channel gener- 
ally has precedence over the CPU for this resource. In summary, the- 
refore, runtimes in general are far from constant for subsequent 
executions of identical load modules. 
Graph 1 vividly reinforces an intuitively obvious concept: as the 
step size decreases, the computational effort required to complete 
a fixed integration interval increases. Graph 4 is a plot of the ab- 
solute value of the logarithm (to base 10) of the absolute value of 
y after 10 orbits versus the logarithm of the CPU time, for various 
integration schemes. The classical Runge-Kutta technique curve is 
labelled RK4, and is displayed with the other curves for facile 
comparison. The RK4 data were obtained from Appendix 1, and similar 
runs (further information available from the author on these and 
other details). Graph 4 readily shows that as the step size decreases 
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from 327TX10 to 4*tCxlO the technique performs better, but from 
”4 “4 
4T?X10 totTxlO the technique degrades in that increased compu- 
tational effort results in less accurate y values. The most probable 
explanation for this latter performance is the effect of roundoff. 
2.3.3. ADVANTAGES 
1. Simplicity. A perusal of Appendix 1 B shows that the program 
is short and is very easy to write. Subroutines are avoided to speed 
up execution times by reducing modular programming linkage require- 
ments [140]. 
2. Accuracy. Graph 4 demonstrates that the algorithm can close 
(reproduce) y to better than 10 in an equivalent arithmetic en- 
vironment of about 16 significant decimal digits. 
2.3.4. DISADVANTAGES 
1. No accuracy criterion. Although the algorithm is capable of 
highly accurate results (See section 2.3.3.), it possesses no such 
automatic capabilities. Results, therefore, warrant the closest 
scrutiny on the part of the user. With modern high speed hardware, 
there is little justification for excluding an accuracy criterion, 
although user scrutiny is still required. 
2. Discontinuous step size availability. In order to close the 
integration interval at multiples of 2it'(of the independent variable, 
time), a step size which is a submultiple thereof is required. This 
disadvantage can be circumvented by more sophisticated programming 
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to allow a final step to be taken, not necessarily with the value 
used throughout the interval of integration, to close that interval. 
3. Speed. The algorithm is slow, especially when compared with 
rational extrapolation and Taylor’s series (See Graph 4.), except for 
very low closing accuracies. 
2i4. THE CLASSICAL RUNGE-KUTTA (GILL’S MODIFICATION) TECHNIQUE 
This technique also remains popular [141,142]; additional theory 
may be found [143]. 
2.4.1. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION 
Appendix 4 shows details in a similar fashion to Appendix 1. Sub- 
routine DRKGS [141] was employed essentially as received, except that 
the DIMENSION statement was appropriately coded, and the FORTRAN 
statement with statement number 7 was removed to prevent unwanted 
output values, and the statement immediately following was given sta- 
tement number 7 (See Appendix 4 B.). Unfortunately the subroutine was 
written using BCDIC instead of EBCDIC (See conversion table [144].), 
which yields a rather strange-appearing listing. The driving program 
and subroutines FCT and OUTP were written to accommodate subroutine 
DRKGS. Other runs were carried out using an accuracy criterion of 
-14 
10 (variable PRMT(4)) and various initial step sizes (variable 
PRMT(3)). 
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2.4.2. ANALYSIS OF OUTPUT 
Graph 2 presents the corresponding data to Graph 1 (See section 
2.3.2. ), while Graph 4 presents a relevant curve labelled DRKGS. DRKGS 
Is slower than RK4, but is capable of producing essentially the same 
maximum accuracy value of y, 
2.4.3. ADVANTAGES 
1. Simplicity. Appendix 4 B shows that subroutine DRKGS is rea- 
sonably short and efficiently written. 
2. Flexibility. The emplo3nment of subroutine FCT to define the 
system of differential equations represents a marked advance in the 
state of the art over RK4. Although execution speed will suffer as 
a result, the storage requirement could be greatly reduced especially 
for a complicated system. 
3. Accuracy. Graph 4 shows that the algorithm can close y to be- 
-10 
tter than 10 , as for RK4. A built-in accuracy criterion, coupled 
with an essentially continuous step size capability represent signifi- 
cant advantages over RK4. Results, however, still require user 
scrutiny (See section 2.3.4.). 
2.4.4. DISADVANTAGES 
1. Speed. The algorithm is slow (Graph 4) compared with RK4, due 
to its increased complexity. 
20.1 
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2.5. THE RUNGE-KUTTA-lSrySTROM TECHNIQUE 
The two previous techniques share a salient characteristic: the 
second order system (7) and (8) is reduced to a first order system, 
which is then solved. We wonder if a direct numerical integration 
of the original system might be advantageous: Henrici [126] reports 
no significant benefit in general for single step methods, however, 
Fehlberg [145] asserts that execution times can be reduced by a 
factor of 2 or more. This situation obviously requires further in- 
vestigation. 
2.5.1. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION 
The algorithm employed [146] was the complete fourth-order one 
(K = 0, 1, 2, 3), with f^ and g^^ corrected to f^ and g^ , respect- 
ively, in the RHSs of equations 70. Appendix 5 displays details as 
usual. 
2.5.2. ANALYSIS OF OUTPUT 
Graph 3 is virtually identical to Graph 1, while the output 
listings are so close, for a given step size, to those of RK4 that 
they were not plotted on Graph 4, in order to avoid confusion. 
2.5.3. SUMMARY 
The present algorithm performs virtually identically to RK4 for 
the system (7) and (8), although it is slightly more accurate for 
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2.6. THE RATIONAL EXTRAPOLATION TECHNIQUE 
This technique commands considerable respect [147,148,149^150,156, 
157] from the numerical analysis community: it therefore merits our 
close scrutiny. 
2.6.1. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION 
Appendix 6 shows details for the Two“Body Problem. The double- 
precision version of the software [149] was, in essence, employed ( 
See Appendix 6 B.). Appendix 6 C shows most of the load module output. 
Appendix 6 A shows the JCL, etc. The load module resided in a 
region of LCS. 
Appendix 6 B shows the FORTRAN employed. Most of the FORTRAN was 
taken from the double-precision version of DESUB (See Fig.5 [151]), 
and punched into cards. Comments [130] were not included. Since 
portions of the DESUB listings were hard to read, the software was 
tested using Fig. 3 [152], and debugged. The software was then app- 
lied to solve the system (7) and (8) (reduced to a first-order system), 
subject to initial conditions (9). The driving program is the first 
displayed. Variable EPS = 3.6x10 and is the local error tolerance 
[153]. Other jobs were run using various values of EPS. 
Subroutine FCT (Appendix 6 B) was renamed from FEVAL [152], and 
advantage was taken of the IMPLICIT statement [130], and these chan- 
ges, along with appropriate subsequent ones, were propagated through- 
out the software. 
In subroutine DDESP (Appendix 6 B), variable DERR was omitted. 
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and variable DDEOUT was renamed from XOUTX [151]. 
In subroutine XDDE (Appendix 6 B), the DIMENSION statement was a- 
pproprlately coded, variables DEMAX and NMAX were altered, and state- 
ment 20 was so labelled after the two preceding statements were 
omitted from the original [151], In the assignment statement for XP 
(second statement following statement 40), FLOAT was omitted (not 
required). 
In subroutine DDESUB (Appendix 6 B), the COMMON statement variables 
were reordered to force double-word boundary alignment [130] , and the 
DIMENSION statement was appropriately coded. 
In subroutine DREDIF, the above two changes were incorporated. 
In subroutine DDERSB, the above two changes were made. The DATA 
statement is redundant for the compiler employed. The execution times 
for the assignment statements for D(2), D(4), and D(6) (starting at 
the second statement preceding statement 201) could be reduced some- 
what by cutting down on the number of divisions required, but this 
was not done. In the assignment for DT(I,1) (third statement follow- 
ing statement 206) there is no need to make the constant .5 become 
«5D0 to ensure double-precision results [130]. Statement 242 was al- 
tered and two statements following it were added to eliminate the 
need for subroutine DERR, and carry out an absolute-error convergence 
test [151,154]. In the statement immediately following statement 30, 
double-precision results are maintained [130], while the, execution 
time could have been reduced by coding H=H*.5 instead of H=H/2. 
In subroutine DDEOUT, the DIMENSION statement was appropriately 
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coded, the COMMON statement labelled UNITS was redundant, the print- 
ing of the title was suppressed, and statement 85 was altered to 
provide a convenient output format [151]. 
Subroutine DERROR was essentially unchanged. 
The enumeration of the preceding changes, etc. should facilitate 
a comparison with the reference [151]. 
2.6.2. ANALYSIS OF OUTPUT 
The curve labelled R.E. on Graph 4 passes through relevant data 
from Appendix 6j etc. As can readily be seen the behaviour is the 
most complicated of the techniques investigated. Indeed, the curve 
seems to possess a cusp (at about EPS = 4x10 An abrupt increase 
“11 -11 
in accuracy occurs from EPS = 3.65x10 to 3.649x10 . A stable re- 
-11 -11 
gion occurs from EPS= 3.649x10 to about 2.5x10 , and the curve 
continues to drop with decreasing values of EPS, probably due to 
roundoff. 
While such an interesting behaviour would merit a theoretical in- 
vestigation, such was not attempted primarily because the details of 
the behaviour (timewise) are subject to the factor of about 1.31 ( 
See section 2.3.2.). The corresponding error in the abscissae is 
logj^Q 1.31 = 0.117, which is plotted, certainly does not have a poss- 
ible insignificant effect upon the shape of the curve. The cusp, for 
example, could be wiped out. It would be possible to effectively eli- 
minate this error by having Only 1 job executing: a dedicated compu- 
ter. Unfortunately this concept had to be abandoned as the Computer 
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Centre was designed to cater to several users simultaneously. It should 
be obvious that the abscissa error applies to all curves, not to just 
the one labelled R.E, Strictly speaking,this error is directly appli- 
cable to the curves only if they are representative of minimal times, 
and the error can be positive or negative. In summary, it is unfor- 
tunate that the abscissae are quite inaccurate (and irrelevant) 
when considered as a set. A theoretical investigation thereof is de- 
emed worthless. 
In the driving program, H was arbitrarily set to 1. Tests were 
carried out using various values of H for a fixed value of EPS. Re- 
sults indicate that since H is an initial step size which is auto- 
matically modified by the software to meet the specified convergence 
criterion [149], its value has only a slight impact on results (Det- 
ails are not included but may be obtained from the author.). 
2.6.3. ADVANTAGES 
1. Speed. The technique is the fastest investigated, save for 
Taylor’s series (Graph 4). 
2. Accuracy. The algorithm can close y to better than 0.41x10 
A built-in continuous accuracy criterion is available. However, 
results, as usual,must be srutinized (See section 2.3.4.). 
2.6o4. DISADVANTAGES 
1. Complexity. The software is the most involved that has so far 
been investigated. 
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2.6.5. INTEGRATION OF A HIGH ECCENTRICITY ORBIT 
Appendix 7 shows details (not available in Appendix 6) for the 
integration of (7) and (8) subject to the initial conditions (11) 
and (13) with eccentricity e = 0.8. The period of the motion is giv- 
en by (14), which is variable SP ( for specified point) in the driv- 
ing program (See Appendix 7 A.). Appendix 7 software is similar to 
that of Appendix 6. 
Results show (Appendix 7 B) that the algorithm can adequately in- 
tegrate an orbit whose eccentricity is much higher than any consider- 
ed in the Solar System model (See section 3.2.), but that more degra- 
dation is present than for e = 0. Results, as usual, warrant user 
scrutiny. 
2.7. THE TAYLOR'S SERIES TECHNIQUE 
Brook Taylor [158], a contemporary of Sir Isaac Newton, in his 
"Methodus incrementorum directa et inverse" beqeathed to the mathe- 
matical world the extremely important infinite series now knov/n as 
Taylor's series [159]. The closely related power series has been 
shown to be an effective device for the solution of differential 
equations arising in CM [160,161,162], while Taylor's series per se 
are also valuable [155,163]. As a general purpose technique, Taylor's 
series, until recently, has not faired too well. However, with the 
advent of more powerful digital computers nonnumeric applications, 
specifically algebraic manipulations, have breathed new life into 
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an old series for solving systems of ordinary differential equations 
[99,1085137,155,164,165]. The highly encouraging work of Norman [166] 
prompted investigation of the technique. 
2.7.1. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION 
Appendix 9 records most of the rather extensive private communication 
involved. Appendix 8 shows details for the Two-Body Problem. 
A good description of the use of the TAYLOR system is available 
[168]. In essence, a FORTRAN-like description of the differential eq- 
uations, along with initial conditions is supplied (See Appendix 8 B.). 
The TAYLOR system then produces a set of subroutines driven by an ex- 
ternally supplied main program (Appendix 8 C). Appendix 8 D shows the 
load module output. 
Appendix 8 A shows the JCL, etc. From Norman*s tape and consider- 
able processing thereof, a load module called TAYLORIV was added to 
JOBLIB [167]. In the first job step the input is shown in Appendix 8 
B (along with some generated output), while the salient output is 
shown in Appendix 8 C (followed by the driving program). The second 
job step was required to bypass a problem involving concatenation of 
data sets with unlike attributes [167]. A standard cataloged proced- 
ure invoking the H level FORTRAN compiler, etc. concludes the JCL. 
Although the step size is not readily available to the user, a 
parameter known as EPSILON (the local error-per-step) is [168]. In 
—6 
Appendix 8 B, EPSILON = 10 . Other jobs were prepared using various 
values of EPSILON. The load modules resided in regions of LCS. 
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2.7.2. ANALYSIS OF OUTPUT 
The curve labelled T.S. on Graph 4 passes through relevant data. 
For the values of y investigated, Taylor*s series is clearly the 
fastest technique, and it is capable of producing the most accurate 
output. 
2.7.3. ADVANTAGES 
1. Speed. The technique is the fastest of those investigated ( 
Graph 4). 
2. Accuracy. Graph 4 shows that the algorithm can close y to be- 
“12 “12 
tter than 10 (actually to better than 0.48x10 . A built“in 
continuous accuracy criterion is included. Results, as usual, still 
require user scrutiny. 
3. Simplicity. The technique is clearly simple to use: the system 
of equations along with initial conditions is supplied virtually in 
their mathematical form in a F0RTRAN“like language. A simple FORTRAN 
driving program is also required. From these two inputs, results from 
a powerful technique follow: the TAYLOR system represents a signifi“ 
cant advance in the state of the art of solving systems of ordinary 
differential equations arising from initial value problems, from 
the viewpoint of simplicity. 
4. Flexibility. The TAYLOR system can handle an extremely varied 
system of differential equations [168], 
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2.7.4. DISADVANTAGES 
1. Complexity. The simplicity and flexibility features (See sec- 
tion 2.7.3.) from the user’s viewpoint are offset somewhat by increased 
resources of implementation: Appendix 8 A shows that the first job 
step ran in a region of storage of 350K (although the same input 
(Appendix 8 B) has been successfully handled in 292K), which is greater 
than the region required for the H level FORTRAN compiler (250K). This 
should not pose undue difficulties, however, in a modern scientific 
computing environment. 
The subroutines generated by the TAYLOR system (Appendix 8 C) 
can be speeded up somewhat by careful modification over the optimized 
version of the object module (See section 2.3.1.). This, was not 
attempted as the technique is already the fastest investigated. 
In some of the high accuracy runs the message IHC208I was pro- 
duced, indicating that an exponent underflow had occurred [133]. An 
exponent underflow occurs when an attempt is made to represent a 
“78 
magnitude which is too small (less than about 10 [133]) to be 
handled by floating-point arithmetic [138]. One possible method to 
reduce exponent underflows would be to use a lower value for the 
ke3Word TERMS (default and maximum value is 16)[168], without losing 
accuracy. However, an investigation did not greatly substantiate this 
premise (details not included but are available). A related problem 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE ELEVEN-BODY PROBLEM 
3.I0 INTRODUCTION 
A model of the Solar System will be discussed. An analytical devel- 
opment of the model will be made, and the resulting system of differ- 
ential equations will be solved using the techniques of rational 
extrapolation and Taylor’s series from Chapter 2. Results will be 
extensively discussed. 
3.2c SOLAR SYSTEM MODEL 
The Solar System is complicated 138,62,104,105,170,174,175]. In 
order to study the motions of the bodies therein j the system will have 
to be simplified in order to render it both mathematically and com- 
putationally tractable. Of course, the simplifications will play 
their role in downgrading the interpretive utility of results [107, 
172,173]. The simplifying assumptions are as follows; 
1) the model is based on Newtonian mechanics, 
2) the bodies are treated as point masses, 
3) only gravitational interactions are considered, and 
4) only the 9 principal planets, the Sun, and one optional body are 
involved. 
For our purposes the optional body is the Moon, although it could 
be Toro [178], Halley's comet[173,179,180], Mariner 10 [197], etc., 
as long as the preceding assumptions hold. The optional body interacts 
fully with the others: it is not considered massless. This is an 
30 
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important consideration when the optional body is the Moon since the 
lunar perturbation of the terrestrial orbit is not negligible [171]. 
However, the influence of the three latter optional bodies on the 
rest of the system would normally be quite insensible. The Moon was 
treated as the optional body because its motion is of great interest 
to us. 
The shortcomings of the model are not negligible. In order to be 
reasonably complete we discuss the following theories and effects 
which have not been included: 
1) Einsteinian General Relativity (See section 1.10.). 
Although this theory produces results that differ greatest from 
Newtonian mechanics in the case of the planet Mercury, it affects the 
others as well [243]. It would have been mathematically tractable to 
include an approximation to this theory [185], and, indeed, highly 
desirable and instructive. 
In order to treat the ll”Body Problem (the 9 principal planets, 
the Moon, and the Sun) as an initial value problem it was natural to 
employ the latest available sets of initial conditions [181,189]. 
These were available for 1913 August 21d,0.UT, 1971 September 6d.O 
UT, 1972 October lOd.O UT, and 1973 November 14d,0 UT, and at inter- 
vals of 400 days [184,190]. Unfortunately, the standard deviations 
(Line 2 [189]) for x, y, and z for Mercury give rise to differences 
in results which far exceed the relativistic effects (See section 
3.4.3.). 
2) Asphericities, Mascons, etc. 
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Assumption 2 neatly neglects all these relevant effects since all 
bodies are treated as point masses. These effects, of course, can be 
treated by Newtonian mechanics, and are probably of greatest import- 
ance for the Earth and Moon [185,187]. Solar oblateness, however, 
could prove to be of crucial importance in denigrating Einsteinian 
General Relativity [86,187,191]. 
3) Solar Radiation Pressure and the Solar Wind. 
Solar radiation pressure in the case of the planets may be neglec- 
ted[183]. It might be of importance if the optional body were of the 
type of the Echo 2 satellite. The solar wind might be of importance 
if the optional body were like Echo .2 or the present geosynchronous 
satellites [192]. 
4) Tidal Friction. 
This effect has a long-term significance for the Earth-Moon 
system [6,40,182,186,194,195]. The secular increase in the Earth- 
Moon radius vector is about 3 cm/year [194]. An excellent treatise 
on the short-term analysis of tides is available [193]. 
5) Temporal Decrease of the Universal Gravitational Constant. 
Van Flandern believes ”... that gravity is decreasing", account- 
ing for a 4 cm/yr. secular increase in the Earth-Moon distance [196]. 
This figure would appear to be at odds with Goldreich’s (See 4) above.). 
Clearly, the implications for cosmology are of crucial importance 
and further work on separating these effects is necessary [90,191, 
196]. 
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3.3. ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT 
The vector differential equation of the Eleven-Body Problem may 
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where r.. = [(x. - x.)^ + (y. - y.)^ + (z. - z . (20) 
^3 3 ^ 3 ^ 3 ^ 
Equations (19) are a rewritten form of equations (5.63) of the 
reference. The system (19) of autonomous nonlinear ordinary differ- 
ential equations has 10 known independent classical algebraic inte- 
grals in Euclidean three-space. Since 60 independent integrals are 
required for a solution in general, numerical integration techniques 
would seem to be a reasonable approach for an approximate solution 
(See section 1.12.) [98,100,101,121,176,177,204,244]. As an approxi- 
mation to the Solar System, solutions of the system (19) would seem 
to exist and be unique [205]. 
The origin of the Euclidean three-space is the Sun, which is a 
noninertial frame of reference. The heliocentric and heliodynamic 
theories, as developed in Chapter 1, will be employed. In the system 
(19), m represents, therefore, the solar mass. 
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3.4. THE RATIONAL EXTRAPOLATION TECHNIQUE 
The success achieved using this method on the Two-Body Problem 
(See section 2.6.) led to its utilization on the Eleven-Body Problem. 
3.4.1. AL05RITHM IMPLEMENTATION 
Appendix 11 shows details in a similar fashion to Appendix 6 (See 
section 2,6.1.). 
Appendix 11 A shows the JCL, etc. with the load module module in 
a region of Main Storage rather than LCS (See section 2.3.1.). 
Appendix 11 B shows the FORTRAN used. The main program has vari- 
able EPS = 10 and H was arbitrarily set to FB. The array YSTART 
Initially contains the 60 initial conditions required (See section 
3.3.), which were taken from Line 3 [189] (See section 3.2,). Correct- 
ed values were used (See Appendix 10 D.). YSTART(l) through YSTART 
(6) contain x, y, z, x, y, z, respectively, for Mercury (i = 2, in 
the system (19). See section 3.3.). YSTART(7) through YSTART(12) 
contain the corresponding values for Venus (i = 3). The YSTART array 
continues with values for Earth (i = 4), Moon (i = 5), Mars (i = 6), 
Jupiter (i = 7), Saturn (i = 8), Uranus (i = 9), Neptune (i = 10), 
and Pluto (i = 11). 
The heli-ccentric gravitational constant (-GM1) was obtained from 
the defining equation [207], using the Gaussian gravitational constant 
[206,188] and the improved conversion factor for the AU [188]. Vari- 
ables GM2 through GMll are the gravitational constants for Mercury 
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through Pluto, obtained through the reciprocal solar masses [103,188]. 
When variable J of the DO loop is 1, the integration proceeds from 
time = 0 (XSTART=0) to time = 800 days (XEND=SP*2). When J = 2, the 
integration proceeds from time = 0 to 800 and then back to 0 to 
determine how well the initial conditions can be reproduced. 
The Systeme Internationale D*Unites [66] has been employed, except 
for time {184]. 
Subroutine FCT is rather extensive, nevertheless it was coded to 
execute about as fast as possible. The system (19) was reduced to a 
first-order system (as in Appendix 6 B) using statements DY(1)=Y(4) 
-3 
through DY(57)=Y(60), R 2 through Rll are the r^ for Mercury through 
Pluto. RX 2 3 through RZlOll constitute a minimum necessary set of 
values for (x. -x.), (y. “y.), and (z. - z.) to be used for equa- 
J 1 J 1 J 1 
tions (20). RX 2 3 is the x-component of the distance from body 2 
(Mercury) to body 3 (Venus), and similarly for the remaining compon- 
ents. These components correspond to (r^ - r^) in the system (19). 
Notice that no RX 3 2, etc. is evaluated, since RX32=-RX23, 
RX 3 2 is effectively available through complementation rather than 
through the slower but obvious subtraction, etc. Machine Language 
combination. The saving in execution time throughout the system 
should be substantial, although no test therefor was carried out. 
•3 
R 2 3 through RlOll correspond to a minimum necessary set of r^^ 
in the system (19).Multiplications instead of exponentiations (e.g., 
RX 2 3*RX 2 3 instead of RX 2 3**2) were employed to possibly reduce 
execution time. 
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A few words about the coordinate system [189] would seem to be in 
order at this point. The system probably has its origin at the center 
of mass of the Sun. The reference plane is probably the mean Equator 
of the Earth and the reference direction (x) is probably the mean vernal 
equinox. Both references probably include luni-solar precession but 
not nutation at the beginning of the Besselian solar year 1950.0. The 
y-direction is probably in the reference plane perpendicular and 
counterclockwise to the x-direction. The z-direction is probably 
perpendicular to the x-y plane, and probably in the same direction 
pointed to by the Earth’s mean North pole at 1950.0. Further inform- 
ation on coordinate systems, etc. is available [210]. 
The evaluation of the RHSs of the system (19) requires considera- 
ble explanation. DY( 4), DY( 5), and DY( 6) are the acceleration ( 
X, y» z, respectively) components for Mercury. Corresponding sets of 
components were written for the remaining bodies (i = 3-11). The 
computer’s floating-point arithmetic capability only approximates 
the real number system (See section 2.3.2.). In order to reduce the 
computational effort and hence the execution time related to (19) 
within the confines of FORTRAN, the distributive law, etc. of the 
field postulates valid for the real number system will be exploited 
[211]. The system (19) may then be rewritten 
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Combining the second and fourth terms yields 
(22) 
i = 2, 3, 11. 
The corresponding partial components of acceleration represented 
by the second term of (22) are WAX, WAY, and WAZ. These are common 
throughout the system and are evaluated once per execution of the 
subroutine. The first term in (22) represents the heliocentric effect 
(clearly the dominant term), and is the term immediately to the left 
of WAX, WAY, and WAZ in the FORTRAN statements for the acceleration 
components. The right-most term in (22) is represented by the remain- 
ing terms (all those except the last two) in the FORTRAN statements 
for the acceleration components. 
Except for increased DIMENSION statement constants, etc., subroutines 
DDESP, XDDE, DDESUB, and DREDIF are identical to their counterparts 
in Appendix 6 B. Subroutine DDERSB, in addition to the above differ- 
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ences, uses a relative-error convergence test (in the statement imm- 
ediately preceding statement 240) in Appendix 11 B rather than the 
absolute-error one (See section 2.6.1.) •> 
Subroutine DDEOUT in Appendix 11 B, in addition to the above 
DIMENSION differences, outputs values in their original units and 
not in the Systeme Internationale D'Unites, and title information 
was included (See section 2.6.1.). 
Subroutines DERROR are identical in Appendices 11 B and 6 B. 
3»4.2. ANALYSIS OF OUTPUT 
Appendix 11 C shows the output. The corrected (See Appendix 10 D.) 
Line 3 values [189] are available immediately below the title and 
subtitle. They are, of course, the initial values from the main pro- 
gram at time = 0 (variable X, denoted by the subtitle). The first 
line contains coordinates x, y, z, while the second line gives x, y, 
z. These two lines give the 6 coordinates for Mercury. Similarly, 
pairs of lines follow for Venus, Earth, Moon, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, 
Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto. Unless otherwise advised, this system of 
coordinate display will be rigidly adhered to. 
« 8 
At time = 0,34560x10 seconds (UT) or 400 days later, the set of 
coordinates appears directly under the set for time = 0. At time = 
800 days, the coordinates are similarly displayed. The results of 
the backward integration are similarly displayed, following those of 
the forward one. 
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3.4.2.1. EFFECT OF VARIABLE EPS 
Variable EPS was of extreme importance for the Two-Body Problem 
(See section 2.6.2.), as is also the case here. 
We compare Appendix 11 C (forward integration at time = 400 days; 
X, y, z) with the corresponding corrected Line 4 values [189]. Agree' 
ment in all cases is very good: the values from our integration fall 
within the corresponding Line 2 standard deviations [189] of the 
Line 4 values. The Line 2 deviations are applied, without modifica- 
tion, to the Line 3,4, and 5 values (See Appendix 10 D for justifi- 
cation.), In all cases, the angles with vertices at the heliocenter 
and subtended by our position of a particular body and that of Line 
4 are much less than 1 second of arc (See Appendix 12. ,Incidental 
calculations, such as this one have been carried out using the Uni- 
versity of Waterloo*s WATFIV [212] instead of FORTRAN IV in order to 
reduce turnaround time. Unfortunately, however, arithmetic results 
from the former are not as reliable as those from the latter in 
general. This calculation uses the Cosine Law to determine the 
maximum error angle (in seconds of arc) caused by the standard dev- 
iations applied to the Line 5 coordinates (x, y, z) of Mercury.). 
We now compare our values at time = 800 days with the correspond- 
ing Line 5 values [189], as above. Again agreement is good: our val- 
ues fall within the standard deviations of the Line 5 values, except 
for Mercury and the Moon. In the two latter cases, it seems that the 
shortcomings of our Solar System model are starting to rear their 
ugly heads (See section 3.2.). 
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We now compare the initial values (x, y, z) in Appendix 11 C with 
the corresponding ones that were produced by the backward integration. 
Algorithm and roundoff errors should produce some degradation in the 
latter. Agreement in all cases is quite good: for Mercury agreement 
is exact for 9 significant digits, Venus has 9, Earth has 10, Moon 
has 9, Mars has 10, Jupiter has 12, Saturn has 11, Uranus has 11, 
Neptune has 11, and Pluto has 12. The degradation is as expected: 
the faster bodies have more in general than the slower ones. This 
problem is somewhat analogous to that encountered in solving "stiff" 
systems of differential equations [148], on which much literature 
has been written. Appendices 13 through 16 contain the output as in 
Appendix 11 C, except for various other values of EPS. The best over- 
all performance seems to be had from EPS in the range 10 to 10 
Something seems to be limiting the number of significant digits 
obtainable. 
3.4.2.2. EFFECT OF INTERCHANGING BODIES 
A job identical to Appendix 11, except that Mercury and Pluto 
were interchanged, was run (details not included). We compared results 
of the backward integrations at time = 0 (for x, y, z). In general, 
an extra significant digit was obtained, compared with the results 
of section 3.4.2.1. (between initial values and corresponding back- 
ward integration results). Therefore it would seem that most of the 
degradation in the previous section is simply beyond our control 
with the available arithmetic capability (See section 2.3.2.). 
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3.4.2.3. EFFECT OF AN ALGORITHM ERROR ON THE RESULTS OF A BACKWARD 
INTEGRATION 
A job (results in Appendix 17) identical to that which produced 
Appendix 14, except that in subroutine FCT the statement for DY(4) 
had ”-UE*RX 2 7” instead of "+UE*RX 2 7" (the partial effect of Ju- 
piter on Mercury*s x was deliberately made erroneous), was run. For 
Appendix 17, as in section 3.4.2.1 , agreement for Mercury is exact 
for 9 significant digits, while agreement on the forward integration 
at time = 800 days for Mercury’s x is exact for only 2 significant 
digits (when compared with the corresponding value of Line 5 [189]). 
For Appendix 14, agreement for Mercury is exact for 9 significant 
digits for the backward integration, while the agreement correspond- 
ing to the above comparison is 5 significant digits (which is much 
better than 2). 
We, therefore, conclude that a good closing in a backward integra- 
tion is no assurance that the algorithm is correct. From section 
3.4.2.1 we can conclude that if the algorithm is correct then back- 
ward integration values agree well with the corresponding initial 
values. The results of the present section indicate that the converse 
of the preceding statement is not, in general, true. 
3.4.3. EXTENDED MODELLING OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM 
Appendix 18 shows part of the output of a job similar to Appendix 
14, except that the integration used Line 1 [189] instead of Line 3 
for initial values and the integration yielded values at 200 day 
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intervals through 1976 Jan. 23d.0 UT. The CPU time was 1382 min. 21.84 
sec. and the job charge was $7,246.75! The computational requirements 
of extended (timewise) and accurate Solar System modelling are cer- 
tainly not trivial. 
The initial conditions are shown, as well as values corresponding 
to Lines 3, 4, 5, and values corresponding to 1975 July 7d.O UT and 
1976 Jan. 23d.0 UT. 
We compared corresponding Line 5 values in a similar fashion to 
Appendix 12 (See section 3.4.2.1.). Appendix 19 shows results for 
Mercury: 29.35 seconds of arc is the heliocentric error angle, 
while the corresponding secular excess perihelion motion predicted 
by Einstein (See section 3.2, and references.) is 25.88"^ seconds of 
arc. Recall that Appendix 18 results are based on Newtonian mechanics: 
at first glance, the near equality of the two values of the error 
angle is highly encouraging. Further recall that Mercury should be 
ahead of its position in orbit under General Relativity than under 
Newtonian mechanics. Examination of the coordinates reveals, unfor- 
tunately, that the opposite is actually the case. Therefore, a 
more realistic error angle is the sum of the two values, or about 
55.24 seconds of arc. 
Mercury caused even greater problems before the receipt of Oester- 
winter*s letter (See Appendix 10 D.). The presence of errors in 
Table X [189], in addition to those listed, was suspected (See Appen- 
dix 10 C.). The glaring error for Venus, it must be admitted, was 
not noticed. A run similar to Appendix 13, except that Line 3 [189] 
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values for initial conditions were used, instead of the corrected 
value for z, etc. (See Appendix 10 D.)« Appendix 13 results for x, 
y, and z, respectively, for Mercury (forward integration, time = 800 
days) are (with the similar run results directly under in parentheses) 
0.1071 8638 4705 9226D 00, 0.2588 7886 9163 8346D 00, and 
(0.1071 7208 3814 4920D 00)(0.2588 8267 7961 2633D 00) 
0.1276 2946 9455 9271D 00. 
(0.1276 3290 3940 0052D 00) 
The values in parentheses were obtained using a value of z which 
differed by only 1 standard deviation from the value used in Appendix 
13. This difference causes effects much greater than those due to 
General Relativity, unfortunately. Coordinate uncertainties in the 
initial conditions (especially in the velocity components), therefore, 
severely limit the predictive ability of a Solar System treatment as 
an initial value problem. Clearly, this aspect of the problem warrants 
further research: model differences might be a culprit (See Appendix 
10 D.)i 
Similar runs to Appendix 19 were carried out for the other bodies 
+ “2 
for the heliocentric error angles: Venus, 3.28 xlO seconds of arc; 
Earth, 1.67'^xlO Moon, 1.55^; Mars, 1.78'^xlO Jupiter, 3.43*^xl0 
+ -3 + -3 
Saturn, 2.66 xlO ; Uranus, 0.0; Neptune, 2.17 xlO ; and Pluto, 
+ -3 
2.17 xlO . The large angle for the Moon probably is due to model 
deficiencies (such as: terrestrial oblateness, see section 3.2.). 
Consideration of the General Relativistic effect for the other bodies 
has not been attempted, due to the rather dismal performance for 
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Mercury (discussed in the preceding paragraphs). 
An identical run which produced the results of Appendix 18 was 
carried out, except that Mercury and Pluto were interchanged. The 
number of exact significant digits was recorded for 1976 Jan. 23d.0 
UT between the two runs: Mercury, 8; Venus, 7; Earth, 8; Moon, 7; 
Mars, 9; Jupiter, 7; Saturn, 9; Uranus, 9; Neptune, 9; and Pluto, 10. 
Algorithm and roundoff errors are now producing significant degrada- 
tion of results (See sections 3.4.2.1 and 3.4.2.2.), but the General 
Relativistic effect for Mercury should still be observed (if suffic- 
iently accurate initial conditions be available). An extended-preci- 
sion arithmetic (See section 2.3.2.) run corresponding to Appendix 
18 with considerably more favourable agreement with a corresponding 
run with Mercury and Pluto interchanged than above would add more 
confidence to the results than is presently the case. However, com- 
parisons, where possible, gave good agreement [241]. 
3.4.4. LUNAR EPHEMERIS OF GEOCENTRIC RADII VECTORES 
The optional body in our Solar System model is the Moon (See sec- 
tion 3.2.). The motion of the Moon presented a challenge to the 
ancients [5,13,61], Newton [69,71], Pierre Simon (Marquis De Laplace) 
[214], and modern investigators, A good summary of the situation is 
provided in the following quote: "Our old friend and neighbor, the 
Moon, is once again an embarrassment to those philosophical funda- 
mentalists who believe that simplicity is a measure of credibility 
in physical description." [216]. The most recent lunar research does 
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not rely in whole on the positions as tabulated in the national 
ephemerides [217]. Probably the best lunar ephemeris presently wide- 
ly available through joint publications of NAO and HMNAO is that des- 
ignated 3=2 [218]. Residuals in the geocentric radii vectores there- 
in seem to have been at least 6 km [218,215]. However, recent work 
from the LURE gave residuals of about 5m, with prospects for centi- 
metric residuals [219,220]. 
The j = 2 ephemeris for 1972-1975 is available [222,226,230,236]. 
In order to limit the computational requirement, we attempted to re- 
produce only the geocentric radii vectores [221,225,228,234]. A 
reasonably good explanation of the ephemerides is available [235], 
while a more thorough discussion is, unfortunately, somewhat dated 
[210]. A good tutorial on astronomical time systems [237], and an 
overall appraisal of astronomical systems of units [102] warrant 
perusal. 
3.4.4.1. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION 
Appendix 20 shows some of the details,and is similar to Appendix 
11. Appendix 20 A shows only the FORTRAN source which is different 
from Appendix 11 B. In the driving program, the initial conditions 
are those of Line 3 corrected (See section 3.4.1.), but the integra- 
tion proceeded for 1600 days, with printout at intervals of 0.5 day, 
and only a forward integration was carried out. In subroutine DDEOUT, 
only variables U (time from epoch of initial conditions, in days) 
and R (the Earth-Moon radius vector (the Euclidean norm), in units of 
the Earth’s equatorial radius [234]) were printed out (See Appendix 
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20 A and compare with Appendix 11 B.)» 
3.4c4.2. ANALYSIS OF OUTPUT 
Appendix 20 B shows the output only from 1975 Sept. lid.5 UT ( 
1466.5 days from 1971 Sept. 6d.O UT) to 1976 Jan. 23d.0 UT (1600.0 
days from epoch). Only this portion of the ephemeris was displayed 
in Appendix 20 B for space requirements and also because probably 
the maximum residuals with respect to the j = 2 ephemeris occurred 
in this range. Probably the maximum absolute value of the residuals 
throughout the 1600 day interval occurred at 1975 Nov. 7d.5 UT (See 
Appendix 21.), and was about 11.11 km. 
The independent variable for the initial conditions [189] was UT 
[184,210,235,237], as it was for Appendix 20. The independent varia- 
ble for [234], etc. was ET. In order to compare residuals the common 
time base, UT, was employed since interpolation in [234], etc. was 
very convenient. In Appendix 21 variable DT represents the approxi- 
mate value of T = ET - UT, applicable at 1975 Nov. 7d.5 UT [232], 
Variable DUT represents the geocentric distance at 1975 Nov. 7d.5 
UT, interpolated from the corresponding ET value [236]. Variable 
DNE represents the distance from North^s ephemeris (See Appendix 20 
B at time 0.152350D 04.). The remainder of Appendix 21 is self-explan- 
atory. The difference (DUT - AO) is about 3.26 km in this case, which 
is not negligible. 
Attention is called to the fact of the corrections for the equa- 
torial horizontal parallax of the Moon [233], applicable to [223, 
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227,231] and which were noted in Appendix 10 E A. Attention is also 
called to the important correction for Earth’s equatorial radius = 
6 378 160 ra, not 6 378 160 km [224], applicable to [221]. Both of 
these errors caused some consternation. 
The residual, with respect to the j = 2 ephemeris, was about 
“Hell km. Probably the maximum positive residual was about 8.3 km 
and it occurred at 1975 Oct. 28d.5 UT. The qualifier "probably" is 
required in the preceding because a rigorous comparison was not 
carried out throughout the 1600 day integration. This could have eas- 
ily been done; the j - 2 ephemeris is available in machine readable 
form (At least cards could be prepared from [234], etc.), and a pro- 
gram could easily have been written (somewhat more sophisticated 
than that in Appendix 21) to compare the distances. Lack of time was 
the prime reason for abandoning this approach. Another reason is 
that the j = 2 ephemeris is not very good: it seems to possess resi- 
duals with respect to reality of at least 6 km (See section 3.4.4.). 
Another reason is that the Line 2 [189] standard deviations relevant 
to the Earth-Moon system can give rise to a maximum residual of just 
over 89.755 km, with respect to coordinates without Line 2 values 
applied (A run similar to Appendix 20 revealed this.). 
A better ephemeris than the j = 2 one was sought to test Appendix 
20, therefore (See Appendices 10 E and 10 E A.). Unfortunately, we 
did not receive any LURE results (See also section 3.4.4.). These 
results, no doubt, would have revealed a model shortcoming, namely: 
that the terrestrial oblateness was neglected (See section 3.2.). 
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It would have been most interesting to attempt to isolate this effect 
and explain its magnitude theoretically. 
Several runs similar to Appendix 20 were carried out using various 
values of EPS (See section 3.4.2,1.) and interchanging of bodies 
(See section 3.4.2.2.). Again a rigorous inspection has not been 
carried out, but it seems highly probable that throughout the range, 
6 exact significant digits can be obtained, giving a maximum uncer- 
tainty in a particular value of the radius vector of about 0.64 km 
(algorithm and roundoff error). Of course, in order to fully exploit 
this capability, much better initial conditions would be required 
(lower Line 2 values [189]), and at least the effect of terrestrial 
oblateness would have to be included in our model. Indeed, it would 
be a great privilege to continue doing such interesting lunar research! 
3.5. THE TAYLOR’S SERIES TECHNIQUE 
The outstanding success achieved with this method on the Two-Body 
Problem (See section 2.7.) certainly necessitated an evaluation of 
its performance on the Eleven-Body Problem. 
3.5.1. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION 
Appendix 22 shows most of the details for generating the FORTRAN 
source (See section 2.7.). Considerable difficulties were encountered 
in applying Norman's software [166] to the Eleven-Body Problem. His 
assistance is gratefully acknowledged (See Appendix 9.). In Appendix 
9 G the following quotations are of interest; "I'm terrified by the 
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pages & pages of equations you are feeding my program! I can, however, 
explain some of the storage problems- which are my fault.", "For big 
problems you are rather more liable to have trouble with the amount 
of code TAYLOR generates: your 11 body thing is (by some way) the 
biggest problem it has ever met and, as you see, although I can gen- 
erate FORTRAN the FORTRAN compilers don^t like routines that long.", 
and "At least you can console yourself that my progra.m doesn’t make 
your research project trivial & unchallenging!". 
Appendix 22 A shows the JCL, etc. The effort required was consid- 
erably greater than that for the Two-Body Problem (See section 2.7.1 
and Appendix 8.). Tape NORMAN was also copied on tape LUT177 (See 
Appendix 9 F.). The first job step copied the second file to a data 
set on disk storage and sequence numbered that data set (See Appendix 
22 B.) [213]c The data set was not listed in this job step because 
it consisted of 4698 source records (SYSIN) of Assembler Language. 
The second job step altered the statement with sequence number 
0013290 to make the change recommended by Norman (See Appendix.9 G.) 
at the actual location 380_., not 37C_, (See Appendix 22 C.). 
ID ID 
The third job step bypassed a problem with OS/360 (involving 
concatenation of data sets with unlike attributes (See section 2.7.1.)). 
The catalogued procedure ASMFCLG, etc. ultimately generated the 
FORTRAN source in the catalogued data set F0R74092, corresponding to 
the TAYLOR input (See Appendix 22 D.). The TAYLOR input was prepared 
using parts of subroutine FCT and the driving program (See Appendix 
11 B.) according to the rules [168]. The number of terms employed 
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was 8, instead of the default value of 16 because, with the latter 
value, execution times of over 1000 minutes of CPU time of the load 
modules ultimately generated no significant output (as compared with 
Appendix 23 E.)* 
The procedure FORTGCLG, etc. failed during compilation since one 
of the generated subroutines was too large (See Appendix 9 G.). De- 
tails of the failure are not included. 
Appendix 23 gives details of a successful run. Appendix' 23 A shows 
the JCL, etc. The first job step essentially sequence numbered the 
data set from FOR74092, similarly to the first job step of Appendix 
22 A (See Appendix 23 B.), The second job step made changes to the 
data set from FOR74092 to allow a successful execution (See Appendix 
23 C.). As should be readily apparent, a lot of effort was required. 
The modified source (See Appendix 23 C.) and the driving program 
(See Appendix 23 D.) were successfully executed using the procedure 
FORTGCLG, etc. (See Appendix 23 E.), Many underflows (511 or over) 
were produced during execution (message: IHC208I [133]), but no 
attempt was made to eliminate them (See Appendix 9 G.). Underflows 
and overflows seem to be a fact of life when employing Taylor’s 
series (See section 2.7.4.). 
—6 
In Appendix 22 D, EPSILON = 10 (See section 2.7.1.), which was 
-14 
effectively reduced to 10 in Appendix 23 C (See sequence numbers 
00058060, 00058210, 00058390, 00058900, and 00059080. 
Also in Appendix 23 C, at sequence number 00061780, the corrected 
value for Mercury’s z was employed (See Appendix 10 D.), 
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Appendix 24 used an effective EPSILON = 10 . Appendix 24 A shows 
only the FORTRAN employed which is different from that in Appendix 
23. Routines not shown are exactly as in Appendix 23. The driving 
program, in addition to printing results at time = 400 days, punched 
a deck of cards for input to the job of Appendix 25. The CPU time 
for the load module (which resided in LCS) was 1024 min. 17.04 sec. 
”15 
The job of Appendix 25, using an effective EPSILON = 10 , inte- 
grated the system from time = 400 days to 800 days. Appendix 25 A 
shows the FORTRAN using the same scheme as for Appendix 24. The deck 
of cards from the job of Appendix 24 was read in subroutine SETUP. 
Results are shown in Appendix 25 B. The CPU time for the load module 
(residing in a region of LCS) was 1010 min. 05,55 sec. 
3.5.2. ANALYSIS OF OUTPUT 
The output (See Appendices 23 E, 24 B, and 25 B.) is only for a 
forward integration because of the excessive load module execution 
times involved. At a given time, the coordinates x, y, and z are 
printed for the 10 bodies as a set, followed by x,.y, and z printed 
as a set. The alternation described in section 3.4.2 does not apply 
here. At time = 800 days (See Appendix 25 B.), x, y, and z for 
Mercury through Pluto are printed, and are followed by x, y, and z 
for Mercury through Pluto. 
As in section 3.4.2 agreement for forward integrations at time 
= 400 days and 800 days is very good with Line 4 (corrected) and 5 
values [189], respectively. 
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We now compare the forward integration values (x, y, z) at time 
= 800 days in Appendix 11 C with the corresponding ones in Appendix 
25 B. Agreement in all cases is quite good: for Mercury agreement 
is exact for 11 significant digits, Venus has 8 (a small z-component 
is the culprit). Earth has 12, Moon has 11, Mars has 11, Jupiter has 
10, Saturn has 11, Uranus has 13, Neptune has 12, and Pluto has 12. 
A similar comparison of Appendices 11 C and 23 E yields 10, 10, 11, 
10, 9, 10, 11, 11, 13, and 12. 
3.5.3. CONCLUSIONS 
It is difficult to ascertain which set of values is better, algor- 
ithm and roundoff errors seem to be affecting both techniques to 
about the same degree (See section 3.5.2.). 
There is little doubt about which technique is faster: the load 
module of Appendix 23 ran for 975 min. 48.22 sec. of CPU time in a 
region of LCS, while only a forward integration of Appendix 11 requir- 
ed 114 min. 47.82 sec. of CPU time in a region of LCS (The load mod- 
ule was created using procedure FORTGCLG to be entirely compatible.). 
Therefore, for approximately maximum attainable precision, the ration- 
al extrapolation technique is about 8.5 times faster than the Taylor’s 
series technique. In the case of the Two-Body Problem the latter was 
about 2.9 times faster (See Graph 4.). 
The principal disadvantage of Taylor’s series is the size of the 
load module generated, and the accompanying long execution time (See 
Appendixes 9 F and G.). It would have been possible, through careful 
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reprogramming, to speed up the Taylor’s series technique, but it is 
doubtful that a factor of about 8.5 could even be halved. Experi- 
mentation with the TERMS keyword [168] showed that 8 was about the 
optimal value (execution timewise) for the Eleven-Body Problem. 
Similar studies regarding the number of terms employed have been 
made [137,169]. 
CHAPTER 4 
MATHEMATICAL ASPECTS OF THE ALGORITHMS 
4.1. THE CLASSICAL RUNGE-KUTTA TECHNIQUE 
4.1.1. INTRODUCTION 
This technique can be employed to solve systems of ordinary 
differential equation [143]. We are given the system 
^1 fi(yi(t),y^(t),...,y^(t)), (23) 
subject to the Initial conditions 
= yio . (24) 
and we seek approximate values ^i^^o * 
The Independent variable t does not appear explicitly in the 
RHSs of the system (23) (See the system (7) and (8), section 2,2.) • 
and is incremented by h, and i = l, 2,- ...,n. The increment 
h (not necessarily constant) is successively applied to advance 
the solution to the desired value of t. Existence and uniqueness 
properties of the solutions are assumed [122, 125]. 
4.1.2. ALGORITHM FOR A SINGLE FIRST ORDER EQUATION 
The method approximates the Taylor’s series solutions, 
y^(t + h) = 7i(tQ) + + ••• » 
through terms of order h , without requiring derivatives beyond 
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the first. Instead, four evaluations of the first derivatives 
are employed. 
The solution may be obtained 1143] by evaluating 
Aj = hf(yjj) , 
+ .5A^) , 
Aj = hf(y^ + .5A^) . (25) 
A^ = hf(y^ + Aj) . 
y(t + h) = y(t ) + ^(A + 2A + 2A + A ) . 
0 0^1234 
4.1.3. ALGORITHM FOR A SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER EQUATIONS 
For the system (23) with i = 1, 2, the solution may be 
obtained from [122] 
Aj = hfjCyj^, y^g) . 
®1 = ^20^ ’ 
*2 ' ^20 + -5®!) ■ 
®2 “ *'^2(^10 ^20 ’ <26) 
*3 “ + -5^2> ^20 + • 




110 ^ V 




B = hf (y + A , y + B ) , 
4 2^10 3 20 3 
1‘ 
y, (t + h) = y + -rCA + 2A + 2A + A ) , 
•'l ^ 0 -^10 6^ 1 2 3 4 
y (t + h) = y + ^(B + 2B + 2B + B ) 
20 20 2 34 
Also, for the system (23) with i = 1, 2, ..., n, the solution 
(26) may be extended with n sets of formulae (A, B, C, N) 
rather than 2 [122]. 
4.1.4., REDUCTION OF A SECOND ORDER SYSTEM TO ONE OF FIRST ORDER 
The systems (7) and (8) and (22) are of second order. We may 
write them 
y± = 8i(y^(t), y^Ct), ..., Yn^t)). (27) 
Letting 
“ hiCViCt), y2(t), (28) 
and differentiating (28) w. r. t. t we obtain 
y = h (y (t), y (t), ..., y (t)). (29) 
111 2 n 
Equating RHSs of (27) and (29) gives 
ii^(y^(t), y^(t), ...» y^(t)) = g^(y^(t), y^(t), 
Through the introduction of the auxiliary variables h^, the 
system (27) of n equations may be considered reduced to the 
system (28) and (30) of 2n first order equations. The former 
system may now be solved by the algorithms of section 4.1.3., etc. 
(30) 
4.1.5. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION 
The system (7) and (8), with initial conditions (9) was solved 
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(See section 2.3.). Appendix 1 B was prepared by reducing the 
system to a first order one (See section 4.1.4.), and applying 
the algorithm of section 4.1.3., using initial value variables 
(XI, Yl, DXIDT, DYIDT) and increment variables (X2, Y2, DX2DT, 
DY2DT). Variables STP, Al, etc. correspond to h, A^, respec- 
tively. The rest of the program should be reasonably self- 
explanatory. 
4.2. THE CLASSICAL RUNGE-KUTTA (GILL'S MODIFICATION) TECHNIQUE 
4.2.1. : INTRODUCTION 
The objective is as in section 4.1.1., but the accumulation 
of roundoff errors is limited along with reducing storage 
requirements [143]. 
4.2.2. ALGORITHM FOR A SINGLE FIRST ORDER EQUATION 
The following calculations are required [143] 
Aj = j , = 1 - /.5, = 1 + /.5, =.| . 
kj = hf(y^), = yp + - 2qp) . 
\ ' ^A + *2(>^2 - • 
= hf(y^), y^,= yg + A^Ck^ - q^) , 
\ = hf(y^), y(t^ + h) = y^ + » (31) 
q =q +3A(k -2q)~Ak, 
^0 1 1 ^0 1 1 
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= q, + 3A (k - q ) - A k , 
^2 2^ 2 2 2 
“ ^2 ^“^3^^3 ~ ^2^ ^ "^3^3* 
V = 13 + 3A^<H " 2^3) - Ajk^ 
with qQ initially zero. For the next step q^ is the immediately 
prior q^, and y^ is y. 
4.2.3. ALGORITHM FOR A SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER EQUATIONS 
The algorithm is an extension of that of section 4.2.2., and 
details, along with a flow chart for the FORTRAN program (subroutine 
DRKGS) of section 2.4.1., are available [143]. 
4.3. THE RUNGE-KUTTA-NYSTROM TECHNIQUE 
4.3.1. INTRODUCTION 
We are given a system such as that of (7) and (8) 
X = f(x, y), y = g(x, y), (32) 
and the goal is to solve the system without prior reduction to a 
first order one (See sections 4.1.4. and 2.5.). 
4.3.2. ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT 
Thfi solution of the system -(32) may be written [146] 
2 ^ 5 
x = XQ + XQh + h \ + 0(h ) , 
k=0 
3 ^ 5 




f - = f » 
0 0 0 
Jo ^KX^X’ 
2 K-1 
YQCI^ + h I Yy^^Sy), (K = 1, 2, 3) 
with analogous expressions for y. In (33) and (34) x^', , 
XQ, y^ are the initial values for the integration step, and h 
is the step size. 
The coefficients a , y » c » c must be found such that the 
K K K K 
RHSs of (33) are of fourth order. Equations of condition for the 
coefficients are available by equating corresponding terms of a 
Taylor's series solution of (32) and the RHSs of (33). From these 
equations a set of coefficients can be had: results are in Table 1. 
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4.4. THE RATIONAL EXTRAPOLATION TECHNIQUE 
4.4.1. INTRODUCTION 
An approximate solution to the system (23) subject to (24) 
(See section 4.1.1.) based on a discretization method (the midpoint- 
rule) can be improved by extrapolation [157]. 
4.4.2. ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT 
Suppose the discretization method [157] yields T(h) for the 
n th equation for a nonzero step size, then the true value T(0) 
can usually be better approximated by the extrapolated value 
^ /s 
T (0) of a rational function T (h) such that 
m m 
T^(h^) = T(h^), j = 0, ..., m, h^ -> 0. (35) 
The extrapolated values associated with the midpoint-rule 
(which determines i) 
^(i) ^ j(i) 
m m 



















m-k I _(m-k) (m-k+1) 
h k-1 “ ^k-1 
y Ic ^9 ^9 ***9 ' 
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_ (m-k+1) 
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(0) _ 
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^ k k " k-1 * 
(i) _ (i) (i) 
k k “ k-1 ’ 
successively for m = 0, 1, 2, 
programming details. 
See section 2.6.1. for 
4.4.3. CONVERGENCE CRITERION 
The extrapolation has converged [154] when every y^, at each 
integration step, has met a user specified convergence criterion. 
The test consists of comparing two successive extrapolation values 
at the end of the integration step. We define the difference between 
the two values for i = j to be , and the error tolerance given 
—1 8 
in the calling sequence to be EPS (10 ^ EPS ^ 1, in Appendices 
6 and 11). The absolute error criterion (See Appendix 6 B 10.) is 
|DJ I < EPS, j = 1, 2, n, while the relative error criterion 
is (See Appendix 11 B 18.) I < El’S, j = 1, 2, ...» n. 
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4.5. THE TAYLOR'S SERIES TECHNIQUE 
4.5.1. INTRODUCTION 
Taylor's series can be directly employed to yield an approximate 
solution to the system (23) subject to (24) (See section 4.1.1.). 
4.5.2. ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT 
The Taylor's series 




are successively evaluated in a sequence of overlapping domains 
(t^ replaces t^, etc.) [155]. The principal difficulty (See 
section 2.7.) lies in procuring yf'^^ the j th derivative of 
y^, from a set of recurrence relations. These relations follow 
after reduction of the system (23) to a canonical form. 
The local error-per-step e (EPSILON) for p terms for each 
y^ is readily specified (See section 2.7.1.). The required step 




i ^kk'' y;* ' (tuiJ (t - 
p+i 
(p+l) ! » \ ^ \k ^ 
(39) 
by setting 
E(t) = R(t)h*^^- = £, (40) 
where R(t) is approximated by the constant 




An estimate can be had from (40) and (41) 
1 
= ""k (t) 
p+1 
(42) 
where came from the immediately prior step. Subsequently a 
sequence h^ can be obtained such that (40) is satisfied by one 
or more members of the set. See Appendices 8 C, 23 C, and 24 A. 
63 A 
Leaf 64 omitted in page numbering. 
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APPENDICES 
lAKEHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE A ppern DC 
* »R. D* N5R 











^//PMl\RN(rfr5 Jo • 1ft 1 01 25.003D, 3, • • 1 • ,50 ^ ; P ORTHTYPPUN=HOI D , 
// CLASS=D«MSGLEVEL=n*l) 
// FXEr FORTHCLG#PAPM,FORT=*0OT=2.ID* 
XXFDRT FXFC PGM=TFKAAO0.RFGlONs250< 
SYSnUT = A*SPACE=s(CYL«(?.5) ) 
SYSnUT=B.SRACE=(CYL*(0,5)) 
UNIT = 2 31 4 • OC3=I RECFM= = . BL<S TZE= in51,S=>ACr = (rYL,( 1 **= 
UNIT-231A,DCB={RECFM=P»BLKSIZ-=10?4),SPACF=(CY_,(1, 
DSN = &L0ADSET.UNIT = 2314* DISP5^( MOD, »ASS) * S3ACE = (CYI » ( 
//FOPT^SYSIN OD ♦ 
IFF2361 ALLOC. FOR RMARN005 FORT 
IFF237T 3F2 ALLOCATED TO SYSPRINT 
IFF237I 331 ALLOCATED TO SYSPUNCH 
IFF237I 135 ALLOCATED TO SYSUTl 
IFF237I 136 ALLOCATED TO SYSUT2 
IFF237I 135 ALLOCATED TO SYSLIN 
IFF237I 314 ALLOCATED TO SYSIN 
IEF142I - STFP WAS FXECliTFO - COND CDDE 0000 
T EF2 85I SYS74 04 2.TOB4244.RVOOO.PMARNO05.PDO0 1 402 
IFF2B5I VOL SFR NOS= ADMP02. 
IEF2«5I SYS74O42.TOB4 244*RVOOO«RMARNOO5.P0OO140 3 
IFF285I VOL SFR NOS= SPLU02* 
IFF2BST SYS74042.T084244,RVOOO.RMARN005.LDADSFT 
TFF2B5I VOL SFP NOS= AOMPD2. 
IFF373I STF3 /^ORT / START 74043*0431 
IFF374I STEP /FORT / STO® 74043.0434 
CHARGF S 1.49 CPU TIMF 00.00.25 
DISK READER PRINTER 
I/O COUNTS 33 S3 60 





CPU OMIN 24.77SFC MAIN 
































PGM=IFrtL,REGinN = 9ft<.PARM=(MAP.LET.LIST > •COND=(4.LT, 




DD DSN = r,GDSFT( MA IN) .DT SP=< .PASS) .UNIT =231 4 • 
SPACE=(CYL.f2..1)) 
DSN=F,L0A0SFT. DISPrrlOLO. DELFTF) 
DDNAMF=SYSIN 
FOR PMAPM005 LKFD 






132 ALLOCATED TO 
3ft2 Ai LOCATED TO SVSPPTNT 
135 ALLOCATED TO SYSUTl 
13ft ALLOCATED TO SYSLMOD 
135 ALLOCATED TO SYSLIN 
- STFP WAS FXECUTEO - COND CODE 00r»0 
SYSl.FOPTLTP KERT 
VOL SFP NOS= MVT21A. 
P'DPTSUB KEPT 
VOL SFR NOS= MVTRIP, 
SYS74 04 2, TOB4 244.PVOOO.RMARN005.POOD 140ft DEL TED 
VOL SFR NOS= ADMP02. 
SYS74 042.Tnp4 244.RVr>D0 .RMAPN005.GDSET 3 ASSED 
VOL SFP NOS= SPLU02. 
SYS740 4 2. TO 2 44 . R VO 00 , p MA RN005. LD A D SET DFL^^TED 
VOL SFR NOS= ADMP02. 
STEP /LKFD / START 74043.0434 
STFP /LKFD / STpR 74043.0435 C.PJ OMIN OB.65SRC MAIN 
T 0.70 CPU TIMF on.00.09 REGION PEOUP^STFD OOOBK 
>) ) 
, 5 ) ) 
2,5)) 






IS LAKEHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE 
DISK REAOEP PRIMTER 
T/n COUNTS 143 0 39 
NO# OF DO CARDS 5 I 1 
XX60 EXEC PGM=4*L<E0.SySLM3D, CnN4D = ( ( 4*LT^ FORT)< ( 4, .T.LKED) ) 
DDNAME=SYSIN 
SYSnUT = A tS3ACE = (CYL» ( 1 , 1 ) ) 


















ALLOC. FOR RMARN005 GO 
136 ALLOCATED TO PGM=4.DD 
36? ALLOCATED TO FT06F001 
331 ALLOCATED TO FT07F001 
- STEP WAS EXECUTED - COND CODE 0000 
SYS740 42.TD84 244.RVOOO.RMARN00 5# GOSET 
VOL SFR NOS= SPLU02. 
STEP /GO / START 74043.0435 
STEP /GO / STO» 74043.0457 
S 27.19 CPU TIME 00.14.41 
DISK READER PRINTER 
I/O COUNTS 0 0 11 








VOL SER NOS= SPLU02. 
CPU 14MIN 40.92SEC MAIN 















ISjjj LAKEHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE 
rx. PV ET ' 2' i ” 1' NO V "Ti '■■■) A^eiJpix i g □s/360 “OPTRAN H 































































00 1 3 







































♦OPTIONS IN E8FECT4 
♦ OPTIONS IN 
NAME= MAIN.nPT = 02,LTNECNr = 60,«^TZ^ = O0nn<^ 








WRITE I6,2) XI ,Y1 ,DX1DT*DY1DT 




0 01 N=T #NN 
A |i=STP4DXl OT 
B1=STP4DY1OT 
XY = -STP4 ( XI ♦XI 4-y 1 *Y1 144(-1,5) 
C 1 = X1^XY 
Dl=Y1♦XY 
A2=STP*(DXlOT+.5D04C1> 







3 3 = STP4( DYl 0T4-.5D04D2) 
XX=Xl-f.5D04A2 
YY=Y1♦•5D0^B2 




B4 = STP4( OYlDT-f03 ) 
XX = X1 4-A3 
YY = Y1>«'B3 
XY = -STP4( XX4XX4-YY^YV )♦♦( -1 *5) 
C4=XX4XY 
04=YY4XY 
X2 = X1^(A!^A2^A?*-A34-A3 + A4) ♦FR 
Y2 = y 14-t 3 1-fB24-B2fB3 + B3-4-B4) ♦FP 
DX20T = 0XIDT-MC1 ♦C2^C2-f C34-C3^C4 ) AFR 
|)Y23T = 0Y1DT4-(D1 ♦02+02^D3^D3-fn4 ) *ro 
X l = X2 
Y 1*Y2 
0X1DT=0X2DT 
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/i FPet<)Pf X 
April 8, 1974 
Profeeaor T. E. Hull 
Chalmian» Dept, of Computer Science 
Unlveralty of Toronto 
Toronto 181, Ontario 
Dear Profesaor Hull; 
Thank you for your letter dated July 27, 1973. I would 
appreciate the opportunity of applying the Fortran version 
preprocessor (Ref. 1), especially to the software of Ref. 2 
In order to study the effect of roundoff on my 11-body Newtonian 
gravlatlonal problem. 
Please use the following nailing address exactly as shown: 
Mr. Roy D. North 
c/o Professor John Griffith 
Department of Mathematical Sciences 
Lakehead University 
Thunder Bay, *P*, Ontario 
PfB SEl 
Yours sincerely. 
Roy D. North 
References: 
1: Hiill, T. E. & Hofbauer, J. J. (1974): Technical Report No. 63, 
Dept, of Computer Science, University of Toronto, page 11. 
2: Rice, John R. (Editor) (1971): Mathematical Software, ACM 




Jaauary 2, 1975 
Dr. W. Black 
Department of Astronomy 
University of Glasgow 
GiASGOW 
SCOTLA.^^ID 
Dear Dr. Black; 
Your recent ^aj(>er (Ref. 1) is of Interest as I am work- 
ing for my M.Sc. uhdei*"Wbfessor John Griffith in numerical 
integration of Solar Sysfem orbits." I ,would appreciate a copy of 
the Fortran source for '’the equations oi motion expressed rela- 
tive to a dominant mass in the group of W bodies' (Ref. 2), as 
well as that for the program outlined in the paper (Ref. 5). 
Papers describing comparisons of methods (Ref. 3) would be of 
special value. 1 am aware of Refs. 4 and 5. 
I have implemented the software (Ref. 6) for the solu- 
tions of the 11-body lieliocentric problem, and could supply the 
source. I have attempted to ajjply the software (Ref. 7) to the 
same problem; I wonder if you have any experience with this pro- 
grant. 
We tiiank you for program Victor. The last two decimal 
places for PI (enclosure #1, at interval statement number 0060) 
should be 64, instead of 52 (Ref. 8). This is mentioned only in 
passing and would be of importance only if Victor were run with 
extended-precision arithmetic. Further information on "a diff- 
erential corrections method", especially with regard to speed of 
execution compared with other methods, would be welcome. 
The last two initial conditions do not seem to be cor- 
rect (Ref. 9). Using formulae (4.72) and (4.67) (Ref. 10) 
Vel « 2ir /l ♦ e. 




z « i\ 
and 
y, instead of 
C^S; -.\^ ‘ -. ' • •' 
*-Jv 
.!■ 4 ,V"' 
•- rF'■:■<■•■'. '■> '•• ' ■' v»'. St_~. • "' 
''’ftf-'v" •■ 5«'iri ■ '♦" ftef '" ' 
-‘AV, .•' •./■; 
' - ■'';.*'{■> 3>. 
r? "j ' - 
V = IT /2(1 ♦ e) ,instead of : y> 2ir (l v 
The'significance 
points in Figs 
shown 
^ Please use-^he following mailing address exactly as. 
.• •;■ :&aL(dUatV Student/j, :-'• '/''.ji if'v.VjrJ ‘ - 
■ ■ -' Department.;of'Mathematical,):Sciences'v5:5v.^i.3^,:5-r-43<;^ g;f)V ■''' 
Lakehead 
thuhdet Bay P •V^Ontarid:; lCahaday^M”=?4^’- ■■ ■ 




- ■ . 1;.- 'Vv:3.v)3-n'<-;/. 
/irr£K)v>(K 3A,COMTH\JUE:P. 
REFERENCES 
1. Blacky N. (1973): Celestial Mechanics^ Vol. S, No* 3» Page 357. 
2. Ibid., Page 358. 
3. Ibid., Page 359. 
4. Hull, et al (1972): SIAM J. Niamer. Anal., Vol. 9, No. 4, 
Page 603. 
5. Rice, John R. (Editor)(1971): Mathenuitlcal Software, ACM Mono- 
graph Series, Academic Press, NeW York and London, Page 369. 
6. Ibid., Chapter 9. 
7.. Norman, Arthur C. (1972): Proceedings of the ACM, Annual Confer- 
ence, Vol. 2, Page 826. 
I 
8. Knuth, Donald B. (1969): Volume 1, Fundamental Algorithms, The 
Art of Computer Prograipaing, Addison-Wesley^/Publishing Company, 
Reading, Mass., Second Prlhting, Page 613. 
9. Roy^ A.E., et al (1972): Celestial Mechanics, Vol. 6, Page 472. 
10. Roy, A.E., (1967): The Foundations Of Astrpdynamics, The Macmil- 
lan Company, New York, Second Printing, Page 90. 
DEPARTMENT OF ASTRONOMY 
Professor P. A. Swiii-r 
Ht'PBKJpix SB. 
THE UNIVERSITY 
Glasgow G12 8QQ 
TEL: 339 8855 
11th February, 19T^ 
Mr. Roy D. North, 
Graduate Student, 
Department of Mathematical Sciences, 
Lakehead University, 
Thunder Bay 'P', 
ONTARIO, Canada. 
P7B 5E1 
Dear Mr. North, 
Thank yoii for your letter of 2nd January, and for your interest 
in our work. I shall try to deal in turn with each point you raised. 
T enclose a FORTRAN listing of a program which integrates the 
motion of k bodies relative to a fifth. This was in actual fact 
generated by a general purpose macro processor which myself and two 
colleagues developed in Glasgow. I described this in the paper, a 
reprint of which I enclose. It allows one to generate a program 
for any number of bodies up to 10 (this limit could be extended by slight 
reprogramming) from the one common text by simply changing one card. 
As you will see the program uses essentially singly subscripted variables. 
The result of this is that the program length becomes enormous for 
large numbers of bodies. Although the use of singly subscripted 
variables certainly speeds up the program, the saving in cost might be 
offset by the expense of extra core usage. If you have any ideas on 
this I would be interested. 
Unfortunately I seem to be unable to lay my hands on a copy of the 
program which integrates the motion with respect to some fixed reference 
frame as described in the enclosed paper. This was written several 
years ago and I think I revised it to remove some inefficiencies. 
Although it is the correct formulation for star cluster type problems 
where no particular dominant mass can be singled out, it is my experience 
that the relative equations should be used in Solar System problems 
where the Sun dominates, and it would seem essential to use it in the 
case of Earth-Moon-Sun, with Earth being the dominant mass. 
I append a list of references which you may already know. The 
first 3 describe the use of high order (l2th) Cowell predictor-corrector 
methods and give quite interesting applications of Solar System integration 
programs. Williams and Benson's paper uses a smoothing technique on 
Lagrange's Planetary equations and allows long term integrations to be 
made. Perhape the smoothing technique "throws out the baby with the 
bathwater" since it may be the small interactions which drive changes in 
the system over 'vlO® ^ years. 
In fact the papers by Ovenden might interest you as an application 
of long term integration programs. His numerical work, however, is too 
crude to be definitive at this stage. Merson's report comes down in 
favour of multistep methods, especially the Gauss-Jackson one and jasaseIC 
with the use of these high order multistep algorithms when step changing 
need not be done too often. Rosser's paper describes a method which 
/^rP£K)DI X 38 J COA}T/A)U£D. 
REFERENCES 
Cohen, C.J., Hubbard, E.C.,-Oesterwinter, C., 1972: Elements of the 
Outer Planets for 1 million years; 
Astron. Paps. Am.Eph., 22. 
Cohen, C.J., Hubbard, E.C.: 19^5: Libration of the close approaches of 
Pluto to Neptune. Astron.,J., 70, 10. 
Oesterwinter, C., Cohen, C.J.: 1972: New orbital elements for Moon and 
Planets: N.W.L. Technical report, TR-2693; U.S. Naval 
Weapons Lab., Dahlgren, Virginia. 
Williams, J.G., Benson, G.S. 1971: Resonances in the Neptune - Pluto 
System. Astron. J., j6, I67. 
Ovenden, M.W.; 1972: Bodes law and the missing planet. 
Nature, 239» 508. 
Ovenden, M.W.: 1973: Recent Advances - Dynamical Astronomy: (V.Szebehely, 
B.D. Tapley eds.) D. Reidel, Holland. 
Merson, R.H., 1973: Numerical Integration of the Differential Equations 
of Celestial Mechanics; Royal Aircraft Establishment 
Report; Farnborough, England. 
Rosser, J.B., I967; A Runge-Kutta for all seasons; SIAM Review, £, Ul7» 
Rice, J.R. (Ed), 1971-* Mathematical Software; ACM Monograph. 
Roy, A.E. et al, 1972: Cel. Mechs. , 472. 
LAKEHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE 
nnrm AV NO 03 JOB T'5'TO'TZBTTTBW 
' // C L A 353 = D • MS GLE VEL = ( 1 . 1 ) 
v^ciNiKn; ^ j 
.3Trr 1 f 'Ji I YP}^ufv=HUirur 
E CPTHC .PARV, FCET = * CCD » CP T-,E» 
PGM- IFK.AACO ♦PEGION=;?&OK 
SY3QUT=A,SPACE-(CYL*(2*5)) 
SYSnLT=0.SPACE=(CYL.(0.5)) 
UN I T-2314 *0CB-(RECFM=F ,BLKSIZfc = l05) .SPACE- 







XXSYSLIN UO DSN 
//FCFT.SYSIN CD ’i' 
I E F 2 3 C i ALLOC. FOR 
(PYI, , 
= ( C. Y L 
( i ) ) 
( 1 ) ) 
•DLOAD SET . UN 1 T-23 1 4 , DI 3F = < MOD * PASS ) * SP A (.IT - ( CY L . ( 2 . :> ) ) 
nVARN003 FORT 
IFF 2 3 7 I 
ILF 237 I 
IFF 2 37 1 
IFF237 ! 
I F F 2 3 ? I 
lEF 2 37 I 
IFF 142 I 
IEF2B5I 
I FF 265 I 
IFF266 I 
I EF 2 6 6 i 
IFF2 65 I 
IFF2 8 5 I 
iEF373 I 
IEF37 4 I 
CHARGE 
3 6 0 A L L 0 CAT 1. • iT O S Y S P P 1 N T 
331 ALLOCAltD TO SYSPUNCH 
130 ALLOCATED TO SYSLTl 
13? ALLOCATED TO SYSUT? 
130 ALLOC A ILL.) TO SYSLIN 
3 1 C ALLOC A TL; D TO S Y S 1 N 
- STEP WAS EXECUTED - CGND CODt COCO 
S Y 5 7 A 0 5 T . T 0 9 1 B 1 5 . (< V 0 0 0.1-’ M A FiN 0 0 3. P 0 0 O O 5 8 0 
VOL SI P NCS^: 3PLU0A. 
SYS 74 054 . T OG 16 1 5.R VGOU • I04ARNC C3. POQO 058 1 
VQL SEP NCS- MVTPiP. 
5 Y S 74 C? 5 4 . T CD 1 a 1 3. R V 0 00 . P MARNOO 3 . LO AuSF T 
VCL SEP NLS- SFL006. 
D E L F T' F... I.) 
1 t 
P AFSE D 
CPU 0 M I M 5 B . 7 0 S 1. C A IN 2 5 r'< K 






XXSY SL 1 N 
STEP /F C R T / S T A P’ T 74 054.2 2 3 1 
STEP /FORT / SJTOP 74 0 5 4.22 33 
S 3.2 3 CPU T IME 0 0.00.59 
DISK READER PRIMER 
I/O COUNTS 47 157 165 
NC. CF DD CAFF'DS 3 1 1 1 
/ / L X £ C F 0R T H C L G , A .P' M . 0 R T - .• C P T -- 2 • 
X X E C P T E X E C P C M = I E K A AGO. h E (i HD fsl = 2 5 0 K 
XXSYSPRIM DD SYSCLT-A ,SPACE = (CYL* (2* b) J 
DD S Y SOLT-B•SPACE-(CYL.(0.5) ) 
Of.) UN IT-23 1 4 , CC B= ( RE CFM = F , ELKS IZE- 1 05 ) . 5-->ACE = ( r Yl ,{ 1 , 
Df) UN 1 T =? 31 4 *DCE = ( RE CFM-F , ELKS 1 ZF - I 024 ) , .SPACE" ( CYL * ( 1 
i:U USN-'eLOADbi£l . UNI T=2314 . D I SP-( MOD • PA ) .SPACE - ( C Y L * 
//FORT .SYS IN DD 4' 
I 5 F 2 3 6 I A L L t C . F C P I- Y A R N 0 0 3 F O P T 
IFF237I 3<.>0 ALLOCATEP TO SYSPI INT 
ieF237 I 3.31 ALLOCATED 10 SYSPUNCH 
IEFP37I 130 ALLOCATED TO SYSLTl 
IFF 2 37 1 1 32 ALLOCATED TO SY.SUT2 
IFF237I I ^0 ALLLCATFD TO SYSLIN 
IEF237I 311 ALUOCATED TO SYSIN 
IFF142I - STEP WAS EXECUTED - CONLD CODE GOOD 
IFF265I 5Y 5 74 054. TCP 18 15.RVOOO.PMARNOOJ,POOO0585 
IFF?65 I VOL SLR NCS- SPLUOC. 
IF,F2a5 I SY S74 054 .T 0 9 1 S 1 5 . R V UOO . K M AP, NO 0 3 » PC 00 0 58 6 
IEF2F5I VCL S£R NCS" MVTRIP. 
IEF2H5I SYS?4 05 4.T C918 I 5.R V000.PMARN00 3.LOADSET 
IFF?65 I VCL SEP NCS- SPLUOC. 
ltF373I STEP /FLJK'V / START 74054.22 33 
U*f374I STEP /FORT / STOP 74054.2234 
CHARGE T 1.23 CPU TIME 00.00.18 






P A . [■ IS 
I/C CtUNTS 
NC. CF DO CARD.S 
XXLKEC EXEC PY.M 
XXSY SLID DD OfK: 
5 4 4 0 i>3 
I 1 1 
■ 1 F WL • PE G! DN = 9 6^K * FARM - ( M AP . LE T . L 1 ST ) .C CN'' 
SYS 1 . F OR TL 1 D. 01 S P-S H P-. 
CPU C M I N 18. 2 4 .s!? C M A I .2 5 0 K 
REG I CiiNl 5FQUIZ S T f •. I) 02 '•'»0K; 5 T A 
I- U r-4 C1-1 
0 
1 








X XSY SFRI NT 









IR F ? 3 7 I 13 0 
I F F 2 J 7 I 13;? 
1EF2J7I 130 
I E F 1 A 2 I - r.;- T F 
I E F 2 ft 6 I S Y S 1 
1EF2SSI VCL 
1EF206I F^Jf^ 





I E F 2 ft S I SYS 
1EF265I VUL 
IFF 373 I STEF 
IEF374I STEP 
CHARGE. 1> 
ArPBtJP I K ^ J{ Z 
LAKEHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CfNIRE 
 D'S T StJF'*Tri'SP’=’SHR' 
£YSOUT^A,SPACE=(CYL. (1,1)) 
SF AC L - ( C YL , ( 2 . '5 ) > . UN IT~2 3 1 4 
[:> S N L G O S E T ( M A I N ) , D I S P -- ( , I' A S S ) , U NIT 
SPACF-(CYL, (2,, 1 ) ) 
0 S N - & L O A D S E T , D I S P •= ( G L D , D E L E T E ) 
DDNANC=3YSIN 
FOP F^AF>N003 LKED 
ALLOCATED TO SYSLIO 










CONI.) CODE CCOO 
ALLOCATED 
ALLOCATED 
ALL OCA TE D 
ALLOCATED 
ALLCCATLD 
WAS EXECUTED - 
• r G T; T I„ 1 F 
Si-:F NCS= VVT2 1A. 
rsuo 
SEP NCS= MVTRH-. 
? 4 0 E; » I C G 1 3 1 U . I; V O () 0 
SEP NFS- SPLU06, 
/ 4 0 b 4 . T C 9 I ft 1 5 • R V 0 0 0 • P' M A P N 0 0 3 
SF:P NCS^ MVTRIPe 
f 4 0 b a « T C Q \ G 1 b • R. V < i C 0 • P MAR IN C 0 -i 
SEP' NOS-- GPLUOP. 
I ■’ MAP N C' O 3 . F O c; 0 b G 9 
GOSE T 
KF PT 
i.)l'LI Tl ,!) 
FI; 
LOAD SL T DL i.. 
I/C CCUNTS 
NO. CF DO CAPOS 





IFF 236 I ALLOC 
iEF237I 132 
IEF2.37 1 360 
I E F 2 3 7 I 3 3 1 
lEF142 I 
IEF2ES r 
IF F 2 S b T 
I I- f 3 7.3 I 
lEF 37 4 I 
CHARGE 
/LKEO / START 74OE4.2234 
/ L KE D / ST OP 74 0 f: 4,2 2 3b CPU OM 1 N 
0 • ft 0 C PU T 1 ME i' 0.00.10 P t. O 1 U N P: 
DISK NLAOER PRINTER 
2?G 0 42 
b 1 1 
E'GM = ^S .LKED . S Y SLMUD ♦ CGND= ( ( 4 ,L T 
0 E N A P E - S Y S I N 
SYSOLT = A *SPACE = (CYL , <1 , 1) ) 
SYS OUT --B • SP ACE -(CYL, ( 0 , b) ) 
FCR P(VAPN003 GO 
ALLOCATED TO PGM=«.DD 
A L.L G C ,A 7 !- D TO FT 06 f' 0 0 1 
ALLUCATED TO FTU7F00I 
1 0 • 
DUE 
1 s s r c 




'■ > T A 
FCRT ) , ( 4 ,LT ♦LKE:'> ) ) 
I/C CCUNTS 
NC. CF DC 
IEF?ft5I 
IFF2F5 I 
I e f 3 7 5 I 
IEF376I 
WMARN003 
- STEF WAS EXECUTED - CGIsIC CODE COCO 
SYS74054.T C9lftlb.RVOOO.PMARN003.GUSET 
V 0 L S r- p N C S “ M V T P J P . 
STEP /G(.: / '^TAPT 74 Ob'4.2 2 35 
/ P G / S T UP 74 0 bb . O I 34 
267.10 CPU TIME 02.25.16 
n 1.3 K R !- A D E f< P R I NT EP 
0 0 1 0 
PA; 
STL P CPU 14 DM IN lo ' S t C I 'T A 1 N 
CD\NUS 1 1 1 
S YS74054. T('9 181 b . P V 0 00 . R M A RNC 0 3 
V 0 L S L: I? N G s -- M V T F’’ i P • 





a'aUL.STED OOe FK 
D FLETtiD 
.TO N 
S T A 
JCRT /RM ARNO 0 3/ 
JGli /PMARN003/ 
JOB CHARGE "it 
:iTAPT 740 54.22 3 1 
STOP 74 0bS>.C)l3 4 
266.032 
C P U I 4 t) M i N 4 3 • ,3 8 ;.i t: C 
V 
o 
(EHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CFNIRE 
-2T--r-Nnv 7i- ■■)   
C C Y P IL E R CPT I G N S - N A M E = M A I N * C P T ~ 0 2.L INFi C N T ■= 6 0 , ' T1 /, (’ -- 0 0 0 0 K , 
SOURCE . bCU* i-JCL 1ST • NODECK * L CAD, N',)UAI - , MtJfU I 1 , it-, M.,! X < 
0002 SUBROUTINE D!-'KG S JiPK M T . Y . L)E R Y , ND I, HiLf ♦ K CT > CU T'F , AU X < 
C 
c 
0 00 3 
C 004 
0 0 0 5 
.0 0 Co 
0 0 0 7 
0006 
0 0 09 
0 0 10 











0 0 22 
0 02-5 
0 0 24 
0 02 5 
0 0 26 
0027 





0 0 3 3 
0034 
;) IMt NSIUN Y < . DER YTi 4< *AUX%8.4< * A%^< ,UA4< <, Ki^iviTXUA 
DOUBLE PNECISIGN PRMT , Y * DER Y ♦ AUX , A , B , , X , > T N!; , H , A J , r; J , C J »i T * 
1 D E L T 
DO 1 I^l.NOIf^' 
1 A U X X , r< A' • 0 6 6 (> (:> 6 61 6 6 6 0 F!> B 6 E 8 7 D0 * l..> T: I'! Y I < 
X A M N W T %l< 
XEND^PRMT %2 < 
H//PRMT %.3< 
Ph-B>1T%Ej< A0. DO 
CALL E'CTXoX * Y , DE RY< 
C 
C E'PPUP TEST 
IF XXEND -X<<3 0,37*2 
C 
C PREPARATIONS FOR RUNGF-KUTTA METHOD 
2 A%K#*5D0 
A%2<yif* 2928S321E 61 345248D0 
A XJ < 1 . 7 0 7 I 06 78 1 1 fcO 5 4 ? 5D 0 
A X4 < * 16 6 6 6 6 6666 616 6 6 6 7 D 0 
D% 1<^2.DO 
!3%2<# 1 • DO 
E3 3 < 1 . D 0 
B%4<.^^2..O0 
C % 1<^ * .5DO 
C % 2 < M • 2 i 2 6 9 3 2 11 H 1 .14 5 2 4 El D 0 
CX.i<Ul .707 10678 1 18654 7500 
C%4<^!<. 5DC 
C. 
C PREPAPATICNS OF FIRST RUNCE-KUTTA STFR 
DU 3 1 ^ 1 . ND I M 
AUX%1 * I<4Y“X l< 
AUX%2 . K^B3ERY%I < 
/K Li X X 3* 1< W 0.0 C 
3 AUXXEit KHfO .DO 
I REC/yO 
F F & H 
I HLF I 
I S TEP// 0 
IF.ND^O 
C 
0 0 35 
0 0 36 
0037 
0 0.1 A 
0 0 3 ‘ 
C 0 4 0 
C START OF A IvUNUE-KUTTA STEP 
4 I F X X X DH- Xt. NO < < 7 . * 5 
5 H//X!'MD-X 
6 IF M.)#l 
U 
C RECQRtXlNG OF INITIAL VALUES OF THI5' STEP 
7 ir%PPMT^iS<<40.B*40 
F TTF'STffO 
9 ISTFPA I.STEPL I 
C 
c 
C STAICr OF IMvIERMGST RUNGL-KUTTA LOOP 
CEHEAD 
0 0 4 l' 
00 
0 0 4 3 
-0044 
0 045 
0 0 46 










0 0 57 





0 0 63 
0064 
0 06 5 
0066 
0 067 
0 0 66 




0 0 73 
0 0 74 




0 0 79 
0 0 0 
0 0 8 J 
0 6 ;• 
0 0 8.i 
0 06 4 
0 0 05 
c c e 
UNIVERSITY CO/APUTER CENTRE 
AEJOEMJUX if M-... 2- 
Jti 1 
1C P JfiAXJ< 
b j < 
CJ^C%J< 
DO 11 I .V 1 . NDI M 
R 1 fi H4D8H! Y% I < 
R2^A -6 J*AUX%6, I << 
Y% KX(Y% I <&R 2 
P2^/R2&R26«2 
11 A U X "46,1 < « A UX%6 « Kt, R 2-C J 4 M 1 
10 %J-4<12* 15*15 
12 J^jr, 1 
IF%J~3<13,14,13 
13 X;i/XC .SOO>!‘H 
14 CALL FCT%X,V ,DERY< 
GOTO 10 
C FNU GF INMGRMOST PUNCE-KUTTA LOOP 
C 
C 
C TLST OF ACCURACY 
15 I F % I TE S T < 1 6,1 6,2 0 
c 
C IN CASE ITESTft^O THERE IS NO POSSlblLITY FUR TESTING tjF ACCURACY 
16 DO 17 1^1,NDIM 
17 AUX%4,I<^Y%I< 
I TF ST rn 
IS TEP4lSTEPC ISTeP-2 
1 a IHLF«IHLFF,I 
Xvi- X-H 
H4•5 00 4H 
G 19 1 1 . N D I V 
Y%i<*AUX%l•I< 




C. IN C A S PE I T E S T iY 1 T F 5 TING OF A C C U R A C Y 1 S o r. s D 1 (3 L F 
2 0 I MDDA/1 ST /2 
IF 4 1 STEP-IMGD~IM0D<2 1,23,21 
2 1 CALL FCT4X , Y ,DtzR Y< 
00 22 I#1,NDIV 




C COMPUTATION OF TEST VALUE DCLT 
23 UELTA(#0,D0 
DU 24 I/)^l,NO!M 
24 D£LT;^DFLTF AI.JX%8 , I <*D AR5i>%AUX%4, I<-Y4I<< 
1 F % D t L T ~ ^ t '' V T 4 4 < < 2 h * 2 G , 2 b 
C 
C E (-s'POP IS TOO GREAT 
:•> 5 I F X I ML r - 1 0 < 2 e; , 36,36 
;:6 DO 2 7 i/yi,Ni.)iM 
2 7 AUX%4 , I< A- A UX %5 , I< 
ISTEPA7 ISTEP&I STEP-4 
X <^X-H 
I L ND A 0 
k c n c M u 
c' 0 e 7 
0 c e ^5 
0 0 8' ^ 
0 0 90 
0091 
0092 
0 0 93 
0 0 9 4 
009b 
0096 
C G9 7 
C C 9 fi 
CC99 
0 1 00 
0 10 1 
0102 
0 103 
0 1 0 4 
0 105 
0 1 06 











0 1 1 v8 
0 119 




T I C S 
UINIVCK5IIT '.AJivu'U U..K CCI 'JIKL 









8^h,SULT VALUES ARE OCOD 
28 CALL FCT%X*Y•D£RY< 
DO 29 IVl.NOIM 
AJX I , I< ^Y % I< 
AUX%2* K/yOEF YX,I< 
AU X % 3 * 1< A U X%6 * I< 
y%I<#AUX%5 * I< 
?9 UtK'Y%I < A»AUX/o7 « I < 
I F>iPRMT'iib<<40,30 * 40 
3 0 r) 0 3 1 1^1, N D i M 
YX K>^AUX%1 t I< 
J I L; E I ■■ Y % I < /<» AU X 2,1 < 
IREC^IHLF 
IF%IENO<12,12*39 
I T GETS DGUeLLD 
3 2 IHLl-rUHGE-1 
I STEP// I STFP/2 
H // H /; H 
1 F I i-iL F < 4 , 1 3.3 3 
M 1 MUU//1 bTf..P/2 
I h~ % I S T P 1^ I IM UD - 1 M O i;; <4,34,4 
14 IF'!iOELT-,0 2D0 =«tpRMT %4 << 35.35,4 
.^3 I HLF/if I HLF-1 
I STEP4 iSTEP/2 
H4HSrH 
GiJ T 0 4 
P.ETUl<NS TO CALLING PROGRAM 
Gi IHLF«/1 1 
CALL F CT !iX , Y ,DF..R Y< 
GOTO 39 
37 1HLF^12 
COTf) 3 9 
3i'< THLf-/M3 
39 CALL LiLTP;J4X , Y ,ULFY , I HLE , ND I V , F FMT •; 
4 0 RFTUF-N 
FNl) 
LF F F C T N A M t = M A 1 N , G P T = 0 2 , L I Nt C N T 6 0 • 3 f /J - 0 0 0 u K * 
L- FF F CT * S01J R CE • PCD , ('■J01. I S T , NODF CK , LC AO , OU3 A n , NOf D I T » Nii . f- ■ ' X- t- 
SCURCi: STATEMENTS ■= 119 ,PRQGfiAM SIZE = 2286 
NO Ol AGN0 8T IC'S GENfciRATED 
V i G Li END Oi’ COMPlcaTICN G .iK 
LAKEHtAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE 
r"~rEveL 21 ( NDV ?i T fFTJFrmA“N~-H 






















0 00 2 
0003 








0 0 1 2 
0 0 13 
0 0 1 4 
00 1 5 
0016 
00 17 
0 0 18 
0 0 1 9 
0 0 2 0 
0 01 
00 22 
^'CPTION.S IN EFFLCTX^ 
’►CPTICNS IN EFFECTS 
CPTICNS - NAME= 2MIN,CPT = 02*L INECNT=60» SIZE =('C00K ♦ 
SOURCe ,EBCD ICt NOL 1ST ,NCDECK *L CAi;)» NC'VAP,. NC 
IMPLICIT REAL«8(A-h,0-Z) 




PRMT(2 > =2D0^P1 
PI^MT ( 3 ) =P I 10-4 
PfuMT <4 ) = 1 0- 1 4 
Y ( 1 )■= 1 DO 
Y(2)=000 
Y( 3 ) =( >rYO 
Y (4 > = 1 DO 
DEPY(1)=.2500 
DEFT Y( 2 > = .25100 
DTTRY ( 3 ) = .2 500 
OLR Y(4 ) = .2 500 
NE) IM = A 
on 1 N -1 * 1 0 
C ALL rj RKGS ( PR MT . Y * D eFT Y * NO I V , I HLF , F C T » HO T P * A UX ) 
STOP 
lE N D 
NAME"-- MAlN.aPT = 02.L INLCN T = 60 .S 1 ZF=O0 0r- K , 
SOURCE. EBCDIC. NOL 1ST , NGDLCK .LOAD . NDMAP , NGL li I T , 
♦ STATISTICS^ SCUfTCF STATEMENTS = 
■♦STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENbRATErj 
F:ND GT- CCr^PlLATICN ♦ >ic ijc :<t •«: 
21 .PROGRAM SI ^ E = H 0 6 
iNi i O . 
1 1 7K 
O 
155 LAKE HEAD UMiVERSITY 
TWEr PI ( NCV 7) )  
COMPUTER CENTRE ^ ^ 











C O YU I L f:“ H 
OOOP 
0 0 0 J 
0 0 Y3 4 
r 0 01.-' 
0 0 0 6 
0 00 7 
0 0 0 H 
0 0 C 9 
C p T i C NS - NAME= MAIN. CPT = 0 2* L IN F CNT= 6 0 . S I / *r ~ f 0 C ^ , 
SOURCE .EHCDI C. NOL 1ST .NCDh- CK ,L C A.J , E i\ U A P , I\L 
CUt^hCUT I N£ F CT ( X . Y, DLRY ) 
I MPl. IC I T REAL^^'BL A-h, C~Z ) 
C I Mf. NS I C N De !'-? Y ( 4 ) , Y ( 4 ) 
I E F Y ( 1 ) - Y( i) 
Dc.K Y ( c.' ) - Y( 4 ) 
X Y“- ( Y { 1 ) *7 ( I ) 4- Y ( 2 ) Y ( 2 ) ) ( - I « C ) 
DCr-^ Y ( 4 ) ~Y( 1 ) ^'XY 
|i J Y( A ) - Y( 2 ) «XY 
0010 NET URN 
coil END 
Ml, 
NAME = M A I N . UP T-C 2 .L I NLC NT= no , J i 7T -O 'STON , 
SCURCE. EfcCDI C. NOL 1ST .NODflCK .L C AD . NOMA P .•NOEL I T . NO IP. NT 
’J'STA T 1 ST I CS Y S^IURCL STATEMENTS ■= 1 0 .PROGRAM SIZE AbO 
^STATIST ICS’S' NC DIAGNOSTICS C-eNERATlfD 
* CP T I GNS Ifj F^-FECT* 
><cCPTIGNb IN FFFLCT’!^ 
^}i jfr 5(c SJc 4: i;” fv) Q 0 f- CCMF’ILATIUN ^ Xc 4c 1 1 /K 
o 
|||Hj[|| LMIXCnCML/ v^V^/v^rA-»(L-J\ 
^rFV¥i:~ ^ r ( ^rov 7T “T  F OK TP TTN ' K 
CCA/P ILEP 
I S N 0 0 0 
ISN 0003 





CPTICNS - NAME- M/' IN , OPT-0 2 * L INE C N E - 6 0.5 1 7 f P 0 0 K . 
SOURC e * EECU I C « NOL IbT » NUOECK . L 0 A:) » r;f A’A p,, M'> 1) i 1 , 
SUBROU T i N£ QUTP ( X ♦ Y * DLRY • I HLF . Ni.) 1 M , PRMT ) 
IMPL IC IT REAL^8(A-H# C-Z) 
D I ME: NS ION Y ( 4 ) , UEF^iY ( 4 ) , PRN'T ( 5 ) 




♦OPTIONS IN EFFECT* NAMK= MA I N.0PT = 02*LINECNT=60.SIZE^OOOOK , 
♦OPTIONS IN EFFECT* SGUi<CF .EBCDI C . NOL I ST . NODFCK ,L CAL' .NGMAP , N CL C I T , NO 10, 
♦STATISTICS* SCURCE STATEMENTS = 
♦ STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GE NE P ATC.D 
^^♦^♦^ END OF CCMPILATIGN «♦**♦♦ 
♦STATISTICS* NO CIAGNCSTICS THIS STEP 
7 .PROGRAM Size. = 3 94 




V c; c o 
o o 
C 0' '?'■ (f 
t\l IP 'XJ 







v_. O O 
O O O C- o 
C -o O 
o o o 
o o o 
C C' o 
c> o o 
o o o 
O o c 
c o o o 













































o (Vi N ^ 
v\j I'} CO 
N o O' p 
— '0 N 
O ip uo 
^1' n to 
— (\j n 
O CO o 
o o o 
_> o o 
o o 
O p 
O O O’ 













p ro -<t 
'.u ro (M 
P 00 O' 
rp 
O O .0 
D 00 CM 


















I I I I I 








































C) i'J (M 
■ 0 I p Ip 
o o o 
UP p 0 
r» ' o 
I*-. 'IS IV.) 





c:> c- o 
'O o o 
o o o 
o o o 
o a o 
















































































N. rp N. 
CM P c- 
i7 P 
P- N ^ 
7 7 7 
C7 7 7 
7 7 7 
"■ 7 7 
O' O' (7 
O' O' 7 
7 C7 ns 
7 ys O' 
7 7 7 
O' 7 O' 
OOOOOOOOOO 
Aer£K)oix S' w 4 
//HM/J RNOO'> JCL: * 1 ,• I 0 1 i--’5 ♦ 0 0 1 0 , J , , * 1 , , 50 • ♦ * R • 0* NORTH'♦ T Y PRljN™ HULD 
✓ / C L A S S = D , M S G L, i V L 1. = ( I , 1 ) 
/ / EXEC FOR T hCL (• t P ARM , f'OR T = • Cf> T-~ ^ # I D • 
XXFORT EXEC 




XXSYSL IK Dp 





JEF2 3 7 I 
I EF23 7 1 
1EF237I 
IE F 1 A 2 I 
1E F 2 8 5 I 
IEF2 85 I 
IFF 2 E 5 I 
leF28DI 
I E F 2 8 5 I 
I EF 2 F D I 
LizF 3 7 3 I 
I FF J 7 '4 I 
CHAPCE 
P G ~ I K A AO 0 . R E G I G K = 2 50 K 
SY SUE r-A « SPACE -(C YL • (2.5) ) 
SYSGUT-ii. SPACE - (CYL, (0# 5) ) 
DM T - 2 G 1 A ,DCB- ( RE CF = F , tJLKS I 7F - 1 05 ) . SPACE -( CYL • ( 1.5 >) 
UN I T = 2 J1 4 .DCb=( PECF M=F *BLKS I ZF =1 02 4 ) ,DPACE=^( CYL t ( 1 .5 ) ) 
LSK-ELOADSET « UN 1 T =: 2 J 1 4 * D ISP-- ( MUD , F> A S S ) . SPACF -( C YL » ( 2 * 5 ) > 
DD 
. F'Uf< PMARNOOe FORT 





330 ALLOCATED TO 
130 ALLOCATED TO 
135 ALLCCATED TO SYSUT2 
136 ALLOCATED’ TO SYSLIN 
310 ALLOCATED TO SYS IN 
- STEP vi-AS EXECUTED - CGND CODE 0000 
SYS 74066* T090324.R VOOO.RMARNOC5•RO001 1 93 
VCL SEP NCS- 3PLUG 6* 
SYS 74 066.T 090324 *R VOOO•RMARN005•ROOO I 194 
VOL Si; A' NLS-- AUMP0 3. 
SYS 7^ 06 6. TO90 3 24 •R VOO0.RMARNO05•L UADSET 
VOL 51 i ^ N C S - S P L U 0 3 . 
STEP /FORT / STAFT 74066.2211 





NO. CF DD CAR- 
X XL K E D F XL C 
2.09 CPU TIME 









XXSY SL I N 
XX _ 
IEF23 6 I 
IEF23 7 1 
IEF2 3 7 I 
IEF2 3 71 
IEF237I 
I EF2 3 7 I 
IEF2 3 7 I 
IFF 142 1 
IEF2f.b I 
IEF2F5 r 
















CPU OMIN 33.45SEC MAIN 248K 
0 Q . 0 0.3 3 R E G I O N A' f, (j UE S T E D 0 2 5 0K S T A 
PRINTER PUNCH "   
8 6 0 
1 1 
PGM=lEWL,K£GICN = 96K,PARM=(MAP.LET .L 1ST ) .CCND*(4.LT.FORT ) 
DSN = SYS1 .FORTL IB,DISP=SHR 
O SK~F CRTSUB.D1SP-SHR 
SYSaCT = A , SPACE = ( CYL’» ( 1 .1)7 
SPACE-( CYL . (2.5) ) ,UMT~2314 
DSN-SGOSET(MAIN) .DI SP=( .PASS) .UN IT-2314. 
S P A C LX C Y L . ( 2 . . 1 ) ) 
OSK-ELOADSET.DISP=(CLD.DELETE) 
DOKAMt-SYSIN 
FUR RMARN005 LKED 













1 3 5 
- STEP 
S Y S I 
VOL 
EORTSUB 
VOL SLR NCS- MVTPIP. 
SYS 74 066. TO 9C 3 24.R VOOO.RMAKNOCb.ROOO1 197 DLLLIED 
VOL SEf< NCS- S PLUG 6. 
SY S 74 06 6. T090324.RVOOO.RMARNO05.GOSET P ASSuD 
VIJL SLR NOS= AD(MP0 3. 
SYS74066.TC90324.RVO00.RMARNC05.LOAD5ET DELETED 
VOL SLR NCS= SPLU03. 
SfEP 7L K E D' / S T AP T 74 0 66.2 213 
STEP /LKEO / STOP 74066.2214 CPU OMIN 07.255EC MAIN 
S 0.67 CPU TIME 00.00.C7 REGICN REQUcSTEC 0096K 






WAS EXECUTED ~ 
.E LRTL I 6 
Sht^ ru:S~ MVT217. 
KEP t 
K E FJ T 














X X G C EXEC 
XXFTC5F0CI DU 
X X F T C 6 F 0 0 1 O C; 
XXFTC7FCC1 DP 
/ / 
IEF2 3 6 I 
IE F2 3 7 I 
IEF2 37 I 
IEF2 3 7 I 
lEF 1A2 I 
IEF2ES I 
I EF2 t5 I 
I6F3 73 I 
IEF37 4 I 
CHARGE 
PGM=* . LKt 0 .SYSLMUD, CCNO= ( ( 4 .LT , T CRT ) , ( 4 ,L T ,L K[:.l) ) ) 
DUNAYE = SrSIN 
SySaUT=A ♦SPACE -(CYL. ( I ♦ ] ) ) 









R A R N 0 0 5 JOE 
ALLOC. EGR RMARN005 GO 
135 ALLOCATED TO PGM-*.DO 
3 65 Al. L 0C A TL 0 TO F T 0 6E 0 0 1 
330 ALLGCAlc.D TO FT07F001 
~ STEF WAS t.Xr_CUTEO - COND CODE 0000 
SYS 74 066.T090 3 2 4.R VOOO.RMARN005.GOSE T 
VOL SLR NC5= ADMP03. 
/ S t A R T 7 4 066.2214 
/ STOP 74066.2224 
4.36 CPU TIME 00#02*15 
DISK READER PRINTER 
0 0 11 
1 1 1 
S Y S 7 4 G 6 6 . T 0 9 0 3 2 4 • R V 0 0 0 • K M A R N C 0 5 
VOL SEN NOS= ADMP03. 
JOB /RMARN005/ START 74066.2211 
/RMARN005/ STOP 74066.2224 CPU 2MIN 










p A s s 0 c:) 
90 SEC MAIN 
6 TED oot>;’K 
DELETED 
2 S K 
S TA 
5 5 . 6 0 S h; C. 
^ B 1 
LEVEL 21.7 ( JAN 7i ) OS/J60 FONT KAN I I 
I SN 


























I S N 
I SN 
I SN 


























C Cl^ P I L E R C p T I c N S. - ISA M W = . , IK*. 0 P T - 0 2. L IN i. • C N 0 ,,..S 1 ZE^OOOO K.,, 
SOURCt . EE3CDI C • NOL 1ST , NODL'CK . L C AD . NO MAP . NQt D I 
0002 IMPLICIT REALMS!A~H,0~Z) 
0003 F 1 = 3.1 41 59 20535B97932384()1.)0 
0004 Xl=l 
0 0 0 5 Y1= 0 
0006 DKl-0 
C 0 C 7 D Y r= 1 ' 
OOOB WRIT£(6.2) X 1 ,Y 1 ,DX l.DY 1 
0009 FORMATI* • .4F30.16) 
00 10 H =PIXc3 2D-4 
0011 NN=625 
0012 
00 13 A 1 = 100/3 
00 14 A2--2D0/3 
0 0 15 A 3 - 1 













0 0 29 CD 1 = 30 0/8 
0030 CD2=3D0/0 
00 31 CD 3= 1.0 0/8 “ 
0032 H2G10=H2#G10 
0033 H2G21=H2*G21 
0 0 34 H2G30 = H2=<‘G3 0 
0035 h2G32= HZ’I'GJP 
0036 Alh=Al«H 
0 03 7 A2H = A2«^H 
0038 DC3M=1.10 
C C39 OOlN = 1 .NN . 
00 4 0 FXY = -<Xl=«'Xl + Yl^Yl)+*(-1.5) 
0041 F=Xl«FXY 
0 04 2 G = Yl>i»FXY 
0043 FO=F 
00^4 GO=G 
00465 X 1 I =X1 +DX1 ^J'A 1 H-i-H2 G10*F0 
0046 Y1 I=Y1 4DY1 *A1 H + F2 G10*G0 
004 7 FX Y = -( XI I*X1I+Y1I«Y1 .5) 




C052 X 1 I = X1+DXI^A2 H + H2 G21«F1 
0063 Y11=Y1+0Y1^A2 H+H2 G21*G1 
0 0 54 F X Y=-1 X I I =1= X 1 I + Y 1 I Y 1 I ) ♦ 4 ( - 1.5 ) 
0 0 55 'F^XITTFXY ■ '   ‘ 
0 056 G=Y1 I^FXY 
CC57 F2=F 
/}FreAJ/>/}( ^ g 2 










ISN 006 6 
ISN 006 9 
ISN 0 C 7 0 
I, SN 0 0 7 1 









X 1 I-Xl-fDX 1 A3^H-*-H2 030^6 06H2G 32*F 2 
Y1 I =Y1 i-DYl =«'A3=«'H6H2 03 0 * GO + H2 G3 2 ^02 
FXY=-(X1I«X1I^Y1 I«YII)<'«(~1.5> 
F =Xl I^FXY 
G-Y 1 I^i'FXY 
F3 = F 
G 3 = G 
X2=Xl+OXl«H6H2*( CO=<‘FO+C l«F 1 6C2*F26C3«F 3) 
Y2 = Yl+DYl*H + H2*(C0*GO-»-Ci*01 C2 *02 FC3 + G3 ) 
DX2 = DX1 < CD0’*'F0FCD1*F 1 FCD2’(‘F 2 FCU3 ♦FJ ) 






WRIT E(6,2)X2.Y2,D X2 * DY 2 
STOP 
END 
♦CPIIQNS IN EFFECT* NAME= MAIN*0FT=02.LINECNT=60.SIZE=OOOOK, 
^OPTIONS IN EFFECT* SGURCE.EBCDIC.NOL IST* NODECK•L□AD,NOMAP* NOEDIT, ID 
* STA 7 I ST I CS* SOURCE ST AT EMENTS = 76 •PROGRAM S I ZE '= 
♦STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 







, O ro 
0 Njin 
1 O (\Jj ID 
O C\J| <t’ 
O Ni <± 
: O Cyii 0> 
O O'- (?» 







O O' * O' 
O 0>‘0' 










































o o o -o o o 
u 
0 —• n O' O n 
01 <t vC rn Vi) fvj fvJ 
i);N. •<) !<t O 'O' n iC\J 
-• i/) fM i-< C\J vO n jcvj 
•O o iQ 00 ioo !V£) 
r*") ro N lr'~ N IN- 
N [ in ro (V CM CM !\i [ro 
in o K 
o o o io 
O O O jO 
O O O o o O O jO 
IO o ;o 0*0 
•><1 O'O O O O 'O O |0 
o !o o o 
o 'O O |0 
O jO O jo 
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• I • 
Ji.PPeNDl/, <a » X 
J 
//RMARHQ31 JOB •16 1 C125.020•4#111 * t60« ♦«R♦ 
// CL/iSS = C,MSCLEVeL=( 1* 1 ) 
// EXEC FCRTHCLG , P/5PN • FCPT = » CPT=2 • IC* 
NORTH*♦TYPRUK=HGLD* 
P GM = lEKAA 0 0*REGION=250K 
SYSOUT=A,SPACE=(CYL.<2* 5)) 
SYSOCT = B,SPAGE«ICYL*CO *5)) 
UN I T=22 14 ,DCB-< RECFN==F ,B4_KSI ZE = 1 05) , SPACE= ( CYL • ( 1 .5 ) ) 
UN IT = 2314,CCe=(RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=1024)♦SPACE=(CYL,( 1*5)) 
DSN^&LGADSET*UNIT=2314 *DISP = < MOO*PASS)*SPACE~tCYL* (2* 5)) 
y/F09T.SYS IN OD ♦ 

































362 ALLOCATED TO 
331 ALLOCATED TO 
136 ALLCCA 1EO TO 
132 ALLOCATED TO 
136 /»LLCCATED TO 
310 ALLCCATED TO 
- STEP WAS EXECUTED - COND CODE GOOO 
SYS74176•T090841.RVOOO.RMARN031.R0000665 
VOL SER NCS= SPLU03. 
SYS74176.TCg084i.R VOOO.RMARN031.R0000666 
VOL SER NCS- RVTRIP. 
SYS74176.TC90e^l.RV000.RMARNO31.LOADSET 
VOL SER N0S= SPLU03. 
STEP /FORT ✓ START 74176.1849 
STEP /FORT / STOP 74176.1864 
$ 7.99 CPU TIME 00.02.17 
DISK READER PRINTER 
1/C COUNTS 283 361 426 



















































CPU 2MIN 16.54SEC MAIN 248K 




PGM=IEWL *REGICN = 96K*PARM=(MAP.LET.LIST) *CCNO=(4.LT* FORT) 
CSN=SYS1 .FORTL IB*DISP=SHR 
DS N = F CR T SUB. D lSP=sSHR 
£ VSOUT=A,SPACES(C YL*<1 *1)1 
SP/»CE=( CYL . ( 2* 5 ) ) *UNIT=23 14 
DSN=&GCSET(MAIN)*DISF=(.PASS)*UNIT^ 
SPACEs( CYL*< 2.* U ) 
DS N = 6L 0ADSET * D1SP= < CL 0.DELETE) 
DDNAME=SYSIN 
FOR PMARN031 LKED 


















VCL SER NCS= MVTRIP. 
SYS741 76.T090 ^41 .RVOOO .RMARN031 .R0000669 DELETED 
VOL SER NOS= ADMP02. 
SYS74176.T090841 *RVOOO.RMARN031•GOSET PASSED 
VOL SER NCS= MVTRIP. 
SYS7417C.TC90841.RVOOO.RMARN031.LOADSET DELETED 
VOL SER NCSs SPLUG 3. 
STEP /LKEO / START 74176.1854 
STEP /LKED / STOP 74176.1856 CPU OMIN 11.55SEC MAIN 
$ 0.89 CPU TIME 00.00.12 REGION REQUESTED 0096K 
68 K 
STA 
LAKEHfcAU UfMIVtKbllY t^U/VAKUICK ^.LINIKC 
□ DISK READER PRINTER I/O COUNTS 410 0 57 
NQ« CF DO CARDS 5 1 1 
XX GO EXEC PGM= .LKED . S Y SL MO D • COND = ( { 4 • L T ,F OR T I « (4 , L T .LKEOI ) 
DC DDhANE^SYSIN 










IEFI 4 2 I 
I EF 2 6 f I 




ALLOC* FOR RMARN031 GC 
132 ALLOCATED TO PGM=*.OD 
362 ALLCCATEO TO FT06F001 
331 ALLOCAIEO TO FTC7F001 
I/O'COUNT £ 
NO.CF DC CAROS 
I e F2 E 5 I 
IEF26EI 
- STEP WAS EXECUTED - COND CODE 0000 
SYS7417 6* T090841 .RVOOO•RMARN031 •GOSET 
VOL SER NGS- MVTRIP. 
STEF /GO / START 74176.1856 
STEP /GO / STOP 74176.1859 
$ 2.58 CPU TIME 00.01.16 
DISK READER PRINTER 
0 0 23 
1 1 1 
SYS74176.T090041.RVOOO.RMARN031•GOSET 
VOL SER NC£‘= MVTRIP. 
PASSED 
CPU I MIN IS.59SEC MAIN 








JCH /RMARNO 3 1/ 
JOB /RMARN031/ 
JOB CHARGE S 
START 74176.1849 







fcHEAD UNIVERSITY LUMPUltK LfcNIRb 
»1®7 i JAN 72 ) 
AlEEh^PlX ^ B-i  












0 1 2 
0 1 3 
• 014 
0 15 
CPTICNS - NA(we= MA IN. CPT = 02. L INECNT = 60# S rZE = OOOOK * 
SOURCE.EBCDIC .NGLI ST.NCDECK.LGAD.NONAP.NOEDIT 





P 1= 3.1 4 15g26535e97<3323846D0 
SP=PI^2 
N = 4 
YSTART< 1 )= I 
YSTART(2)=0 
YSTART!31=0 











H = 1 
£PS=3.6D-11 
CALL ODESP(SP.FCT.N,YSTART# XSTART * XEND.H,EPS, DDE OUT » 
VifRITE<6*97 ) NGFNS 
FORMAT( IHO.5X .36HTCTAL NG OF FUNCTICN EVALUATICNS IS .16) 
STOP 
£ ND 
IN EFFECT’S' NAME= MAIN*OPT=C2.LINECNT=:60*SIZE=0 000K. 
IN EFFECT* SCU RCE. EECCIC.NOL 1ST.NODECK.LOAD.NOMAP.NOEDIT.ID.NOXREF 
ICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 21 .PROGRAM SIZE = 592 
ICS* NC DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
ND CF CCMFILATICN ****** 93K BYTES OF COF 
EHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUICR CtNTRE 
1.7 ( JAN 73 ) 
/} f f>£tJPIX   S. .2ii  











0 1 1 
012 
1013 
CPTIUNS - NAME= MAIN •□PT-02.LINECNT=60*SI7E=C000K. 






DERY<1 )=Y(3 ) 
DER y( 2 1 = V ( 4) 
XV (Y(l)’l«Y(l)FY(2)*Y(2))=«‘*(-l.SD0> 
OERY(3)=Y(1)»XY 
DERY( 4 ) = Y( 2) tXY 
PETURN 
END 
IN EFFECT« NAME= MAIN,OPT~02.LINECNT^60.SiZE=OOOOK• 
IN EFFECT* SCU RCE. E ECCIC.NOL1ST * NODECK,LOAD.NOMAP,NOEDIT.ID.NOXREF 
ICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS - 12 .PROGRAM SIZE = 456 
ICS* NC DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
:ND OF CCMFILATICN ****** 93K BYTES OF COP 
EHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE Ar£ E js) m x (p jg 3 
















CCMPILER CPTIQNS - NAME= M A IN . OP T=0 2* L I NEC NT = 60 « SI ZE=00 0 0»< * 
SOURCE.eBCD IC.NOL 1ST.NODECK.LOAD.NOMAP.NOEDIT.ID.NO XREF 
SUdROUTINE DDESP(SP.FCT•N ,Y,X1.XF.HI.EPS♦ CCEOUT) 
IMPLICIT REAL^at A-H. 0-Z) 
DIMENSICN Y(4) 














NAME= M AIN. OPT-02.L lNECNts= 60 . SIZE^OOC OK . 
SCUfiCE.EECCIC.NCL1ST,NODECK,L0AC.NCMAP,NCEDIT,ID.NOXREF 
ICS^ SOURCE STATEMENTS = 16 .PROGRAM SIZE = 568 
ICS^ NC DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
ND OF COMPILATION 93K BYTES OF COf 
EHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRQ 








C C 9 
0 10 
0 1 1 
•C 1 2 
0 1 3 
)C1 4 
• 0 15 
• 0 16 
'017 








































AJ^FjE^j>jx  a if   
( JAN 73 ) OS/360 FORTRAN H 
CCMPILER QPTICKS ~ NA.ME= M A IN • OP T= 0 2. L INE CN T = 6 0 , SI ZE = C 0 0 0 K , 
SGURCE.EBCDIC* NOL 1ST • NCOECK * L O AD , NQM AP , NOED IT t ID. NO XREF 
SUBROUTINE XODE( SP.FCT♦N.Y.XI .XF .HI .EPS. DDECUT ) 
I.YIPLICIT REAL#8( A-F. O-Z ) 
D I ME N S I C N Y ( 4 ) . D Y 14 ) . S < 4 ) . R ( 4 ) , Y R ( 4 i 
COM MON/DOF SPC/NP « KOUNT 
CL-MMCN/ IFAR AM/M. NMAX 
COMMON/DPARAV/DZCT.DP2.DEMAX.DEMIN.DHDIV.DZCTUP 
CCMMCN/DINFO/eX.ER.EE.NE.NEPR 
CrvMCN/OCTPCT/SPPRT. E IPRT .X IPRT .XFPRT.EPSPRT.NPPRT.TITLE 
LOGICAL STYPE.KQNVF.TITLE 
EXTERNAL FCT. CCEOUT 
DZJT=2.77D-17 
DP 2 = 3 2 7 e e 
DEMAX~1 
DE MlN=1D-18 
□ ED IV= 1024 
DZCTUP=3-6D16 







X I PRT= XI 
XFPRT=XF 
EPSPRT=EPS 
IF( (N.L 8.0) .OR. ( N.G7.NMA X) )GOT084 
IF( (EPS.LT .DEM IN ) .OR .(EPS .GT .OEMAX) )G0T0 8 5 
TTL-XF-XI 
h= H I 
IF < TTL AH )86 .87 . I 2 
12 IF( ( (H/TTL1ADP2.LT.1.) •OR. ( (H/TTL) .GT.l . ) ) GOT08 8 
DO 14 r= 1 . N 
S(I )=DABS(Y( I ) ) 
14 CONTINUE 
KCNVF= .TRUE. 
HMI N=H /DHD I V 
HMAX=TTL 
HP=0 
XP = X1 
X=X I 
20 IFUNP.eC.O ) . AND. ( .NCT.STYPE) )GOTO50 
XPMX=XP-X 
FF = X PMX/H 
IF<FH.GT*DZCT)GCTC50 
30 IF(DABS(FH).GT.OZOT)GOT034 
0CJ2 1= 1 . N 
Y R ( I ) = Y < I ) 
32 CONTINUE 
HC = HP 
XR- X 
GOTO 36 
34 MQ = XPMX-#-HP 
HR-^HQ 
xn = xT 
CALL OREDIF(N.XR.YR,OY.HR.HQ.EFS*M,S.R.KONVF,FCT) 
EHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE 





































1 I 1 
112 
1 13 
1 1 4 
I 15 
1 16 
1 I 8 
I 19 
1 2U 














30 CALL FCKYR, XR.DY) 
STYPE=«TRUE. 
CALL 0DEGUT( YR,DY,N-i XR *STYPE) 






XP = XI-f (KGUNT)^SP 
IF{ { XP-XF ) /H*GT. 0. ) XP=XF 







IF(( XF-X-H)/TTL.LT* 0*1H = XF-X 
X T = X 
CALL DDESUP<N*X,Y,CY*H*HVIN* EPS* M* S* 
HP-X~ XT 





DC8 I 1= 1 . N 






CALL FC T( Y*X*DY) 




DU 83 I =1 * N 
I F ( ER«S( I ) *GE .R ( I ) )<iCTG8 3 




E X = XR 
GCTC92 
NERR = 2 
GOTO 9 0 
65 NERR=3 
GOTGQO 





9C CALL FC T( Y,XI *DY) 
R* K ONVF) 
tHfcAL) UNIVtKbllY L.CJMKUltK LtiNIKL 










> IN EFFECTS' NAME= M A I N * DPT= 0 2 * L INE CN T= 60 • S I ZE= 0 0 0 CK • 
; IN EFFECT* SDURCE*EBCDIC•NCLlST«NODECK,LCAC*NOWAPtNaECIT*lO.NOXREF 
ICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 136 .PROGRAM SIZE = 2356 
ICS* NC DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
:ND OF COMPILATICN ***:<t** 77K BYTES OF COt 
iHEAD UNIVERSITY CO^APUTER CENTRE 
AFr.jEA)PlX i  
1«7 { JAh 7 3 ) OS/360 FORTRAN H 










0 I 1 





CPTIGNS ~ NAWE- MAIN•OPT=02,LINECNT=60•SIZE=OOOOK, 
SOURCE.EBCDIC,NOLI ST ,NaDECK,LCAD *NCyAP,NOEDIT 
SUURCUTINE CDESUe(N*X,Y♦DYf HtHMIN,EPS*JMt S*R#KQNVF ) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8( A-H »0*-Z) 
LOGICAL KGNVF 
DIMENSION Y (4 ) *3 (4) •YA(4 ).SA(4 )*CZ(4 ),DY(4)#R(4» 
COMMON/DDERCM/YA *SA«»DZ « JMAX 
EXTERNAL FCt 
JMAX = JN+-4 
DU 100 1=1*N 
Y A ( U = Y ( I) 
SA ( I ) = S ( I ) 
CGNT INUe 
CALL ECT <Y .X ,DZ) 




IN EFFECT* NAME= MAI N,OPT = 02•LI NECNT=60»SIZE=0000K • 
IN EFFECT* SCU FCE, EECDIC.NGL IST•NODECK.LOAD,NOMAP,NCEDT T.ID.NGXREF 
ICS* SCURCe STATEMENTS = 15 ,PROGRAM SIZE = 686 
ICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
ND OF COMPIEATIGN «*>««♦«« 93K BYTES OF COR 
EHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUILR CENTRE 
 U g ^  














GPTIQNS - NAME= MA IN * OPT=02.LINECNT = 60♦Si ZE-000OK, 
SOURCE,EBCDIC,NOL1ST,NOOECK,L0AD,NOMAP,NOEDIT, ID,N0 XREF 
SUBROUTINE DREDIF(N *X,Y,0Y» H.HVIN,EPS.JM,S,R.KONVF,FCT) 
IMPLICIT REAL«8< A-H, O-Z ) 
LCGICAL KONVF 
DIMENSION Y(4),YA(4 ) , SA(4 ),DZ(4 1 , DY(4 ) , S(4 ) ,P(4 ) 
CCMMCN/DCERCM/YA,SA,DZ.JMAX 
EXTERNAL FCT 
DO 300 1= I ,N 





IN EFFECT* NAME= M^IN,□PT=02,LINECNT=60•SIZE=000CK, 
i IN EFFECT* SCURCE.EECCIC.NCLIST,NCOECK,L0AD,NGMAP,NCE0IT,ID,NOXREF 
ICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 12 .PROGRAM SIZE = 654 
ICS* NC DIAGNCSTICS GENERATED 
93K BYTES OF COf :ND OF CCMPILATICN ****** 
EHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE 
fiFPBhiPI K JH. B. i 










C 1 1 













































CCMPILER CPTIGNS - NAM6~ M A I N . OP T= 0 2. L INECN T-=6 0 . S I ZE = 0 0 00 K * 
SOURCE,E6CDIC.NQL1ST * NODECKGAO* NOMAP* NOEDIT. ID,NOXREF 
SUBROUTINE ODER SB(N•X,Y,DY,H,HVIN*EPS*JM*$*R*KCNVF* FCT) 
IMPLICIT REAL«8( A-H,0-Z ) 
DIMENSION Y(4),DY(4),S(4»,R(4),YA{4 ),YL(4 ),YM(4 ),DZ(4 ), 
ISA(4 ),0(7),DT(4 ,7),YG(4 ,8),YH(4 ,8)*SG(4 *8) 
CCMMGN/DOERCMZYA,SA,DZ,JMAX 
C0MMCN/DPARAM/0ZQT*DP2 *DEMAX,DEM !N*OHDIV*DZCTUP 
LCGICAL KONVF,KGNV*eO,BH 
EXTERNAL FCT 





M! ~ I 
JR = 2 
JS = 3 
J J = 0 
DO20 0J=1 *JMAX 




GO TO 202 
201 D(2)=9D0/4D0 
0( 4) =9D0 
0(6 ) = 36D0 
202 KGNV-.TRUE* 
IF( J.LE.(J M/2) )KCNV = .FALSE. 
I F ( J .LE • { J M4-1 ) )GOTO20 3 
L = JM4-1 







G = H/M 
G -G4G 
IF( ( *NUT .BH) .OR. (J•GE . (JMAX- 1 ) ) )G0T02C5 
DC2 lOI =1 *N 
YM(I)=YH(I,J) 
YL( I ) = YG(I,J ) 
S(I)=SG(I,J) 
210 CONTINUE 
GOT C20 6 
2Ct 002201=I*N 
YL ( I )= YA( I ) 
YM ( I ) =YA ( I ) 4G>I«D2( I ) 
S( I )=SA( I ) 
2 20 CONTINUE 
KH=M/2 
































































/hFPEfJPIX 4. S ±0 
D O 2:2 1 I = 1 • N 
U = YL(I l + e*CY(11 
YL( I )=VMM 1 
YM( I l=U 
u=cAes(u) 
IF( U.GT. S< I ) > S( I i~U 
23 1 CONTINUE 
IF ( < K* NE.KH) • CR. <K.6G.311<5QTQ230 
JJ=1+JJ 
DC2321=1t N 
YH< 1 • JJ)=YM<I) 
YGC I»JJI = YL<I) 
SG( I *JJl=Si I) 
222 CCNTINUE 
230 CONTINUE 
206 CALL FCTtYM#A*DYI 
002401=1rN 
V = DT (1*11 
DT< I *l >=(Y N( I )-fYL( I )4G<tDY ( I J J**500 
C=DT<1 * 1) 
TA=C 
IF(L.LT*2)GCTC242 
IF((DABS(VI♦0Z0TUP,LT#DA8S(C)1*ANO*(H.NE.HMIN)* AND.IJ#GT *JM/241 )1 
1 GOT030 
D0241K=2 *L 
8 l=D<K )4V 
B=B1 -C 
U=V 




2 A3 V=0T(I*K) 
DT< I *K >=U 
TA=U4TA 
241, CONTINUE 
242 R( I ) = DABS(Y( I )-TA) 
Yd )=TA 






M = JR 













EHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE 







EFFECT* NAME= MAIN,OPT=02tLINECNT=CO•SIZE«OOCOK * 
EFFECT# SCUKCE»EeCDIC* NCL1ST♦NOOECK.LOAC*NGMAP.NOEOIT. lO^NOXREF 
SOURCE STATEMENTS = 126 •PROGRAM SIZE = 3490 
NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
■ND OF COMPILATION ###*#* 73K BYTES OF COf 
EH.EAD UNIVERSITY COMPUlfcR CENTRE 
1*7 < ;JAN 73 ) 
APPEhJOIX. L 
OS/360 




















CPTICNS - NAME- M4 INtCPT = 02#L INECNT=60*SIZE-OOOQK* 
SOURCE * EBCDIC *NGLI ST *NGOECK*LO AC * NOVAP* NOEDIT* ID, iMOXREF 








IF ( < NP . E C . I I .A ND • ST Y PE 1G O TO 20 
RETURN 
WRITEC C .65) X *(Y( I) ,1-1*N) 
RETURN 
FORMAT CIH ,4X*l Hstt.SX,4 <025*16 l/( 36X* 3( D2S • 16 ))) 
END 
5 IN EFFECT’*' 
i IN EFFECTS 
NAME= M^ IN.OPT=02*LINECNT=60*SIZE=OOOOK, 
SOURCE fEBCDIC,NGL1ST.NODECK,LOAD*NOMAP,NOECIT*10*N0XREF 
ICS’*' SOURCE STATEMENTS = 
ICS'I' NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
:ND OF COMPILATION 
16 .PROGRAM SIZE = 466 
93K BYTES OF COf 
EHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE 
AtEMMP\K 4 B L3. 























CCNPILEP CPTICNS - NAME- M A IN * OP T~ 0 2. L INECNT = 60* SI ZE = 000 OK • 
SOURCE.EBCDIC•NOLIST »NODECK,LCAD.NOMAP.NOEDIT. ID*NQXREF 
SUBROUTINE OERROR 
IMPLICIT REALMS (/S-H. 0-Z ) 
CCMMGN/DINFG/EX.ER.EH.NE.NERR 
COTOi10.20,30.40.50.60).NERR 
10 WRITE(6.91 )EX.EH.ER.NE 
91 FORMAT <«5X.35HNO CONVERGENCE IN ABOVE STEP TO X =.D12*5. 
IN WITH H=, 012.5. 1H..5X. 4H* *♦/I 0X.22HTHE LIMITING ERROR IS . 




1 .5X . 19HN. LT. 0 .OR. N. G T. 2 0 • 5 X . 4* ) 
RETURN 
30 WRITE!6.93) 
93 FORMAT ! 5H0W4**. 5X* 29HEP .LT. l.D-1 8 .OR. E P . G T . I .D-2 .5 X .4HW# W 4 )' 
RETURN 
40 WRITE!6.94) 
94 FORMAT (5H0 ♦ ♦♦♦• 5X. 22HH#! XEND-XSTART ) .LT. 0. 5X . 4H) 
RETURN 
50 WRITE!6.95) 
95 FORMAT !5H0 ♦ « . 5X • 2 1 HH=0 . .OR. XEND= XSTART* 5X . 4H*5*♦ J*) 
RETURN 
60 WR ITE! 6.96 ) 
96 FORMAT ! 5 HO 5X , 4 8HH . LT .< XEND-X ST ART )/2 W W I 5 .OR. H .GT . ! XEND - XS 
lART ) . 5X. 
RETURN 
END 
i IN EFFECT ♦ 
j IN EFFECTW 
NAME= MAIN.OPT-02.LINECN7=60.SI2E=0000K, 
SOURCE.EECDIC.NCL1ST.NODECK.L0AC.NOMAP.NOEOIT. ID.NOXREF 
flCS# SOURCE STATEMENTS = 23 .PROGRAM SIZE = 796 
“ICS* NC DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
■ND OF CCNPILATION 93K BYTES OF COf 














































































































































































































































































































































































































O o O' 
O o O' 
o 0^ 
O o c> 
O O O' 































































































































































































































































































































UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE 
U.7 7'JAN”” 7 3'~"ii 
dEZMMPJX. 
OS/360 FORTRAN H 
Cai^PILER CPTIONS - NAME= i4 A IN , GP T= 0 2. L INE CN T " 6 0 ♦ SI Z E =C 0 0 0 K , 
SOURCE , E BCD I C# NOL 1ST * NODE CK » L G AD* NO MAP. NO ED IT , I D,NO XREO 
0C2 IMPLICIT REAL *8< A-HtO-2 ) 
• 00 3 DIMENSION YSTART(4) 
1004 COMMON NOF NS 




50C9 A~1DO/(I DO-E) 
5010 SP = 2D0»PI<'A«^1. SDO 
5011 Ni=4 
50 1 2 YSTART( 1 ) = 1 
1013 YSTART(2)=0 
5014 YSTARTt3)=0 
5015 YSTART< 4> -< 10 0+5 )4*. 50 0 
to I 6 XSTART = 0 
5017 XEND=SP410 
to 10 H= 1 
t019 EPS=1D-13 
5020 CALL DOeSP(SP.FCT.N.YSTART,XSTART.XEND.H.EPS. ODEOUT) 
1021 WR I TE( 6.97) NOFN S 
• 022 97 FORM AT (1 HO .5X.36 HTOTAL NO OF FCINCTION EVALUATIONS IS .16) 
(0 23 STOP 
10 24 END 
5 IN EFFECT* NAME= M A I N, OPT =:0 2 . L I NECNT= 60 • S I ZE“ 000 OK * 
5 IN EFFECTS SOURCE.EBCDIC.NOLIST.NODECK,LOAD.NQMAP.NOECIT.ID,NOXREF 
“ICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS - 23 .PROGRAM SIZE *= 712 
f’ICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 

































































































































































































































































































































































































w CD <t 




o o o 
10 St ro 
CM r'^ 
CT' m 
O' O' X 
O' O' O' 
O' St O' 
O' 'O O' 
O' X O' 
O' f"* O' 
O' o C7» 
O' O' 
Jv vD O' 
Tv -i» O' 
St O' 
Q Q Q 
CM X X 
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O' 




<t O' f 
X O' X 
^ O' 
St bP St 
PD O' X 
O' ^ O' ^ 
O Ci o 
X O' o 
O X 
CJ> O CM 
X O X 
o CO C> 
O' X (O' 
O' X O' 
o CX) ON 
O' N 0\ I" O' 
O' o O' o o 
O' St O' 
0X0' 
0\ ^ 
O' St CJV 
O' P) O' 
O' C" 
c:3 p o 
C^ ^ M ) 
X X X 
O St O 
o o 
O O' o 
X O' I/) 
X O' X 
X O' X 
N O' 
O O' o 
St O' <t 
X O' X 
O' •-I 
St O' <:t 
X O' ro 











O' O (> 
O' X (O' 
O' X O' 
O' X O' 
(J' N 0\ 
O' o O' 
(J' <t O' 
O' X O' 
O' ^ 0\ 
'j' ■d' O 
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LAKEHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE ^ ^ . 
  
//RMARN007 JO'-i • 16 10125,0010,3, *. 1* *60* .• P. D, NORTH* ,TYPRUN=:HOLD * 
// CL^SS-D ,MSGL&V/CL= ( 1 , 1 1 
// f XE:C T'GM=TA VLORT V ,REGI CN = 350K ,P4RM-* iO-BL I ST* 
//STEPL IB DO D S N = J G 0L I f3 , D I SP = S HR 
//SYSPRINT DO SYSCUT=A,DCB-(RECFM=F£A,LReCL=12l,BLKSIZE=«47) 
//SYSPNCH CD OSN=&CTAYLOR,UNI T=231 4 ,SPACE=(CYL , (1 ,1 ) ) ,DISF=( MO; 
// n03= ( RECCM = RC:,LPE-a = .TOfBLKS IZE=800 ) 
PA 
//SYS I DUMP 
i//;SYS.iH.',DD 
I EF236I 
IFF 2 3 71 
I FF23 7 I 
,ie.F2371 
IE F 2 2 7 I 
IEF2 37 I 
lEFl421 
IEF285T 
I EF265 I 
!EF2eCI 
IEF2 85 I 
l EF373 I 
IEF374I 
CHAR CF 
SYEGCT=A *DCe = (RECFM=FEA# LRECL-121.ULKS 125=847) 
ffPC RM4RN0 0 7 








3 1 C 
- STEP WAS 
JOBLIB 
VOL SER NO2= MV TRIP, 
S Y S 741 6 3 • T C 90 046•P VO 00 











s YSI our/P 
S Y S I N 




STEP / / START 74164.0159 
STEP / / STOP 74164,0200 
f; 1,0 3 CPU TIME 0 0. 00, 15 
DISK READER 
2 1 14 
2 I 
CPU 0 M I N J 5.2 d S EC M A I f] 





NO, OF DD CAROS 
// EXEC PGM= IEGG6 N£ r. 
//SVSI^RINT DO SYSOUT-A 
//SYS IN DD DUMMY 
//SYSLTl DD 4 
// S V S U T 2 DD D ON =D e T A YL OP ,D I SP = ( MGD .PASS) , 
// CCB®(RECFM=FB,LReCL=aO,BLKSIZE=800) 
ieF23€l. ALLOC, FOR RMARN007 
IEF237T 360 ALLOCATED TO SYSPRI NT 
IEF2 37 1 311 ALLOCATED TO SYSiiT I 
IFF237I 132 ALLCCATED TO SYSUT2 
'I6FI,42‘1 - STEP WAS EXECUTED • CQND CODE OOGO 
IEF2 05I SYS 74 16 3 ,T090 046,RVOOO•RMARN0C7,TAYLOR 
IEF285I VOL SER NCS= MVTRIP, 
lFr:37.3I STEP / / START 74164,0200 
IEF374I STEP / / STOP 74164,0200 
CHARGE 0,3 3 CPU TIME 0 0,00, 03 
DISK READER PRINTER 
2 12 3 
1 2 1 
FCRT F CL G . P AR -v , FCRT= • CPT= 2, ID * 
PGIV = I EKAAOO .REG ICN = 2S0K 
PASSED 
CPU OMIN 02,92S£C MAIN 
REGION RFQUEST EC 0062K 
I/C CCUNTS 
NO, OF OD CARDS 








SYSOUT=A•SPACE = (C YL,< 2* 5)) 
SYSOUT = B,SPACE=(CYL, <0* S)) 
UNIT = 23l4 ,DCB = (RECFM=F,8LKSIZE=l05 ) ,SPACE=(CYL, ( J , ‘ 
UN IT=2 314*UC0=(RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=1024) ,SPACE = <CYL,( 1 , 
DSN^DLQADSET,UN IT=23I4,DISP=( MOD* PASS ),SPACE=(CYL, ( 








INVALID DISP FIELD- PASS SUBSTITUTED 
ALLOC, FOR RMARNO07 FORT 
360 ALLOCATED TO SYSPRINT 
330 ALLCCATED TO SYSPUNCH 
132 ALLOCATED TO SYSUTl 
114 ALLOCATED TO SYSUT2 
~nT5 STTU C C A T ETT T O S YSL IN  






2 , S ) ) 
O 
LAKEHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE 











IFF 3 7 3 I 





CPU IMIN 29.79SFC MAIN 
REGICN R£‘OUESTE~C 026OK 
132 ALLOCATED TO SYSIN 
“ STEP WAS EXECUTED - CGNC CODE COCO 
5YS74162,TC90046.RVOOO.RMARNC07.P0001303 
VOL SEP NaS= MVTRIP. 
SYS74163.T090 0 46•RVOOO .RMARNO07.RO00130 4 
VOL SEP NOS= AOMP04. 
SYS74 1 63.1090046 .R VOOO .RMAI6N007* LG AD SE T 
VOL SER NCS= SPLU03. 
SVS 74163.T090046.R VOCO.RWARN0 07.TAYLOR 
VOL SER MOS~ MVTRIP. 
STEP /PORT / START 74164.0200 
STEP /FORT / STOP 74164.0202 
$ 4.44 CPU TIME 00.01.30 
DISK PRINTER PUNCH 
I/O CCUMTS 163 264 0 
NQ* CF DO CARDS 411 
XX^KED EXEC PGM-IEWL * REG1CN-96K.PARM=(MAP.LET .LIST) .CCND=(4.LT. 
XXSYSLIB Df3 0SN=SYS1 .FORTL IB.D ISP=SHK 
DSN=FaRTSUU.DISP=SHR 
SYSOUT = A,SPACE = (CYL.( 1. 1) ) 
SPACE={CYL.(2.5)).UNIT=2314 
DSN-&GGSET{ MAIN) .DISP=( .PASS) .UNIT=2314. 
SPA Ct=( CYL, { 2. . 1 ) ) 
DSN-&LQADSET.OISP= <aLD, DELETE) 
DDNAME=SYSIN 
HOR RMARNO07 LKED 






















IFF2 85 I 
iEF2esi: 
TEF2eS I 












132 ALLOCATED TO 
360 ALLOCATED TO SYSPRINT 
132 ALLCCATED TO SYSUTl 
134 ALLOCATED TO SYSLMOD 
135 ALLCCATED TO SYSLIN 
* STEP WAS EXECUTED - CCNC 
SYS I .FORTL T 3 
VOL SLR NCS= IV/VT2 17. 
FORT3UB 






SYS7416 3 . T090046.R VOOO.RMARNOG7 . ROOO 1 30 6 
VOL SER NOS= MVTRIP. 
SYS74163 .T090046 .RVOOO.RMARN0C7.GOSE T 
VOL SER NCS= AOMP04. 
SYS 74163.T09O0 46.R VOOO.RMARNOC7.LOAD SET 
VOL SCR NCS= SPLUG 3. 
STEP /LKHD / START 74164.0202 
STEP /LKcD / STOP 74164.0203 
S O.MO CPU TIME 00.00.10 
DISK READER PRINTER 
COUNTS 255 0 44 
CF DD CAROS 5 1 1 
D EL E T f- D 
PASSED 
DELETED 
CPU OMIN 10.15SF£C MAIN 
REGICN REQUESTED 0096K 
xxGo F:XFC 










•LKR,U SYSLMOD ,COND = ( (4 .LT .FCRT ) , (4 , LT .LKED) ) 
i: C N A M r ~ S V 1 N 
S Y SCL T =A , SPACEi = ( CY L . ( 1 . 1 ) ) 
S YSDLT-n.SPACE-=(C YL.( 0.5) ) 
A L. L. (• C • f ■ 0 R r: V A R NO 0 7 f J G 
134 ALLOCATED TCJ PGM~«.DO 
3()0 ALLCCATED TO FT06F00 1 
330 ALLCCATED TO FTC7F001 
- STEP WAS EXECUTED - COND CODE 0000 
 S'Y S 7'4'T a 3~. TTT9TJtT4"G TR3mtK)-.'TrM7n7K0 073^ -p-A'S'-S-g;D“- 
2 50K I 
STAf 
r- o, ? T ) 
6 Ei K I 
STAI 
o 








NC. C F D 
lEFHesi 




IEF3 76 I 
RM AR N C C 7 
A£FAMJ^UL  
VOL SER NOS= AOMP04. 
STEP /GO / START 74164.0203 
/GO / STOP 74164.0203 
0.47 CPU TIME 00.00.07 
DISK READER PRINTER 
0 0 10 0 
CAROS 1 T 1 1 
SYS74163.T090046.RVOOO•PMARN007.TAYLCR 
VOL SER NOS= MVTRIP. 
SYS 74163 .T090046.PVOOO.PMARNO 07.GOSET 





CPU OMIN 07.44SEC MAIN 










CPU 2MIN 05.50SEC 
•• 
vy ’ * 
3 4 k i 
STA 
lAKEHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE 
Af^PEVDi X 
*xt:icT A YLOR SFRIRS S V S TE M’S' 
DOUBLE 
EPS It CN==1 0-6 
IMT SETUI-'^ 
YX(0 )= 1 
ivVio 1=0 
V X•( C)=0 
YY • C 0 )=1 
ADVANCE V ALU ES(X,YX.YY.YX«.YY* ) 
EQUATIONS 
XYs- < y XAtYX-^YY ’frYY ) ^ «( - 1.6D0) 
YX*« = YX*XY 
YY«*=VYA:XY 
END 
CCMPILED vi'ITH DOLELEPREC IS ICN CPTICNS 
STOR E= 1 2 8 9 / 1 5 E 3 6 
■titH^E=6-..J 4 SECS 
V. 
:HEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTFP a;'N[PH 
1 #7 ( J 7 3 US/360 FORTRAN H 










0 1 1 








































CPTICNS - NAVE- M A I N ♦ C PT = 0 2 , L 1 N t, CNT = 6 0 , S I Z F = C 0 0 OK , 
SOURCE vSaGDI C • NCLI ST . NGDECK , L C AO t NO AP* NOE 0 IT , I C, NOKRti? 
SUBROUTINE XTAYO2(J1 *J2,L11 
D0U8LEPRECISICN KltR2*Al.Cl 
LOGICAL L2 
CCI^MCN/T AYLOR/R2, Rif Clt A 1< 374 ),L2 
DOUBLEPRECISICN Fl*VlfV2tF2 
LOGICAL LI 
D I ME NS I GN F 1 ( 1 8 ) , F2 (16) 
DATA F2( 1) ,F2(2) fF2(3) fF2(4) fF2(5) , F2(6 ) .F2(7 > t F2(8 ) « F2(9)f F2( 10), 
CF2< 1 1 ) .F2( 1 2),F 2( 13) fF2( 14) fF?! 15) .F2< 16) fF2( 17) ,F2( 18) /I .DO ,2.D0 
C3.00 .4 , DO .5 • DO f 6 . DO f 7 f DO . 8 . DOf 9.D0 . 1 0 .DO ♦ 1 1 .00.12.00 ♦ 1 3»D0 f 1 D Of :: 
C5BD0.16.DO, 17.DOf 18.00/ 
DATA FI( 1) ,F 1 (2 ) f F 1( 3 )fF 1( 4 )fF1(5)fF U 5)/I.DO.5.0- 1.3. 33333333333: 
C33330-1 f2f50-1 f2.0-1 .1 .6666 6666666666670-1/ 
DATA F 1 ( 7) f F 1( B ) fF 1 ( S) f F I ( 1 C) f FI ( 1 1 ) fF I ( 1 2) / 1.4 2 85 71 42 8 37 1 4 2 86 D “ 1 . 
Cl •25D-1 f 1 . 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 11 1 I 1 1 1 1 ID- If 1 .D- If 9. 09090909090909090-2, 8. 3:13 38? 
C33 S3 2223330-2/ 
DATA F 1 ( 13 ) f F 1 ( 1 4) , F 1 ( 15 ) *F 1 ( 1 6 ) . F 1 ( I 7 ) .F 1 ( 1 8 ) /7. 69 2 30 7 6 92 3 076 O:? 3 ! 
C-2 f 7.1 4 285 7142 85 71429D-2 f 6.666 6666 6666666 67 0-2.6.2 5D-2f 5.88235 2941 
C 1 764 706D-2 f 5.£5 SS5 £ 5 555555556D-2/ 
GOTO 1 
V2-( A1 ( J1+- 1 )-Al ( J2T1 ) ) 
A1(J1+1B)=0.D0 
A1(J1+35)=O.CO 
A 1 ( J1 + 52 ) = C • D 0 
A 1 ( J 1 469 )=0 .DO 
K1 =J2 + M 
DO 3 K2=l,Nl 
A1 < J 1 ♦ 18 ) = A 1 ( J 1+ 18) ’frV2 + A 1 { K 1+ W) 
A 1 ( J1 + 35) =A1 < J1 +35 ) 4V2+A1 (K1 +34) 
Al(Jl+52)-Al(Jl + 52)>l‘V2+AUK 1+51) 
A1 ( J I +69 )= A 1 ( J 1 +69 ) ’l‘V2 +A 1( K I +68 ) 
K1=K1-1 
Nl = J 1 + 1 
A1 ( N1 +1 1 9 ) = ( A1 ( M +34 ) +A1 (N1 +34 ) ^A1 (N 1 + I 7 ) «A 1 ( N 1 + 1 7 ) ) 
IF(A 1( J1+120))5.5.4 
AU Nl + 10 2 ) = A1 (J 1 +120 )«4( - 1. 5D0 ) 
Al< Nl + 170)*( (-1 .500)/Al (N1+119)) 
DO 6 N2= 1.16 
A I (N1 + I a )=( 41(N1+51 ) AF1(N2 ) ) 
A1<N1 + 3S)«(A1 (Nl+66)API (N2) ) 
A l( N I + 85 )= (-A l< N l + l 02) ) 
Al(Nl+52)=0.00 
A 1 ( N 1 + 6 9 ) = 0 . D 0 
Al(Nl + l20)==(Al(Nl + 35)AAl(Jl+35)+Al(Nl + 18)AAl(Jl+18)) 
N3 = N2 
N4 = J 1 
K2=JI+N2 
AUN1 + 52)=A1 (M +52 ) + ( Al (N4+18) AAl ( K2+85) ) 
A 1 (N1+ 69)=A1(Nl+69) + (Al(N4+35)AAI( K2+8 5) ) 




1 F(N 3) 7.8.7 
A 1 ( N 1 + 5 2 )- ( A 1 ( N 1 + 5 2 ) A+ 1 ( N 2) ) 
—A“rt tr t"W tTT2 ) 7 -    
6 
HEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE 

































A 1 (N 14 136)=O.DO 
A1<N14-171 )=0«C0 
N3 = N2 
N4=J 1 
K2=J1+N2 
9 A1<N1 + 136) =A1 (N14136)+(A1 (N44154)4A1 (K24170 )) 
A 1(N14171 ) -A 1 ( N 14171 )+{A 1(K24120)«A1(N441 71 ) ) 
N4 =N4 41 
K2=K2-1 
N3=N3- 1 
I F (N3 )9.1O ,6 
10 A 1 ( N IF 1 7 1 ) = ( - A 1 ( N 1 4 1 7 1 ) / A 1 ( J1 4 1 20 ) ) 
A1 (N1 4 1 03 )-=0.00 
N3 = N2 
N 4 = J 1 
K2=J1F^2 




IF(N3) 1 I* 12* 1 1 
12 A1(N141D3)~(A1(N14103)=<'F1(N2)) 
6 N1:=N14 1 









NA MF = M A I N . Q PT = C 2 , L I NL C N T = 6 0 ♦ S I ZE ~0 00 0 K , 
SCURCE. EECCI C.NOL 1ST•NOOECK.LOAD.NOMAP.NOEDl T.ID.NUXREF 
ICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 
ICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
79 .PROGRAM SIZE = 153 2 
OF CUR ND GF CCWPILATICN F « «sv * 7 7K BYTES 
HEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CEhJTRE 
c a 







































COMPILER CPTICN5 - NAME= MA IN,CPT = C2,LINECNT = 60#SI2E=000OK♦ 
SOURCE,EBCDIC* NOLIST,NODECK*LGAD *NCMAP.NGEDIT* ID. 
SUBROUTINE VALUESIX,YX,YY.A2.A3) 
00U3LEPRECI SIGN R1 ,R2 , A1 *C1 
LOGICAL L2 
COMMCN/TAYLCR/R2 • R1,Cl ,A 1 <374),L2 
DOUBLEPRECI SICN X1.X2* X,VX,YY.A2.A3 









IF( A 1 ( n-A H 188) ) 6.5 *5 
IF(X-R2)7* 3,3 
I F ( A 1 ( 1 ) - A 1 < 1 88 ) ) 9 , , a 
C AL L X T A Y 0 1 ( 1 a 7 , 0 . . F AL se . 
L2=.TRUE# 
GOTO 10 






CALL XTAYO1 (187,0•.TRUE. ) 




YX = 0 .00 
YY=0.D0 
A 2 = 0.O 0 
A3-0.DO 
X2=( X-Al (N5+1 ) ) 
N 5 - N 5 16 
DC 11 K4 =1 ,1 6 
Y X = Y X*}* X2-fA 1 ( N5-f 34) 
YY = YY‘^X2+Al (N54'l 7) 
A2-A2«X2>A1(N5+6B) 




IN EFFECTS NAME= MAIN,QPT=02,L INECNT=60.SIZE = 000OK, 
SOURCE,EBCDIC,NOL1ST,NGDECK,LOAD•NOMAP,NGEDIT,ID.NOXRE 
SOURCE STATEMENTS = 39 .PROGRAM SIZE = 762 





ND OF COMPILATION ****** 93K BYTES OF Oipi 
HEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER^ CENTRE 
^4 




























































OPTIONS - NAME= H A IN . OP T = 0 2 ♦ L I NEC Nt = 6 0 . S I 2E. = 0 0 0 0 K , 
SOURCE . E eC.D IC f NGL 1ST . NODE CK , CO AD. NO MAP . NO ED IT, ID .NGXREF 
SUBROUTINE XTAYO1 (J1 . J2 . Z1 ) 
DOUBLEPRECISION R1.R2.A1.C1 
LOGICAL L2 
COMMaN/TAYLCR/R2.R1 .Cl .A1 (374) , L2 
DGUBLEFREC IS ION CABS.DMAX1,DEXP.OLOG,Z2.Z3.E1 *c 2.E 3.Z4.Z5♦T1 ,T2 
LOGICAL Zl .LI 
DIMENSION T2(16) 
DATA T2(1 ) .T2(2) *T2( 3) .T2(4 ) .T2(5) .T2(6) ,T2( 7 ) ♦ T2( « ) ♦ T2( 9) ,T2( I D) 
CT2( 1 1) .T2( 1 2) .T2 ( 13 > .T2( 1 4) .T2< 1 5 ) , T 2 (1 o ) / 1 . DO . 3 • DO .7 • DO , 15 ♦ 31 
CDO . 6 3 .DO . 1 27*00 , 255* D 0.5 U . D 0. 1 02 3 . D 0,2 04 7« D 0 .4 G 9b . DO , B I 9 1 .DO ♦ I 5.3 
C 3. DO ,32767 • 00 ,65535 .DO/ 
22=11*D-e 
K2=J1+31 
DO 6 N4=l.4 
Z 2=DMA X 1 ( Z 2 ,D AEiS ( A 1 ( K2 ) ) , D AnS( A1 ( K2 + 1 ) ) , D AirS ( A 1 ( K2 + 2 ) ) ) 
K2 = K 2+ 17 
Z3 =DEXP(Cl+0.05382300* (DLCG ( 1 • D-6)-DL0G(Z2 ) ) ) 
R I = 0. EiD 0* ( A 1 ( J 1 + 1) + A 1 ( J2+ 1 ) ) 
IF(21> Z3=-23 






DO 7 N4=1.4 
{£3 = 0 .DO 
N .3 = 1 5 
Z5=5.0-1*2 3 
Z4 = -l . DO 
N 6=16+ K2 
N7-- 16+J 3 
El =E3 
F 3 =2 5+(( A 1( N6)* T2(N3)+ Z4*A 1 (N7) )+E3) 
/ 4 = - 2 4' 
N3=N3-1 
N6=N6-1 
M7 ~ N7-1 
IF(N 3 > 8.9,6 
Z4=DA8S(£3+E1+l.D-6*1.D-16) 
Z4=Z4/DMAXl (1 .DO .Z4.CABS(A1 (K2+1 ) > » CABS(A1(J3 + 1 ) ) ) 
IF ( E 2- Z 4 ) 1 0,1 1 . 1 1 
E2 = Z4 
K2=:K2+ I 7 
J3 = J3+ 1 7 




GOT a 3 
(, 1=C U T I 
02 = A1 (J2 +l ) 
RETURN 
Z3= 0 .500 *Z 3 
CI=C1-1•D-1 
■■'■"•G0TD-'"3   —  
HEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENlRt 
Anej^iA T c S' 
057 END 
IN EFFE CT^ NAME= A IN. OPT-02 * L I NECN T= 60 * S t ZE = 0 00 CK * 
I N EFFECT:<« SOURCE * E E CDI C ♦ NC L IS T • NODE CK , L O AC # NO M AP , NDED IT* ID *NGXR EF 
ICS^ SOURCE STATEMENTS = 56 .PROGRAM SIZE - 1514 
ICS>!' NC DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
ND OF 'COMPILATION 3SK BYTES OF CDfi 
HEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRf. 
1*7 i JAN 73 ) 
CCVPILCP CPTIGNS 



















02 1 4 
022 
023 3 









NAME= |y/A IN* CPT=0 2*L IN'FCNT =60, S IZr = C000K ♦ 
SOURCE,EOCDIC,NGLIST • NODEC K , L C A 0, NGMAP^NQEDIT , IC,NOx; 
SUBROUTINE SETUP 
DOUBLE P PEC I S I CN R1 , R2 , A1 , Cl 
LOGICAL L2 
CCI^MCN/TAYLOR/K2, R1 ♦ C1 • A 1 ( 3 7 4 ) , L 2 
LOGICAL LI 
DU 1 N8= 1,3 74 
A1 (N8)=0 .00 
A 1 ( 2 05 ) =0. D C 
All 239 )= 1 *D0 
A1(222)=1.DC 
A 1 ( 2 5 6 ) = 0 • D C 
A 1 ( 1 )- 0 • DO 
A1(1ea)=0.0 0 
A l ( 2)= UDO 
A I (189 ) = 1 .DO 
CALL XTAY02<0,167 ,L1 ) 
IF( .NOT#LI )GOTO 3 
WRITE(6 ,4 ) 
F.JPMAT ( 36H 1 T AYC 0 3 - ILLEGAL INITIAL CCNDTTICNS) 
STOP 3 
DO 2 Na = l,187 
A 1 ( f4 Q-f 1 8 7 ) = A 1 ( N 8 ) 






NAME= MA IN,GPT =02,LINt CNT=GO,S I ZE=OOOOK, 
SOURCE, Ef3CDIC,N0L IS T • NODE CK , L 0 AO , NO A P , K 0£ D I T , ID,NOX REF 
ICS* SCURCl: STATE'YENTS = 29 , PROGRAM SIZE = 50 2 
ICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
XD HR CCMPILATKJN ****>!«* 93K BYTES 
HEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE 
1.7 < JAN 73 ) 
 c 2L  












CCVplLER CPTICNS - NAME= MA IN♦OPT=02.L INECNT = 60 * SI ZE = CO00K, 
SOURCE *EBCDIC*NOLIST *NODECK*LCAD* NOVAP* NOED IT• IO*NOXREF 
IMPLICIT REAL«8( A-H* Q-Z) 
P1 = 3.1 4159265358979323846264338327950288DC 
SP =P I 2 
CALL SETUP 
DOl I =1 .10 
X=I#SP 
CALL VALUES (X.YX.YY, VXP, YYP ) 
1 WRITE(6.2) YX.YY.YXF,YYP 





NAM e> M A IN , 0P T = 02 . L I NEC NT= 60 . SI ZE - 0 0 0 OK . 
SCUPCI- . FECOI C . NCL 1ST * N CDE CK ♦ L O AD . NO M AP . NOEU IT . ID .NOXRE F 
ICS>«t SOURCE STATEMENTS = 
ICS’J' NO DIAGNGSTICS GENErRATEC 
ND OF COMPILATION ****** 
11 .PROGRAM SIZE - 4 80 
93K BYTES OF COR 
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July 2S, 1973 
Dr. Arthur C, Norman 
University of Cambridge Computer Laboratory 
Corn Hxchange Street 
Cambridge, England 
CB2 3QG 
Dear Dr. Norman 
As I am presently working for my M.Sc. under Professor John S. 
Crifflth related to the numerical integration of the orbits of 
the principal bodies of our Solar System, T would sincerely 
appreciate having the opportunity to implement the software 
described [Norman (1972): Proceedings of the ACM, Annual Con- 
ference, p. S26], Comprehensive information, including, possibly, 
a minireel (9 track, 800 bpi) containing source programs would, 
therefore, be required. I could send you a minireel. The 
computing facility here is an IBM System /360 Model 50, running 
under OS/360, 
My research goals Involve surveying the available numerical 
integration algorithms for systems of ordinary differential 
equations, utilizing the most '’efficient” available, and, if 
possible, advancing the state of the art. 
Please use the foll^ing mailing address exactly as shown: 
Mr. Roy D. North 
Graduate Student 
Department of Mathematical Sciences 
Lakehead University 
Thunder Bay *P*, Ontario, Canada 
P7B 5E1 
Yours most sincerely 
Roy D, North 
t>< x: c f 
September 19, 1973 
Dr. Arthur C, Norman 
c/o IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Centre 
P.O. Box 218 
Yorktoim Heights, New York 10598 
U. S. A. 
Dear Dr. Norman: 
Thank you for your letter dated August 15, 1973 and the 
accompanying Taylor User*s Manual, in response to mine dated 
July 23, 1973, a pseud<tjcopy of which is enclosed. 
X have available a mini^eel of length 600 feet and 
would sincerely appreciate the BCPL files and your program (250 K 
and 200 K versions) recorded thereon. Additional relevant litera- 
ture, especially pertaining to BCPL (1 could contact Dr. Richards 
therefore required to get all the software on the air would also 
be appreciated. 
Version identifications (Taylor User's Manual, page 18) 
would be required as 1 would hope to be able to correspond with 
you and Dr. D. Barton [Barton, et al (1971): The C<MDputer Journal, 
Vol. 14, No. 3, Page 243]. 
The mini^reel eagerly awaits your mailing request! 
Please use the address per my letter dated July 23, 1973. 
Yours sincerely 
Roy D. North 
/tPF£AJ O I K F I 
January 16, 1974 
Dr. Arthur C. Norman 
c/o IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center 
P. 0. Box 218 
YORKTOWN HEIGHTS, Nevr York 10S98 
U. S. A. 
Dear Arthur: 
Thank you for your letters dated Oct. 23, 1973 and 
Oct. 31, 1973, and the tape. Please find enclosed 9 listings and 
the tape. I am having difficulties with the system (only OSNAMES 
« MCLIB and TEXT have been employed), and would appreciate your 
expert assistance. In response to your request in your second 
letter, it took me about a week (only about 1 run/day due to the 
high core requirement) to get output approximating that of List- 
ing #3. This delay was entirely my fault, due to JCL errors, 
etc. 
Please refer to Listing #3. A few words about the JCL 
are in order, as it is similar to that supplied in some of the 
other listings. Tape NORMAN was copied on LUT06S. Pile 7 con- 
tained the P Level Assembler object module created byCBNAME « 
MCLZB. The P Level Linkage Editor was employed in the first pro- 
cstep (LKBD) to create the load module. The subsequent procstep 
(GO) executed that module. I have omitted your DD statement with 
ddname ■ SYSIDUMP: please advise if that be all right. The rest 
of the JCL is self explanatory. The Taylor output is highly en- 
couraging: the system of differential equations solved arises 
from the circular planar 2-body problem, and the load module exe- 
cuted about 3 times faster, for a comparably accuracy, then the 
corresponding module Oreaied by my implementation of the software 
(Ref. 1). ♦ 
With this success behind me, I then proceeded to attack 
the three dimensional 11-body problem. Please see Listing #1: 
unfortunately Taylor's LIST option (which listed all input) is 
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followed by an "insufficient storage" error message. I have been 
unsuccessful in overcoming that condition. Please note that 
Taylor had 600K, and an initial substring which caused the default 
algorithm (see Listing #4) to be used. Please refer to Listing 
#2: the initial substring consisted of $004K$» but this did not 
seem to help. 
Allow me to summarise several runs, which were done to 
experiment with the initial substring: a stu#y of the Assembler 
listing (from which Listing #4 originates) has certainly not re- 
vealed the function of the initial substring to me. Listing #5 is 
representative of part of the JCL: in the runs, only the value 
in the initial substring was varied; the Taylor input was similar 
to that in Listing #7. The values 500, 400, SOO and 200 resulted 
in a System Completion Code " 60A (see Listing #5), with no 
Taylor input printed. Values 100, 80 and 40 gave the penennial 
error message (see^Listing #1), with part of the input printed. 
Values 20 and 10 gii{e the error message (see Listing #1), with all 
of the input printed. I decided not to attempt to debug this 
problem because of its seemingly complex nature, and because the 
turnaround would be too slow. ^ 
You might be interested in the following tidbit. Please 
see Listing #4, STMT B and C underlined id 1 would 
be interested in Jcnowiinl the significance o|4hose letters, as a 
study of the Assembler, processing the inltlp. substring revealed 
that, upon encountering the B, the default would be 
used. This perplexed ttd greatly 1 1 went sif^ as to list STMT 
865 (using lEBPTPCH) in hexadecimal, and the | was reallyX*42*, 
while C was X'43*, instead of the expected X!^* and X'C3*, res- 
pectively. 
The following possible inconsistency in Taylor's input 
processing might be o^,interest. Listing #6 |j»ve only the very 
beginning of the input supplied (which was siiilar to that supp- 
lied in Listing #1), foilowed by an error s^jssage. The first 
initial condition in LJiating fS occupied twb cards (as in Listing 
#6) and was accepted. » 
Please explain what I have done wrong in Listing #7. 
1 would certainly like to continue using Taylor, but 1, 
obviously, require some assistance. The Taylor input and the 
Fortran program of Listing #1 were intended to reconcile Listing 
#8. The latter listing was created by my implementation of the 
software (Ref. 1) using initial conditions (Ref. 2). Listing #6 
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values are correct to at least 8 significant digits and should be 
readily reconcilable with the successful Taylor - Fortran run of 
Listing #1. There is a minor difference in format, however* 
Listing #8 (excluding the titles) shows the value of the time on 
the extreme LHS pertaining to the relevant set of coordinates to 
the right and below, delimited by the next value of the time. 
The distance coordinates are followed immediately below by their 
corresponding velocity coordinates* The lines of distance coor*^ 
dinates have been connected by red lines* A successful run of 
Listing #1 should print the set of red line values, followed by 
the set of intervening velocity coordinates. This should be obvi- 
ous from a brief perusal of the Fortran program in Listing #1 (Yl, 
etc* are distance coordinates, while YIP, etc. are velocity coor- 
dinates). Listing #9 supplies pertinent information for attempting 
a successful anm: X would be most grateful if you tested it. 
Also a run with EPSILON « ID-14 would be Interesting for compari- 
son later here, while one employing extended-pt|ecision (about 30 
significant digits throughout) would prove enlightening* 
I hope to apply SSN « BVTBXT to sets of boundary values 
from Ref* 2* 
I would appreciate your comments comparing execution 
times of TAYLOR'S output and that resulting .from a meticulous 
human programmed effort (in Fortran): a perusal of Listing #5 
leads me to suspect that the latter would rbd ^faster. 
Please use the address per my letter dated July 23, 1973* 
Yours sincerely 
Roy D* North 
RDN/sb 
Enel. 
A rr £AJ p I K /r jL 
REPBRENCBS 
1. Rice« John R. (editor) (1971): Mathematical Software, ACM Mono- 
graph Series, Academic Press, New York and London, Chapter 9 (In 
essence, a Fortran version of Richardsonian extrapolation as uti- 
lised in Biilirsch and Steer (196^: Nomer. Math., Vol. 8, Page 1). 
2. Oesterwlnter, Claus and Cohen, Charles J. (1972): Celestial Mech- 
anics, Vol. 5, No. 3, Pages S74-375 (Misprints seem to be present). 
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July 16, 1973 
T 
Dr. Charles Cohen 
Naval Weapons Laboratory 
DAHLGREN, Virginia 22448 
U. S. A, 
Dear Dr. Cohen: 
As I am presently working for ray M.Sc. under Professor 
John S. Griffith related to the numerical integration of the or- 
bits of the principal bodies of our Solar System, I would sincerely 
welcome any additional information you could supply pertinent to 
section "6.2, Numerical Integration Routine” (Ref. 1). In parti- 
cular, I have been unable to locate reports of the work of Hubbard 
and Broadwater: explicit references to the work mentioned in the 
opening paragraph could, therefore, be sufficient to satisfy my 
request. Possibly you might be aware of more recent relevant act- 
ivities: those would be of interest also, as ray goals would be to 
utilise the most "efficient" algorithm available and, if possible, 
to advance the state of the art. 
Please use the following mailing address exactly as 
shown: 
Hr. Roy D. North 
Graduate Student 
Department of Mathematical Sciences 
Lakehead University 
Thunder Bay *P', Ontario, Canada 
P7B 5B1 
Yours most sincerely 
Roy D. North 
Reference 
[1] Cohen and Oesterwinter (1972): Celestial Mechanics, Vol. S, 
No. 3, Page 317. 
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February 22, 1974 
Dr. C. Oesterwinter 
Naval Weapons Laboratory 
DAHLGREN, Va. 22448 
U. S. A. 
Dear Or. Oesterwinter: 
Thank you for your letter dated 1 August 1973 and the 
enclosures. 
1 have found your paper (Ref. 1) to be most valuable, 
especially as a source of precise Initial values for velocity co- 
ordinates (Ref. 2). However, I would gratefully appreciate some 
further information. 
Please refer to equations (1)/ and (2) (Ref. 3). In or- 
der to successfully implement these algorithms on an IBM System 
/360 Model H050, I had to evaluate equation (1) In double-precision 
Instead of evaluating the RHS In single and then converting to an 
Integer value, as It stands. Compare Listing #1 (yielding Incor- 
rect results for 1974 Jan. 1 d.O.U.T.) with Listing #2 (correct 
results). I used Ref. 7. Your comments are welcome. 
In Ref. 2 I believe I have found 3 errors. For the Moon 
line 4, X should be 0.9556 6103 2436 13 Instead of 
0.9956 6103 2436 13. 
For Earth line 3, y should be -0.2787 9403 8580 68 Instead of 
0.2787 9403 8580 68. 
For Uranus line 3, 1 should be -0.1621 2038 1396 26 Instead 
of 0.1621 2038 1396 26. 
I would be extremely Interested to learn of any additional errors. 
I believe the Independent variable to be much closer to Oh.O E.T. 
Instead of Oh.O U.T.: please advise. Siiould the conversion fac- 
tor 1 AU « 149 597 900 km (Ref. 4^ be employed In favour of 
1 AU " 149 600 X 10^ metres (Ref. 6)? Since the observations only 
span to JD2440000.5 (Ref. 4), clearly lines 3-5 are extrapolated 
to C /)• rpehJPi K 
Or. Oesterwinter -2- 
values and related sigmas should be considerably greater than 
those of line 2. 1 would be interested In what the more recent 
sigmas might be» or better still, in Improved values for lines 
3-5. My prime motivation for such detailed information Is that I 
am trying to reconcile lunar radii vectores, to the nearest 6 km 
or better, from my numerical Integrations with those of Ref. 5, 
or hopefully with those of LURE (I have written to Or. J. Oerral 
Mulholland.). Please be advised that iny model is strictly a 
Newtonian point mass gravitational one. In your experience, 
would you consider my accuracy criterion to be realistic (using 
line 3 values as Input to the Initial value problem) for the per- 
iod 1971 Sept. 6 d.O E.T. to 1974 Dec. 31 d.O E.T.}? Preliminary 
results are In the affirmative: 1 can supply the details If re- 
quested. Of course, eyen the sigmas In line 2 can wipe out 
criterion (t 6 km) by well over an order of magnitude (about 
± 80 km)i 
Please use the following mailing address exactly as 
shown: 
Mr. Roy D. North 
Graduate Student 
Department of Mathematical Sciences 
Lakehead University 
THUNDER BAY *P', Ontario, Canada 
P7B iil 
Yours sincerely 
Roy D. North 
RON/sb 
i X C, 3 
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Page 317. 
(2) * Ibid. , Table X» (’ages 374-5. 
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190-197, and those for subsequent years. 
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f, i-j S T “ 1 7 . F F 1 n 0 
r. A <■:, T t') - n , P 7 F /.t. 9 0 4 s f o 0 , r-) n p v S 7 O 0 Q P ^ ^ ri =:< f j o - P 4 3 1 O Qn , <■ 
1 (-0,0 n n o o o 7 7 i FD n A I > p s r n c n s (F' P S ) 
I A s T o ~ r; A. s T 0 
(, A ST O = f; A S T 0 - T G A, S T 0 
r. A T 0 ~ c; A T 0 ^Ic B F4 O 0 
j.'. (; A <; T n r:. F:^'- .< FO 0 + 4 I 4 FQ + Fi , S P 1 P O 
P T MT 1 ,.)!'> f) 
FM.' T I I'j- ;> . I-. A ST O 
F> T K| T , F <; A S T 0 
FO P^.1 AT ( » • , I 1 O ) 
FPPM AT ( ' ' ,F70, 1 F) 
STPi:> 
F' Ml"' 
B P M T p Y 
P44P04B 
PS o A '-i , P 4 p P 7 P y '■') A O 3 f) 0 0 O 0 
P 4 O FS * s P 1 O O O O Cl O r\() O o 0 o 0 itf-tvtf 
CnPF HSAOF 
D I AGMD ST T r.S 
cn T i_. F T I !''i f~ 
fiPP£K)D\K 10 C 
mr/Al 4 i. 
n ‘P JFCT CnDF = 1 F4 B -B VTF S , A RA Y A PF A " O (■ 
MllMRFl- f|F BP|'?nPSr: 0, Nl)S,PFP HP WARWTKKSSr 
1 . S o S f-- C , F X F G u T I C'l M T I M F ~ ('t „ - ■} F S p f. , ',iM A T F- T \/ 
S jn 
1 IMPLICIT PFAL*S(A-H,n-7) 
P P I -S ,14 1 SC) p FSSSR9 79 BPS B4 Fp 0 
S4W ARM T MG PFAL CONSTANT HAS MORE THAN IF DIGITS, TRP'NCATFD O 
S Fr^lBO/PI 
4 I=1074 

















I} 0 - 1 7 P 1 O 74 + K + 1 4 6 1 S ( T + ( J - 1 4 1/1 P ) / 4 +,'^ C.7 S ( J -P - 1 P 
I((J-1A)/1p ) )/1P+(P400P-1psi-j)/1Poo~o,sno 
F.i:oS-( PSDO+PBDO/GODO + SP.QnFDO/S FOODO ) /F 
DPS I ”17,SB IDO 
G A STO-- O . P7 F49 04SD0 + 0 • 0 OPTSTQOP P9 BMOS ( HO - p4 3 ) 0” 0 , ‘ 
1+0,000 000 7716Do*DPsT*ncns(EPS) 
I (:, A S T 0 ~ G A ST 0 
G A ST 0 = G A ST 0 -1 G A ST 0 
G A ST Or= G A ST O* R F40 0 
\~ Gi A S T 0 - F A' 3 F 0 0 + 4 1 A F 0+03, S p 1 D 0 
I'PTMTP, DO 
P Y I N T P , G A S T 0 




E E N T P Y 
P44 P04B ,Boonoooonooooooo 
P4 0 F3 , G 1 9 Q P 1 0 FP. n, 7 O O 0 O 0 
p 4 0 0.3 • G 1 0 n o o o o (; o oi o oo 
CORF OSAGF 
D r AGMOST T CS 
COMPUF TIME” 
ORjr-GT CODF" 1 rM F BYTES, A PR AY APfA= 01 
NUMBER OF EPRORS= 0, NUMBER OF WARNINGSr 
1,3 1 SEC ,FXErUT TON TIME= O.OF SFG, EATFTV/ 
.10 1 
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NAVAL WEAPONS LABORATORY 
DAHLGREN, VA. 22448 IN REPLY REFER TO 
KA-l:CO;wjc 
13300 
9 May 1974 
Mr, Roy D, North 
Graduate Student 
Department of Mathematical Sciences 
Lakehead University 
THUNDER BAY *P*, Ontario, Canada 
P7B 5E1 
Dear Mr. North: 
Please accept my apologies for being late again. There is just so 
much to do. 
I find, however, that your letter is easily answered. As it happens, 
you will be able to take care of several of your questions quite readily, 
if I am allowed to give a few hints. 
With respect to the Julian Date, it does not really matter how it is 
obtained. Once you set your own accuracy goal (ours was OVOl), it will 
be easy to calculate how good the JD has to be in order to meet this 
criterion. - In addition to the typOs you found, there are at least two 
other errors. An errata sheet is enclosed. 
X am not sure I understand your comment on the independent variable. 
If we are talking about the same clocks, the difference between ET and UT 
is as much as 40 sec. An error of this magnitude would be easily visible. 
If you will check again, you will see that we calculated our observation 
times from the published ("observed") right ascensions. Such times are 
clearly related to the earth's rotation and, I believe, are properly labeled 
UT. They have nothing to do with ET. We have then proceeded, in our 
solution, to find the differences between the UT's and a backward extra- 
polation of the atomic clock. 
In regard to the conversion from AU to km, keep in mind that this 
figure is needed only in aberration calculations. Knowing the design 
accuracy, it will be easy to compute how many significant figures you 
need. Besides, we wanted to use the best available constants, not those 
adopted lAU values. Your next comment probably addresses Ref. 2, not 
flPPEMOIK to p 3 KA:CO:jmb 
31 Aug 1972 
MEMORANDUM 
From: C. Oestcrwinter 
To: Addressee 
Subj: Errata to Celestial Mechanics 5 (1972) 374-375 











Coordinate Correct Value 
X [AU] 0*^i56 6103 2436 13 
y [AU/lOO d] -0.0029 4566 6254 8 
y [AU] -0.2787 9403 8580 68 
z [AU/lOO d] -^0.1621 2038 1396 26 
C. OESTERWINl’ER 




^rr£Ajp( K ( IC JE 
June 19, 1974 
Dr. C. Oesterwinter 
i^aval Weapons Laboratory 
DAHLGRE.H, Va. 22448 
U. S. A. 
Dear Dr. Oesterwinter: 
Thank you very much for your letter (KA~l;CO;wjc 13300) dated 9 May 1974 
and the enclosure: you neatly resolved my problem with Mercury. 
I am, however, still having difficulties reconciling my ephemeris of 
lunar radii vectores with that of Ref. 1 (Residuals are about 6 km, which 
are well less by an order of magnitude that the sigmas in line 2 can produce; 
the sigmas applied to the initial conditions could have much more effect). 
As you are col3.aborating with Dr. Mulholland, I wonder if you might be able 
to satisfy niy request for a table based on LURE work (See an enclosed copy 
of a letter regent dated 17 June 1974,), 
I have a further request. I wonder if you could put me in contact with 
someone (connected with Computer Sciences Corporation, etc.) who might be able 
to employ me as a scientific programmer, preferably related to Celestial 
Mechanics. I possess 10 years' experience in FORTRAN programming, and am 
presently writing up my M.Sc. thesis (topic; numerical integration of sys- 
tems of differential equations arising in Celestial Mechanics). My chances 
of employment in Canada are almost zero, and the U.S. Senate has a bill be- 
fore it which may make Western hemisphere immigraj^tion easier. I held a 
U.S. Immigrant Visa from October 1971 to February 1972, but the Army and 
USAF would not guarantee employment in scientific computing: if conditions 
are relaxed I should have no difficulty getting another viaa. My situation 
is quite unfortAui^e: I almost ciiily lament the fact that X was born less 
than 40 miles north of the greatest nation in science and technology. And 
generally the best jobs are reserved for U.S. citizens. I do believe I 
page 2 4 • • 
X !0 & ^ 
)r, Oesterwinter Page 2 
possess above average computational ability: in the Graduate Record Exam- 
ination (ETS) (April 1973), Aptitude Test, Quantitative Ability, I scored 
in the percentile rank. Any assistance would be gratefully appreciated. 
Please use the mailing address exactly as shown in my recent letter 
dated 17 June 1974. 
Sincerely yours 
Roy D. North 
RDN/sb 
Refei'ence 
(1) The Astronomical Lf^hemeris For The Year 1972, HHSO, pages 190-197, and 
those for subsequent years. 
fyrPBKt^lK la ^ £ 
February 12, 1974 
Ur. %. Oerral Hulhoiland 
Department of Astronotny 
University of Texas 
AUSTIN, Texas 78712 
U. S. A. 
Dear Dr. Mulhoiland: 
Thank you for your letter dated Oct. 18, 1973 (de I'Observa- 
tolre de Meudon). 
I would sincerely appreciate a table of lunar radii vectores 
based on the LURE viork, and superseding Ref. 1. The table should 
be accurate to at least 4 decimal places (i 637.816 metres), and 
cover the period from 1972 Jan. Id.O E.T. to as close to the pre- 
sent as possible. 
Please advise If COSPAR (Ref. 4) can satisfy this request. 
The equatorial horizontal parallax Is given as 57‘02**.08 in 
Ref. 2, while In Ref. 3 It Is 3422“.608. I believe HU the 
latter value to be correct: 1 Imagine that Dr. R.L. Duncombe 
(USNO) would be the best person to contact regarding rectification 
thereof. The same error Is repeated In the A.E.'s for 1973 and 
1974. 
Please use the following mailing address exactly as shown: 
Mr. Roy D. North 
Graduate Student 
Department of Mathematical Sciences 
Lakehead University 
THUNDER BAY 'P', Ontario. Canada P7B 5E1 
Yours sincerely 
Roy D. North 
RON/Sb 
^rreKJPiK toe /h 
REFERENCES 
1. The Astronomical Ephemerls For The Year 1972, Pages 
190-197. 
2. Ibid., Page 540. 
3. Supplement to the A.E. 1968, USNO, Page 7s, Note 21. 
4. Abbot, R.I., et al (1973): A.J., Vol. 78, No. 8. Page 793. 
LAKEHEAD UNIVERSITY CO.APUTER CEhJIRP 
APf-StiRI A I I fi ( 
//RM/RNCC5 JOE « 1610125.0600 »5 , • <1 • *60♦^•R0 O0 NORTH» *TYPRUN-HOLD 
// CLASSED,MSGLEVEL-(101) 
// Exec FORT ECL C-. PN • FCRT= • IC* OPT-2* . R EGI ON. GO= 7 IK 
XXFORT EXEC PG = I E K A A 00 . RE G I G N "2 50 K 
XXSVSPRrMT DO SYSOUT--A , SPACE = (C YL . ( P, 5) ) 
XXSYSFLNCH DD S Y S C U T - 1'. 5 p A CE = ( C Y L . ( 0.5 ) ) 
X XS Y « t T 1 0 0 UM T = 2 3 1 4 .CCE = < RECF lv=F 0 BLKS I ZE 05 ) .SPACE ~ ( CYL , ( 1 . 5 
XXSYSUT2 DO UN IT ^^23 1 4 , CCB=( PECFM=F .BLKS 1ZE = 1024) 0 SPACE = ( C YL • ( I 
XX SY£L I N DD DS N L C A D SET . UN IT =23 14.0 ISP = < MOO. PASS > . SP ACE- ( CYL . 1 
//FORT. SYS IN OD ’f' 
IFF236I ALLCC. FUR PMARNOOS FORT 
iIEF237I 36C ALLCCATED TO SYSPPINT 
:ieFP37I 330 ALLOCATED TO SY3PUNCH 
IEr237I 13? ALLCCATEC TO SYSUTl 
IEF23 7I 13E ALLCCATEC) TO SYSUT2 
1EF237I 135 ALLOCATED TO SYSLIN 
IEF237I 310 ALLCCA7ED TO SYSIN 
IFF 1 A 21 - STEP lAAS EXECUTED - CGNC CODE 0000 
IEF2 85 I SYS74 1 7 E.TC65 303.RV000.RMARN003. R0000712 
IEF2€5I VOL SER NC£= MYTRIP, 
IEF2 85I SYS 74 1 7 5, TC65303.R V0C0.RMARNO05. RO000713 
IEF285I VOL SER NCS=: SPLU0 3. 
1EF 2 65 I S Y S74 1 75.TC85303.PVOOO.R MARND05.LOAOSET 
lEFPeSI VOL SLR NCS= SPLU03. 
IEF373I STEP /FCRT / START 74176.0035 
IEF374I STEP /FCRT / STOP 74176.0046 
CHARGE i- 2 3. e 3 CPU TIME CO. 10. 20 
DISK READER PRINTER 
COLNTS 605 869 952 
CF DD CAROS 3 1 1 
EXF C PC M- 1 F'.Y L. REG I CN=96K , PAR*v|= ( MAP .LET. L 1ST ) .CONU 
DD DSN-SYS 1 .F OPT LI a•D t S P=S H R 
DD OSN=^FCR TSUB.D 1 SP=SHR 
CD SY5GUT = A,SPACE= (CYL. (1. 1 ) ) 
DD SPACE =( CYL .(2.5)) .UMT = 2314 
CD L5N= OGOSET(MA IN ) ,D I SP=( .PASS> .UN IT= 2314. 
SFACE = (CYL . <2 ♦ .1 ) ) 
OSN=FLnADS£T.DI£P=(CLD.DELETE) 
CCNAMf;=-SYS IN 
FOR RNARN005 LKEO 




X X S Y £ L I a 
XX 
XXSYSPRINT 
X X 3Y S U T 1 
XXSYSLMCL 
XX 





i F F 2 3 7 I 
IFF237 I 
IEF237I 
1FF23 7 I 
IF F 1 4 2 I 
IFF 2 85 I 
IEF285 1 
IFF28 5 I 




I E F 2 8 5 ! 
I E F 2 8 5 I 
IFF285 T 
irF373 I 





CPU lOMlN 20.30SEC MAIN 













1 3 5 
- SThIP 
SY S 1 
VCL 
ALLCCATED TO 




WAS I-XE CUT ED 
.FCR TLIH 
SER NCS= MVT217. 
S Y SPRIN T 
SYSLT 1 
SY5LMG0 
S Y SL I N 
« CONE CODE 0000 
FERTSUe 
V(’L SIP NFS- ^'<YTRIP. 
SY S 741 f5,T CHS303 •RV0OO.RMARN005.R0C00716 
VOL S5R NCS= MVTRIP. 
SYS 74 I 7 S. T C 85 3 03.R VOOO.RMARN005.GOSET 
Vf.)L SFR NCS- A1.)MFC 2* 
SYS 74 1 7t. TCe5 303.RYOOO.PMARN005.LOADSET 
VOL SER NOS= SPLU03. 
STEP /LKSD / START 74176.0046 
STFC' /LKED / STOP 741 76.0047 CPU OMIN 
- 1.14 CPU TIME 00.0-0.16 REGION RE 
KEPT 
KEPT 





i ) ) 
.5) ) 
( 2.5 ) ) 
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IEF2 3 7 I 
lEFlA2 I 
IEF265I 












PGV = «.LKED-SYSLMQD *CCND~( <A ,LT •FGRT ) , (4 «LT ^LKED) ) 
CCNAVE=SY5 IN 
£YSCtT = A.SPACE -(CYL *(1 .1 ) ) 
£ YSOtT = n,SPACE = (CYL.(0.5)) 
I /O 
NO. 
ALLCC. FCR RNARN005 GO 
13E ALLOCATED TO PGM-I^.DD 
360 ALLOCATED TO ETC6F001 
330 ALLCCATED TO FT07F001 
- STEP WAS EXECUTED - COND CODE COOO 
SYS74 1 75.TG85 303.RVOOO•RMARN005.GOSET 
VUL SER NOS= ADMP02. 
STEP /GO / START 74176.0047 
STEP /GG / STOP 74176.0742 
S 2181.36 CPU TIME 06.54.43 
DISK READER PRINTER 
CCLNTS 0 0 135 
OF on CARDS 1 1 I 
PASSED 
CPU 414MIN 43.02SEC MAIN 




IEF2 35I SYS741 75.TOa5 303.RVOOO.RMARNO05.GO SET 
IEF265I VOL SER NCS= ADMF02. 
IEF375I JOB /RMARN005/ START 74176.0035 
IEF376I JOB /RMAFN005/ STOP 74176.0743 CPU 425MIN 
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f^FPe^PIX U  B J . 
1.7 < JAN 73 ) OS/360 FORTRAN H 










C 1 2 
3 1 3 
4 
3 1 5 
3 1 6 
D 1 7 





































CPTICNS - NAME= A IN,OPT = 02,L 1NECNT=60. SI Z£ = 0000K , 
SOURCE *EBCDIC.NOLIST.NODECK.LCAD.NOVAF.NOECIT. ID.NOXREF 
INIPLICIT REAL’<‘8( A-H.O-Z > 
DIMENSION YST ART (60J 
COMMON GM 1.GM2.GM3.CM4 .GM5.GM6.GMT,GM8, GM9,GM10 .GMl 1 . MJFNS 
COMMON/UN ITS/AR,FBC 
EXTERNAL FCT.CDECUT 
NDF-N £ = C 
N = ?.;.o 
A=149597.906 
AR~ 1 /A 
FR=86400 
F8C 1 CO 
FtlCR- 1 /FOC 
XSTART=0 
SP:TF0=<‘4 C 0 
X END~SP Y2 
H-=F1'3 
EP ID- i 1 
YSTART( 1)-A«( 0.311Cei40323844D0) 
YSTART( 2)=AA( 0.11449436182489DO) 
YSTARK 3)=A=<‘( 0. C 293591 2Q52266D 0) 
YSTART( 4)=A+(-l.533176488888300)♦FBCR 
Y5TART( 5 ItrA’t'C 2 . 3 9 1 73 4 1 8 77 1 47 DO ) BC R 
YSTART( 6)=A*( 1.430357674930700>^FBCP 
YSTART( 7)-A*(-0.70332500973515D0) 
YSTARTt 8)=A«( 0.11422571133584D0) 
YSTART ( 9) = A*( 0.0959262274C956D0) 
YSTART ( (-0.41325 16063 867 DO )*F BCR 
YSTART(11) = A>M- 1.82488513 17911D0)»FBCR 
YSTART (I 2 ) = A’<' (-0.796254 56 66 76 700 ) *FBCR 
YSTARK 1 3) ---A* ( 0.96 1 1 7879 0 82728D0 ) 
YSTART(14 ) = A«(-0.27879403850 0680 0) 
YSTART ( 1 5) = A>I« (-0 • 1 20 89 770 946 86 4 DO ) 
Y START ( 1 6) = A* ( 0.490 3573 91 9 9 C8D0 ) ’S'FBC R 
Y ST A FT (17) = A « < 1 .49 8 7 4 1 2 1 8 2 C 2 8D 0)♦F BCR 
YSTARTd 0) =A»( 0.649034 708238500I^FBCR 
YSTART( 19)--A*( 0.96 3 56 0 3 4 37 3 70 3D 0 ) 
YSTART(20)=A^(-0.27907250279848D0) 
YSTAF T( 21 ) = A’«'(-0. 12 0 8 649297862200) 
Y s T AR T < 2 2)“A♦( 0.4 9 6 2 5 7 5 3 8 5 1 A 90 0)* F BCR 
YSTAFvT (23) =A* ( 1.554747808923000 ) «FGCR 
YSTART(24)=A«( 0.6788960737467DO)♦FBCR 
YSTART (25) = A«( 1 .2369892 19494600) 
YSTART (26) =A=«' (-0.54 5 94 72 7 782 5000 ) 
YS TA R T (27) =A’S‘(-0. 2837 92 524 83 840 0) 
YSTART(2 8) = A’»‘( 0 .677 10 8 1 39 36 1 ODO ) *FBCR 
YSTART(29)=AA( 1.2539423985805C0FBCR 
YSTART ( 30 > = A^( U 5 5 7 4 0 96 890 4 4 1D 0 ) ♦ F BC R 
Y START( 3 1 ) =AA(-1 .8610 023309678DO) 
YSTART( 32) =A>!K-4. 61 C5 7708C49 81 DO) 
YST ART ( 33 ) = A’«< (-1 . 9 3 2 4 4 70 9 4 7 1 800 0 ) 
YSTART(34)=( 0.6992334985396000)*FBCR 
YSTARK 35 ) = A*(-0.20 3 5 634 9 71 6 6350 0) *FBCR 
YST ART (36 ) = A’*' (-0.104 41878 30 3 36800 ) 4FBCR 
YSTARK 37) =A« ( 4.57722 62304695D0 ) 
YSTAKK 38 ) =A«( 7.32208096485 580 0) 
YST ART < 39) =A*( 2 .82963 1 1997 242D0) 
EHEAD UNIVERSITY COMpij I b U C i Rf 












































YSTART< 4 1) 0 • 2 50 9 4 7 91 2 9 8 04 600 ) ♦ F BC R 
YSTART(42) = A*( 0.1258874243722€0 0)♦FBCR 
Y START <43 ) =A=«c (-1 7,86 2756 2 57 709 00 ) 
VSTART(44)=A*<-03.9429970C0301DO) 
YSTAI^T<45)=A«(-01 .47523941280300) 
YSTART (46) =A>}' < 0.087 43863 1 4 47S4D0 ) ^-FBCR 
YST ART { 4 7 )-A «(-0.36 7 1 7 35 8 59 790 90 0 ) ’^'FBCR 
YSTART (48 I =A*(-0.16 2 1 20 3813962600) *FBCR 
ySTART(49)=A*(-14.21 79 71 166151 DO) 
Y ST ART <50)=A>«‘(-24.90 47 70 51143 4DO) 
YSTART(5l)-A=<c( - 09 •84 41 78 4 52 524 00 ) 
YSTART( 52 ) = A*( 0.2758C291 30392 2D0) *FRCR 
YST A RT (33) = A*(-0.132212 745 4 037 IDO) *FBCR 
Y$TART(54) -A=»=(-0.06l 1023334175700) ^FBCR 
YSTART(55 )-A♦(-30. 1 337C797533000) 
YST A RT (56)-A♦(-0 3.049032 1 75 568 00) 
YSTART(57)=A*( 08.16843194873800) 
Y ST ART (50)-A4( O.05 155 20 45 8 l£3 9D0) ’i'FBCR 
YSTART(59)=A'<'(-0.31 3 48 84 2 5 B 9 77 500 ) ♦FBCR 
YSTART( 60 ) = A*(-0.11451 C6 9 3906 850 0) ’t'FRCR 
GI^1=-A*^3* (.01720209895DO/FB ) 
GM2=-GM1/598300000 
GM3=-GM1/40B522D0 
GM4 =-G^/l / 332 94 6.56 19 2544C0 
GM5=-G^^ 1 / 27C68B07. 13C1G0DQ 
GIY6 = - GM 1 / 30 9 8 *' c 0 D0 
GM7=-GM/10 47.3 9 08 00 
GM8 = -GM 1/3499. 200 
GM9 = -GV1/22 930D0 
GMl0=-GM1/I 9260DO 
GMI 1--GM 1/18 1200 00 0 
D C 1 J = 1 , 2 
I F ( J- 1 ) 1 , 1.2 
XSTART=XeNO 
XF NO -0 
H - -H 
CALL UUESP(SPtFCT.N, YSTAR T. XSTART,XEND *H .EPS. DDEOUT) 
y^Rl TF (6 ,97 ) NCFNS 
FORMAT( IHO , 5X , 36HTCTAL NO OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS IS .16) 
S T CJI-’ 
Lr NO 
IN F.’FFECT’^ NAME= M A I N , GP T = C 2 . L I NEC N T-60 . SI ZE=0 0 0 0 K . 
INEFFfcCT>!‘ S LU FCE . EECC I C, NOL 1ST . NODECK . L QAO . NO MAP • NOE 01 T, ID .NOXREF 
ICS^ S STATEMENTS ~ 98 , PROGRAM SIZE = 3108 
1CS>>‘ NG UIAGNUSTICS GENERATED 
ND OF CCMFILATICN 77K BYTES OF COR! 










0 1 0 
0 1 1 
0 I 2 
0 1 3 
C 1 4 
0 15 
C 1 6 
0 17 
0 18 
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fiPtEMPlK II B 3 
{ JAN 73 ) OS/360 FORTRAN H 
CCfYPILER CPTICNS - NAME= N A I N • C PT = 0 2 * L IN E CNT = 6 0 , S I Z E=C 0 0 0 K , 
SOURCE *£BCDIC.NOLIST • NOOECK*LCAO•NONAP.NOE0 IT, ID* NOXREF 
SU3RCUTINE FCT(Y*X*DY) 
IMPLICIT REAL*B(A-F,G-Z) 
DIMENSION D Y( e 0) . Y( 6 0) 
COMMCN CMl,GM2*GM3, GM4,GM5*GV6,GM7*GMe*GM9,GMlO,GMll .NOFNS 
NCF N£=NCFNSF1 
DY ( 1 ) = Y ( 4 > 
DY(2 > ~Y(5) 
OY(3)=Y(6) 
DY(7 ) = Y ( 10 ) 
DY( 8) = Y<11 ) 
D Y(9)= Y( 12) 
OY ( I 3 )- Y (1 6 ) 
OY(14)=Y(17) 
DY( 15) = Y(1B) 
DY{ 19 > = Y (2 2 ) 
D Y ( 2 C ) = V ( 2 3 ) 
DY(2 1 ) = Y(24 ) 
DY(25)-Y(28) 
DY(26)=Y(29) 
DY(27 ) = Y (30 ) 
DY(3 I )=Y(34) 
DY(3 2 )=Y( 3 5 ) 
D Y ( 3 3 ) X Y (.3 6 ) 
DY(37)=Y(40) 
DY(38 ) = Y (4 1) 
DY(39)=Y(42) 
OY(43)=Y(46) 
DY(44 )=Y (4 7 ) 
0Y(45)=Y(48) 
DY(49)=Y(32) 
DY(50 ) = Y (53 ) 
DY(51)=V(54) 




R 2=(Y( l)^Y( 1)FY( 2)^Y( 2)4Y( 3 ) ♦Y( 3))*«CA 
R 3=(Y( 7)»'Y( 7)FY( 8)^Y( 8)+Y( 9)«Y( 9 ))’*'♦ CA 
R 4 = ( Y (1 3 ) ♦ Y ( 1 3 ) ♦ y ( 1 4 ) *Y ( I 4 ) FY ( I 5 ) * V ( 1 5 ) ) >► ^C A 
R 5=(Y( 19)^Y( 19)FY(20)*Y(20)-«-Y(21 )«Y(21 ) 
R 6=(Y(25)tY(25) FY( 26)♦Y( 26)+Y( 27)#Y( 2 7) )««CA 
R 7 = ( Y (3 1 ) *Y (31 ) FY (32 ) >«'Y <32 ) ♦Y (33 ) ♦Y (33 ) ) ♦♦CA 
R 8=( y ( 3 7M'Y( 37) F Y( 38) ’O'Y( 38 ) F Y ( 3 9 ) ♦ Y ( 39 ) ) «J^^CA 
R 9 = (V <43 ) 4Y (43 ) +Y(44 ) *Y( 44 )-fY( 45) >CY< 45) ) ♦♦CA 
R10-(Y(49)«V<49)FY(50)^Y(50)+Y(5l)4‘Y<5l))’«'^CA 
Rll-(y(55)^Y(55)FY(56)^V(56) + Y<57)«Y(57))#’«CA 
PX 2 3-Y( 7)-Y( I) 
RY 2 3=Y( 8)-V( 2) 
PZ 2 3=Y( 9)-Y( 3) 
FX24 =Y(13)-Y< 1) 
R y 2 4 “ Y ( 1 4 ) - Y ( 2 ) 
PZ24 ~Y(15)~Y( 3) 
P X 2 5 = Y ( 1 9 ) - Y ( 1 ) 
RY25 =Y(20)-Y( 2) 
P Z2 5 =Y (21 )~Y( 3 ) 




























































UNIVERSITY C.OMPiJ!ER CtNIRF 
Af’P/sMPlx 
PV26 =V(26)-Y( 2) 
RZ26 =Y<27)-Y( 3) 
PX27 ~Y(31)-Y( IJ 
l<Y2 7 =Y<32)-Y( 2) 
P227 =Y<33)“Y< 3) 
PX28 =Y(37)-Y< 1 ) 
HY28 =Y(3e)-y< 2) 
PZ28 =Y(39)-Y( 3) 
P X 2 9 = Y ( 4 3 ) - Y ( 1 ) 
RY29 =Y<44)~Y( 2) 
RZ29 =Y(45)-Y( 3) 
RX 210=V(49)-Y( 1) 
PY 210=Y(50)-Y( 2) 
RZ 2 10 =Y(5 1 )-Y( 3) 
R X21 1 =V(55)-Y( 1 ) 
PY211 “Y(56)-Y( 2) 
RZ211 =Y(57)-Y( 3) 
RX34 = Y( 1 3)-Y( 7) 
PY34 ^Y(14)-Y( 8) 
RZ34 -Y(15)-Y( 9) 
PX35 =Y(19)-Y( 7) 
RY35 =Y(20)-Y< 8) 
RZ3S =Y(2n-Y( 9) 
PX 36 ~y (25 )-Y( 7 ) 
RY3b =Y(26)-Y( 8) 
R236 =Y(27)-Y< 9) 
RX37 =Y{3l)«*Y< 7) 
RY37 =Y(32)-Y( 8) 
RZ37 =Y(33)~Y( 9) 
PX38 =Y(37)-Y( 7) 
RV3e =:Y(38)-Y( 8) 
RZ38 =Y(39)-Y( 9) 
rX39 -Y(43)-Y( 7) 
RY39 -Y(44)-y( 8) 
RZ39 =Y(45)«“Y( 91 
RXZIO =Y(49)-Y( 7) 
RY310 =Y (50 )-Y( 8) 
RZ310 =Y(51)-Y( 9) 
RX311 =Y(55)-Y( 7> 
FY 31 1 =Y(56 )-Y( 3 ) 
RZ31 1 =Y(57)-Y( 9 ) 
9X46 = Y( I9)-Y( 13) 
FY45 =Y (20 )~Y(14) 
F Z 4 5 = Y ( 2 1 ) - Y ( 1 5 ) 




R Y4 7 =Y(32 )~Y( I 4 ) 
R Z 4 7 = Y ( 3 3 ) - Y ( 1 5 ) 
PX48 =Y(37)-Y(13) 
RY48 =Y(3B)-V(14) 
R Z 4 a = Y ( 3 9 ) - Y ( I 5 ) 
RX49 -Y(43)-Y(13) 
RV49 -Y(44)~Y(14) 
RZ49 =Y(45 )-Y( 15 ) 
PX410 =Y(49)-Y(13) 
RY41G =Y(50)~Y(14) 
: H E A D UNIVERSITY Q )MPU I i:. K, CL hJ 1 |vT 
fil PFMA)PI X // B r 
1 1 6 















1 3 2 




1 3 7 
138 




























i 6 7 





R Z 4 1 C 
RX4 1 1 
PY41 1 
R Z 4 I 1 
RX56 
R y 56 
RZ56 
FX57 








P X 5 1 0 
R Y 5 I 0 
fs Z 5 1 0 
R X 5 1 1 
f^YSl 1 
R Z b 1 1 
R X 6 7 
F Y 6 7 
U^Z b 7 
R X t> 8 
R Y6 8 
R Z 6 R 
FX6 9 
R y 6 9 
RZ6 9 
F X 6 I 0 
F Y 6 1 0 
RZ6 10 
RX6 1 1 
rT Y 6 1 1 
F Z6 1 1 
F X 7 8 
( <? Y 7 8 
F Z / 8 
R X 7 9 
R Y Z9 
R Z 7 ) 
R X 7 1 C 
R Y 7 1 0 
RZ710 
RX7 I 1 
RY 7 I 1 
RZ 71 1 
RX39 
R Y89 
R Z 8 9 
FX8 10 
R Y a 1 0 
RZ8 10 
RX81 1 
R Y8 1 1 
RZ8I 1 
=:Y(61)-Y(15) 
= Y< 55 )-Y( 13) 
=Y (56 )-Y( 14 ) 
=Y(57)-Y(15) 
-Y(2 5 )-Y{19 ) 
-Y(26)-Y(20) 
= Y< 2 7)~Y( 2 1 > 
= Y ( 31 )“Y ( 1 9 ) 
~ y(3 2)-Y< 20) 
= Y( 33 )“Y( 2 1 i 
= Y < 3 7 ) - Y ( 1 9 ) 
= Y( 3e)-Y< 20 
-Y(39)-Y(?l) 
=Y(43)~Y(19) 
= V< 4 4)~Y< 20) 
= Y (45 )-^Y ( 2 1 ) 
~Y(49)-Y(19) 
-V(50 )~Y( 20) 
-Y(51 )-Y(2I ) 
= Y(5 5)-Y( 19) 
~Y (56 )~Y(20 ) 
= Y(57)~Y(21 ) 
- y( 31 )-Y( 25) 
-Y (32)-Y< 26) 
= y(33)-'Y(27) 
= Y(37 )~Y( 25) 
= Y (3 8 )~V ^ 26 > 
=y(39)“Y(27) 
^ Y ( 4 3 > - Y ( 2 5 ) 
= Y (44)-Y(26) 
=Y(45)~Y<27) 
-Y (49 ) - Y(25) 





= Y ( 3 7 ) ~ Y ( i I ) 
= Y( 30)-y< 32) 
= Y (39)~Y( 13 ) 
- y ( 4 3 ) - V ( 3 1 ) 
= Y ( 44 )~ Y( J2 ) 
= Y (4 5 )~Y ( 33 ) 
-Y(49)~Y(3l) 
= Y (50 )~Y(32) 
= Y(51 )-Y(33 ) 
=Y(55)-Y(31) 
= Y (56 )-Y(32 ) 
~ y ( 5 7 ) - y { j 3 ) 
= Y(43)-Y< JV) 
=Y(44)-Y(38) 
=Y(45)-Y(39) 
= Y (4 9 )-Y( 3 7) 
- Y ( 5 0 ) - Y ( J 8 ) 
= Y(61)-YC 39) 
"Y (55 )-Y< 37) 
=Y(56)-Y(36) 
-y< 6 7 )-y< 39 ) 
EHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUIER CFNlRf 
A PXMmi X - I k 
> 174 
) 1 75 
) 176 
) 177 
3 I 78 
) 17<5 
)180 
) 18 1 
> 182 
) 1B3 

















• 20 1 
)202 













2 1 6 





















PX 10 1 1 = Y (55 )“Y( 49 ) 
RVl 01 1 =Y (56 ) - V( 50 ) 
R Z101 1 = V < 5 7 ) ~ Y( 5 1) 


























5= ( RX 




7-(RX 2 7=J^RX 
0=<PX 2 e^RX 
2 9 - ( fi X 2 
3 +R y 
4 + RY 
5+R Y 
6 ♦RY 
7 + R Y 
e -l-R Y 
9^RX 2 9+RY 
210-CRX 2104RX 210+RY 
211=(RX 211*RX 2114RY 
3 4=(RX 3 4*RX 















8 +R Y 
9 +RY 
310*RX 310+RY 
31 (fix 31 1 «RX 311 4-RY 
4 5-(R> 
4 6=(RX 
/4 7 = ( R X 
4 8= ( R X 
4 9=(PX 









esJtRX 4 e+RY 
9^RX 4 9+RY 
4in=(RX 410^RX 410+RY 
4 1 1= ( R X 4 1 I «R X 4 1 I Y 
5 6 ««X 
6 74RX 
5 8’frP X 
5 6~ <FiK 
5 7=(RX 
R 5 8= ( R X 
R 5 9=(PX 5 9#KX 
5 6 +RY 
5 7 + RY 
5 e + R Y 
5 9 4-RY 
R 510=(RX 5104RX 510+RY 
P 511= (fix 5114RX 5 11 4-RY 
R 6 7=(RX 6 7tRX 
6 e 4R X 
6 7+RY 
e 84-R Y 
 X
R 6 8= ( R X 
R 6 9=(RX 6 9 4RX 6 9 4-R Y 
eiO~(RX 6104RX 6104-RY 
6 1 1 = ( R X 6 1 1 4R X 6 1 1 4-R Y 
7 84RX 7 84-RY 
7 94RX 7 94-RY 
7 a - ( R X 
7 9- ( R X 
710=(PX 
7 1 1 = ( R X 
c;- ( a X 
7 10 4RX 710 4-RY 
71 I 4RX 711 4-RY 
a 94-RY 




2 74R Y 
2 8 4R Y 
2 9 4RY 
2104RY 
2 I 14RY 






3 1 04RY 







4 1 14RY 
5 6 4RY 




5 I I4RY 
6 7 4RY 
6 84R Y 
6 9 4RY 
6104PY 










































5 7 4-RZ 
5 84-RZ 











7 1 1 4-RZ 
8 94-RZ 
8104-RZ 
81 1 4-RZ 
9 I 04-RZ 
91 I +RZ 







2 1 0 4 R Z 















4 1 1 4 R Z 
5 6 4RZ 
5 74RZ 
5 84RZ 
5 9 4R Z 
5104RZ 
5114RZ 
6 7 4R2 
6 84RZ 
6 9 4R 2 
6104RZ 
6114RZ 
7 8 4R Z 
7 9 4 Fi Z 
7 1 0 4R Z 


























8) 4 CA 
9) 44CA 
410)44CA 

















8 10 )44CA 
ail) 44CA 
910)44CA 
9 1 1 )4 4CA 
a 9 4R X 
R 810= (RX 810 4RX a 10 4RY 
fi: ail=:(«X 81 1 4RX 8114-RY 
P 9 10=(RX 910 4RX 9104-RY 
(' n 1 = ( fix 91 1 4RX 911 4RY 
R1011=(RX10ll4RX101l4-RY10ll4Ryi01l4-RZ10ll4RZl011)44CA 
WA=GM 24R 2 
W0=GY. 34 R 3 
WC=GM ^4R 4 




' 2 3 4 






; 24 1 






I 2 4 8 
)249 

























UNIVERSITY C(,)MPU1(P rjIlIP 
/f rpmp! K JL --i?-7 
WE = GN' 
IAF =G ^ 
W G - G M 
IYF-=GM 
e ♦ R 
e 
9 
iAl =GM C*R1 0 
W J = GM 1 1^‘R I 1 
WAX = Y( l)7W/k+Y( 7 )^W13+Y( 13 l+WC't'Yl 19)3cWD+Y( 25) «WE> 
1 Y( 3 I ) >«* + Y( 3 7 WG4- Y ( 4 3) t WH4-Y(4Q) -»-Y (55 ) ■J'W J 
MAY-yi 2)4W/i + Y( a) ><‘Wb-fY( 14 >*\AIC’»-Y( 20) *WD4-Y( 26) *WE> 
1 Y(J2)*\«F-»-Y(38)4»/C:^Y(44)>8<WF+Y(50)«Wl^Y(56)4WJ 
WAZ~Y( 3)*WA4-Y( 9)7 WB+Y( 1 5 )♦ WC^ Y( 2 1 ) •^^ WD4-Y (27) ♦ WE + 
1 Y{33 )><‘WF4-Y( 39 )=('WG7Y( 45 )«WH+Y( 5 1) 7W I + Y ( 5 7 ) 7 W J 
U4=G^^ 3«R 2 3 
U0 = GM 
LC = GN 
UD - GM 
UE-GM 










2 1 0 




D Y ( b ) = 
DY ( 6 ) = 
UA7RX 
LE 7 R X 
U I 7RX 
UA 7RY 
UE 7 R Y 
U I ♦ R Y 
UA7R 2 
LE 7 R Z 
U I 7R2 
7p 2 3 









U I 7RY 
=:-UA7R2 
UE7RZ 
U I 7RZ 









4 7UC 7RX 
8 +UG7RX 
21 17Y( 1 )7UJ - WAX 
2 3+UB7RY 2 44UC7RY 2 
2 77UF7RY 2 87UG7RY 2 
2 I 1 +Y( 2 )7UJ -WA V 
2 37LB7RZ 2 4+UC7RZ 2 
2 77UF7RZ 2 87UG7RZ 2 
2114Y( 3)7UJ -WAZ 
UA -GM 
U8 = GM 3 4 
UC=GM 57R 3 5 
UD=GM 67R 3 6 
UE=GM 77R 3 7 
LF=GM G7R 3 8 




DY(10) = -UA 7RX 
1 ue 7 R X 
2 UI7RX 
DY( 1 I ) =-UA7pY 
2 3+UB7RX 3 44UC7RX 3 
3 77UF7RX 3 87UG7RX 3 
3117Y( 7)7UJ -WAX 
2 3 7UB7RY 3 4-^UC7RY 3 
3 77UF7RY 3 87UG7RY 3 
31 17Y( 8 )7UJ -WAY 
2 37UB7RZ 3 47UC7RZ 3 
3 P^UF7RZ 3 87UG7RZ 3 
3117Y( 9)7UJ -WAZ 
57UD7R X 
9 +UH7PX 











2 10 + 
2 6 + 
2 10 + 
2 6 + 
210 + 
3 6f V 
310 + 
3 6 + 
310 + 
3 6 + 
31 0+ 
U h-GMl 0 7R- .410 
EHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTLR f.lr;iR[ 


















U r=GM 1 I 4 11 
L J =G 1 ^ fi 4 
0Y(16)=-UA4RX 
1 ue^RX 
2 L I « R X 
UY{ 1 7 ) = -UA Y 
1 UE>>RY 
2 U I ♦ P Y 
(TY ( 16 )--UA>*R2 
1 UE*RZ 
2 UI4RZ 
UA=GM 2*R 2 5 
UB-G^/ 3*R 3 5 
UC=GM 44R 4 5 
UD-Gr/ 64R 5 6 
UE=GM 74R 5 7 
UF = GM 5 a 
LG = GIY 94 R 5 9 
UH=GM1C4R 510 
U I-GM1 1 4R 511 
U J =GN1 4R f, 
DY( 22) =~UA4R X 
1 U E ♦ R X 
2 tI4PX 


















UI 4R V 
DY(24 ) = -UA 4R 2 
UE4R2 
Li I 4RZ 
UA = GW 24f! 2 6 
LB=GM 34R 36 
U C = C- M 4 4 R 4 6 
LD^GM 54R 5 6 
UE==GV 7 4R 6 7 
UF = Glv 8 4R 6 8 
UG=GV 94P 6 9 
UH=GM104R 61C 
UI=GM114R 611 
UJ=G(Y.l 4R 6 





^ 0 8 
i 1 0 
n 1 
? 12 
1 1 3 
?14 
1 UE4RX 
2 LI4R X 
DY( 29 ) = -UA 4RY 
1 UE 4 t; Y 
2 UI 4P Y 
DY(30)=~UA4RZ 
1 UE 4 P Z 
2 U I 4 R Z 
OA^GE 24R 2 7 
UB=GM 24R 3 7 
Ur~<3(7 4 7 
Ui ) =G E 5 -4 R 5 7 
Ue=GM 64R 6 7 
U F = G M 8 4 R 7 8 
UG-GV 94R 7 9 
UH-GI^10 4R 7 10 
UI-G^114R 711 
2 4-UB4RX 3 44UC4RX 4 
4 7FUF4RX 4 84UG4RX 4 
41 1 +Y( 13 )4UJ -WAX 
2 4-Ua4RY 3 4FUC4RY 4 
4 74UF4RY 4 84UG4RY 4 
4114Y(14)4UJ -WAY 
2 4-UB4RZ 3 4 4UC4RZ 4 
4 74-UF4RZ 4 84UG4RZ 4 
41 H-Y( 15) 4UJ -WAZ 
2 5-UB4RX 3 5-LC4RX 4 
ei 7 4UF4RX 5 8 4UG4RX 5 
5114Y(19)4UJ -WAX 
2 5-UB4RY 3 5-UC4RY 4 
5 74UF4RY 5 84UG4RY 5 
511+Y<20)4UJ -WAY 
2 5-UB4RZ 2 5-UC4RZ 4 
5 74UF4RZ 5 84UG4RZ 5 
5114-Y(21)4UJ -WAZ 
2 6-UB4RX 3 6-UC4RX 4 
6 74UF4RX 6 84UG4RX 6 
61 14Y{25)4UJ -WAX 
? 6-UB4RY 2 6-UC4RY 4 
r. 74LF4RY o 84UG4RY 6 
0*1 14 Y( 26) 4UJ -WAY 
2 6-UB4RZ 3 6-UC4RZ 4 
6 74LF><‘RZ 6 84UG4«RZ 6 
t> i I 4 Y( 27 )+UJ -WAZ 









9 4UH 4R; Y 
54-UD4tRZ 
9 4UH4<RZ 
e-uow R X 
9 4UHWR X 
6-UD*R V 












5 10 4 
5 64 
5 104 
5 6 4 
6 1 0 -• 
5 6 4 
o 1 0 4 
5 64 
610 4 




n 1 7 
• 3 1 8 
U J -■= G 1 * Q 7 
DY ( 34 ) = -U A-'^'R X 
1 LE^RX 
UI=H?X 
D Y ( 3 ) - - UA YR Y 
1 UEX^RY 
2 U I ♦ R Y 
DY(36)-~UA*RZ 
1 UE^^RZ 
► 3 19 
:330 
3 3 2 1 
•322 
3323 
3 3 24 










L I R Z 
UA=GM 2+R 2 8 
U e ” G M 3 7 R 3 8 
UCrrGM 4’4cR 4 8 
UD=GM 8*R 5 8 
CE=GI>/ 6AR 6 8 
UF~-GM ?«R 7 8 
UG = GY 9=4>R 8 9 
UH=GIY10*R 81 O 
UI=GM11*R fill 
U J = G M =«< R a 
DY{40)--UAYRX 
UE-^RX 
U I ^ R X 
D Y( 4 1) =~UA Y 
IJE *RY 
U I ♦ RY 
5 331 
5 33 2 
3333 
3 334 







53 4 2 
OY(42)--UA«RZ 
1 UE >^R Z 
2 U I + R Z 
2 «R 2 9 
3 A R 3 9 







U G - 
ljH~ 





















B ♦R 8 
G ’S'R 910 
1 •{‘R 9 1 1 
«R 9 














2 U I -S' R X 
D Y ( 47) =~UA •(‘R Y 
1 UE«RY 
2 L I »!' R Y 
CY( 46 )--UA «HZ 
1 UE*R2 
2 U I * R Z 
UA=GM 2>»R 210 
L‘B=GM 3AR 3 10 
UC=GM 4*R 410 
UD=GM 5YR 610 
Ut:-GM 610 
UE-GM 7AR 710 
UG=GM 84R 810 
UH = G M gi0 
UI-GM 1 l-i^R 10 1 1 
G5 J-GM l *«10 
2 7-G8>i'RX 3 7-UC«RX 4 
6 7^UF>»>RX 7 a-#-UG*RX 7 
7 I 1 4-Y( 3 1 ) *U J -WA X 
2 7-Gb*RY 3 y-UCX'RY 4 
6 7-<-UF+RY 7 8 + UG + RY 7 
711+Y(32)*UJ -WAY 
2 7-UB*RZ 3 7-UC’<'RZ 4 
(-> 7 4-UF^^RZ 7 a^UG*RZ 7 
71 1+Y( 33 )>«'U J -WAZ 
2 8-Le«RX 3 3-UC*RX 4 
6 a-UF*RX 7 8+UG*RX € 
B11+Y(37)«UJ -WAX 
2 8-Ue*RY 3 8-UC^RY 4 
6 8-UF>^RY 7 8 4UG>«'RY 8 
8114-Y<3B)*UJ -WAY 
2 8-GQ«RZ 3 S-UC’O'RZ 4 
6 B-UF^RZ 7 8+UG«RZ 8 
01 I+Y ( 39 )>«'U J -WAZ 
2 9-GB«RX 3 9-UC^RX 4 
6 9-UF«RX 7 9-UG^RX 8 
9 I 1 +Y(43)*UJ -WAX 
2 9-LiB^RY 3 9-UC«RY 4 
6 9-UF«RY 7 9-UG«RY 8 
91 1 +Y ( 44 ) =«=U J -WAY 
2 9-U0’«‘RZ 3 9-UC^RZ 4 
6 9-UF«RZ 7 9-UG4RZ 8 








9- «'UH«R X 
B“UD=5'PY 
9 + UH^R Y 









71 0 + 
5 7- 






8 i 0 + 
5 8- 
8 10 + 
5 9- 
91 0 + 
5 9“- 
9 10 + 
5 9- 
910 + 






3 3 6 0 
3 36 I 
D 36 2 
3363 
3 36 4 
)365 
3 366 
I 36 7 
'368 
3 3 6 9 
S3 7 C 
)37 1 
1372 




AE£L£J±m x. JJ R. / o . 
OY <52 ) = -UA*RX 2 1O-U0=«‘RX 3 10-UC’l‘RX 410-UD«RX 510- 
1 Ue^RX 610-tF’«‘RX 710-UG^RX SIO-UF^RX 910 + 
2 UI*RX10 I 1 + Y( 49)*UJ -WAX 
DY (53 ) = -UA+RY PIO-UB'^'RY 310-UC*RY 410-UD*RY 5 10- 
1 UE>I‘RV 610-LF^RY 710-UG*RY 810-UH><'FY 910 + 
2 U I+RY 101 1+Y( 50)*UJ -WAY 
DY(54)--UA*RZ 21O-U0*RZ 310-UC*RZ AlO-UD+RZ 510- 
1 UE^RZ 61C-LF«RZ 710-UG*RZ 810-UH*R7 910+ 
2 U I «RZ10 I I+Y(51 ) «UJ -WAZ 
UA=GM 2%K 211 
U6=GM 24R 211 
U C = G M 4 ^ R 4 11 
UD=GM 5*W 511 
Ue-GM 6+R 611 
UF=GW 7*9 711 
L'G=GM 6*R eii 
UF-GI'^ y + R 911 
UI =G^/l 0>!«R1 01 1 
UJ = GM 1 +R 1 1 
DY(58)=-UA#RX 211-UB^RX 311-UC*RX 411-UD^RX 511- 
1 UE'4‘RX dll-GFX'RX 711-UG=<'RX Sll-UH + RX 911- 
2 U I «RX 10 1 1+Y( 55 )’►UJ -WAX 
DY(59 ) =-UA«RY 211-U8 + RY 311-UC«RY 411-UD«RY 511- 
1 LE*RY 611-UF + RY 711-UG’l‘RY Sll-UH’J^RY 911- 
2 U I +RY 10 1 1+Y( 56 -WAY 
UY( 60) --UA=<‘R2 211-Le^RZ 311-UCYRZ 411-UO^RZ 511- 
1 UE^RZ ^ll-UF’O'RZ 71l-UG*RZ 811-UH«RZ 911- 
2 UI«RZ101 I +Y(57 ) ^UJ -WAZ 
RE TURN 
END 
EFFECT* NAME:-- M A I N , OPT = 0 2 . L I NEC NT= 60 f S I ZE = 00 0 OK , 
EFFECT * SOURCE *E8CDIC # NCLIST,NODECK,LOAD♦NOMAP » NCEDIT «ID *NOX REF 
SCURCE STATEMENTS = 371 .PROGRAM SIZE = 12792 
NC DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
iND OF CCMPILATION 
U l\ »\ V ; I J M‘vi 
1*7 ( JAN 73 
nrf’BAfPlA II B /I 











0 1 1 






CPTMNS - NAME= M A IN . OP T= 0 2. L INECNT = 60 * S I ZE = C 0 00K , 
SOURCE, EBCC I C. NGL 1ST *NODECK *L Q AO. ^40MAP* NOEO IT • ID ,N0XR EF 
SUBROUTINE DDESP(SP.FCT.N,Y, X I ,XF .HI ,EPS . DOECUT) 
IMPLICIT RE=»B{ A-F, Q-Z ) 
O I ME N s I 0 N Y ( e 0 ) 




IF(SP« (XF-X I ) )2.4.10 
SP=DSIGN(SP.XF-XI) 
G C T n 1 0 
T r ( SF . N £ . 0 D 0 ) G G T C 1 0 
NP“ 0 
CALL XDDE(SP.FCT.N,Y,X I.XF,HI.EPS, DDEOUT) 
RETURN 
END 
IN EFFECT’*^ NAME= M A I N , C FT=0 2 . L I N£ CNT= 60 . S IZ E~ OOOOK . 
IN EFFECT* SOURCE.EBCDlC.NOLI ST.NODECK.L0AD.NOMAP.NCEDIT,ID.NGXREF 
ICS* SCURCE STATEMENTS = 16 .PROGRAM SIZE - 560 
ICS-* NC DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
NO OF COMPILATION A*:**** 93K BYTES OF CORI 























































0 6 1 
06v2 
A FP^BMP! K _ LL ^ R liL 
( JAN 73 ) 05/360 FCRTRAN H 
CewPILER CFTICNS - VI N , C PT ~ 0 2 , L INE CNT= 60* S I Z E = 00 0 OK , 
SOURCE •E8CDI C t NOL I ST . NGOECK ,LC AD• NOf^^AP• NOE C IT • IDtNOKREF 
SUBROUTINE XDDE(SPtFCT•N• Y,XI * XF.HI.EPS• DDEOUT) 
IMPLICIT REAL»8(A-H•C-Z) 
DIMENSION Y<60)* 
1 DY(60 ) • S( 60 ) *P( 60 J * YR< 60 ) 
CO«MMON/DDE SFC/NP .KCLNT 
COMMON/IPARAM/M,NMAX 
CCMMCN/CPAR/M/DZCT.CF2.DEMAX* DEM IN,DED IV* DZOTUP 
C QMMCN/DINFO/EX #ER.EH*NE *NEPR 
COMMCN/DOTPUT/SPPRT.HIPRT,XXPRT* XFPRT *EPSPRT*NPPRT* TITLE 
LOGICAL STYPE*KGNVF,TITLE 
EXTERNAL FCT, DDEOUT 







N MA X =6 C 
TITLE= .TRUE • 
STYPE=.TRUE. 
NPPR T=NP 
SPPR T~ SP 
hIPRT=hI 




IF( (EPS.LT•DEM IN ) .OR.(EPS .GT .DEMAX) )GOTO85 
TTL=XF-XI 
h=: H I 
IF(TTL^H)86.87.12 
12 IF(((H/TTL)40P2.LT.1.».OR•((H/TTL)•GT.I.))GOT088 
DC14 I-l ,N 






XP= X I 
X = X I 
20 IF( ( NP.EC.O )•AND. ( .NCT.STYPE ) >GOTO50 
XPM X- XP-X 
Ph=XPMX/H 
IF(FH.GT.DZCT)GCTC50 
3 0 I F ( C AH S ( F H ) . G T .1J O T ) GO TO 34 
DC32 1=1 *N 














































1 1 1 
1 12 
1 1 3 
1 1 4 
1 1 5 
1 16 
1 1 8 














UNIVERSITY C-UMF'inrR cf-r-jiRF: 
A Pf£U PJ X LL 
CALL U FED IF (N,XR• YR,DY,HR,HQ ^EPS.M,S.R•KOLVF *FC T) 
HQ=XR-XT 
36 CALL FCT(YR*XR,DY) 
STYPE=.TRU E. 
CALL DOECU T( YR,OY • h ,XR ,STYPE ) 






X P = X I + ( K CU N T ) ^ S P 
IF((XP-XF)/H.GT.0.)XP-XF 
GGT020 
50 IF( (D4ES <(X-XR)/E I ) .LE.DZDT ) GOTO60 
CALL FC7{ V•X ,DY) 
CALL DDEGUT(Y,DY.N.X.STYPE) 
60 IF( (XF-X)/TTL.LE.O.)COT 070 
IF(D AO S(H) .L T.H MIN1H =D SIG N(H M N.H) 
IF (C/>eS(H) . GT .HMAX ) F = DS IGN{ HMAX.H) 
IF( ( XF-X-H > /TTL.LT.O.)H-XF~X 
XT=X 
CALL DCeSUB ( Nl .X ,y .CY . H. H(YIN» EPS. M, S. P.KONVF ) 





ER = 0 
DO01 I = 1.N 
IF(ER*S <I)•GT.R< 1) >GOT08 1 










DG83 I = l .N 
IFIER-^SI 1) .GE.RC I ) ) GCT08 3 
ER-R( I )/S( I ) 
NE = I 
82 CONTINUE 
EH=HC 










 88 KERR-6- 
EHEAD UNIVERSITY ( i l.Ml'MIl I; TM t!ki 
n 8 /V 
1 3 3 
) 1 34 
135 
: 1 36 
• 137 
90 CALL FCT (Y• X I * DY > 
CALL DCEOUTCY*DY*N*X I 




IN EFFECT’*' NAML= M A IQPT= 0 2t L I NEC N T= 60 • S I ZE = 00 C CK , 
IN LTFECT^v SCURCF ,EECC1 C,NCL 1ST, N CDE CK • L 0 A C , NOM AP , NUE D IT * ID,NUXRf F 
ICS^ SOURCE STATEMENTS = 136 .PROGRAM SIZE = 4148 
ICS=«' NC OIAGNCSTICS GENERATED 
:NO OF COMPILATICN 77K BYTES OF COR 
EHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE 
U ^ 
;1.7 < JAN 7j ) 027360 FORTRAN H 











0 12 100 




CPTICNS - N/^MF= MA IN.OP’T=02»LINeCNt = 60*SlZE=^0000K* 
SCURCE.eeCDIC,NOLIST *NGDECK,LCAD* NOMAP* NOEC IT * ID.NOXREF 
SUUROUTINE DDESUB(N* X* Y*DV *H*HVIN*EPS *JW.S•R.KCNVF) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-F.0-Z) 
LOGICAL KONYF 
D IMENS ION Y(60).S(60).YA(60).SA(60) *DZ(60) ♦DY(60>.R(60) 
CCMMCN/DDERCV/YA* SA* DZ *JMAX 
EXTEF5NAL FCT 
J M AX = J V + 
D C 1 C 0 I - 1 * N 
YA( I )= Y( I ) 
f3 A < I ) = S ( I ) 
COM I NCE 
CALL FCT(Y,X*DZ) 
CALL DOERSeiN *X*Y *CY,H*HV IN * EPS•JM,S*R*KDNVF* FCT) 
RETURN 
f:ND 
IN EFFECT* NAME= V A IN*CPT-02 *LINECNT=60♦SIZE=000OK* 
IN EFFECT * SOURCE * EBCDIC »NOLIST* NODECK,LOAD * NOVAP,NCEDIT* ID *NGXREF 
ICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 15 *PROGRAM SIZE = 686 
ICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
:ND OF CONPILATICN 93K BYTES OF COR 
EHEAD UNIVERSITY CCWAPUiER CENIRE 
Aff’eMMlX. II B-lk-- 














CFTICNS - NAI*/E= V A IN • CPT-0 2, L IN£CNT = 60* S I Zt = rOOOK * 
S0URCE,E8CDIC,NOLIST,NOOECK»LCAD * NONAP» NGEDIT.ID* NOXREF 
SUBFCUTINE CREDIECN*X,Y,DY^H*HMIN.EPS*JM.S*R,KONVF *FCT) 
IMPLICIT REALMS(A-H,C-Z) 
LOGICAL KONVF 
O i MENS IGN Y (60 ) • YA ( 60 ) t SA ( 60 ),0Z( 60 ) ,D Y( 6C ) t S ( 60 ) • R ( 60 ) 
COMMON/DDERCM/YA♦SA,DZ•JMAX 
EXTERNAL FCT 
D0300I =1 f N 





; IN EFFECTS NAME= MAIN,aFT = 02*LlNECNT = 60.S 128=0 0 0OK, 
. IN EFFECT =«» SOURCE * EBCDIC #NOL 1ST , NGDECK»LGAD ,NDMAP ,NOEDI T • ID ,NOXP.EF 
•ICSA^ SCLRCE STATEMENTS = 12 , PROGRAM SIZE = 654 
ICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
:ND CF CCNFILATICN ****** 93K BYTES OF COR 













50 1 3 
3014 







5 02 3 



























f; 5 4 






nrp^f^piK ti B L7 
i JAN 73 ) OS/360 FORTRAN H 
CGIYPILER CFTIONS - NAVE= V A I N * GPT-0 2 * L I NE CM =60 ^ S I 2E =C 0 00 K , 
SOURCE.EBCDIC f NOLIST.NOOECK.LCAD.NC^AP.NGEDIT.IO.NOXREF 
seeROUTINE CCERSB(N.X* y,DY.H.HMIN.EPS.JM.S.R.K0NVF•PCT) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,C-Z) 
D I MENS ION Y(60).CV{60) ,S(e0),R(60) .YA(60) ,VL(6 0),YM(6C) .DZ(60) . 
1SA(60) .D(7) .DT< 60.7) ,Y G(60.8 1 .VH< 60.8).SG(60.8) 
COMMON/DDERCM/YA•SA *DZ .JMAX 
COMMCN/CPARA ^/DZ CT.CF2,DEMAX,DEM IN,DFDIV,DZOTUP 
LOGICAL KGNVF ,KCNV ,BC ,8H 
EXTERNAL FCT 
DATA OT/420 *0D0/ 
10 BH=,FALSE. 




JR = 2 
JS= 3 
J J = 0 
DQ20CJ = 1 ,JVAX 
IF( .NOT .BO )GOTO20 1 
U (2 ) =1 6 CO/9DO 
0{4)=64DC/9DC 
D(6 >=25€C0/9C0 
G C T C2 02 
2C1 D(2)=9O0/4D0 
D(4 )=9C0 
D< 6)=36D 0 
202 KGNV=#TRUE# 
IF(J.LE•< JV/2 ) )KCNV= .F ALSE, 
IF( J.LE.(JM^'l)) GOT020 3 
L = J M 4 1 
DL=400*D(L-2) 
FC=. 7071 C68D C*FC 
GGTQ20 4 
203 L=J 
D ( L )-=M«M 
FC=ID04 (JM-41-J I/6C0 
204 M=M4M 
G=H/M 
1 = G 4- G 
IF( ( .NGT •0H ) •OR,(J.GE# ( JMAX-U ))GOTC205 
DC210 1 = 1 •N 
YM( I ) = YH( I , J ) 
YL ( I )- YG( I , J ) 
S( I) =SG( 1•J) 
210 CONTINUE 
GCTC20 6 
2 05 DC22 0I =1 ,N 
YL( I )= YA( I ) 
YM( I ) = Y A <I ) 4G4DZ( I ) 
S( I )= S A ( I) 
220 CONTINUE 
KF=M/2 
xu = x 
D0230K=2,M 
X U = X U 4 G 









































) 1 06 
} 1 08 
) 109 





M 1 5 
1116 
1 B 







UNIVERSITY 0:)Ay\p! jTER CTri.'IRf,: 
PFEMPI X 
D O 2 31 I =1 , N 
U=YL< I I ) 
YL( n =YIY( I ) 
Y M ( I ) = L 
U = CABS(U ) 
I F ( U . G T . S < I ) 1 S ( I ) -U 
231 CONTINUE 
IF ( (K.NE.KH) ,GR. (K.EG.3) )GOT0 2 30 
J J - 1 J J 
D O 2 3 2 I = 1 • N 
YH( I, JJ )=YV( I ) 
YG ( I * J J ) = YL. ( I ) 
S G ( I * J J ) = S ( I ) 
232 CONTINUE 
2 3 0 C C N TIN UE 
206 CALL FCT (YM, /J* or ) 
0 C 2 4 01 =1 , N 
V=DT(1,1) 
DTI 1,1 )= (YNK I ) TYL( I ) 4G^OY( I ) )**5D0 
C=DT ( 1,1) 
TA = C 
IF(L.LT .2)GGTG242 
IF ( ( DAE3S( V )>DZOTUF'« LT.OABS(C))eAND.(H.NE*FMIN).AND.(J.GT«JM/2 + l)) 
1 GOTO .3 0 
DC241K = 2 ,L 
b 1 =D < K ) =«« V 
B-=B 1-C 
U= V 
IF(B.EQ.0. )GCTQ2A 3 
B = ( C-V )/E 
U = C^B 
C=B 1 ’?'□ 
243 V=DT(I ,K) 
DTI I , K)= U 
T A=U +T A 
2A1 CCNTINUC 
2A2 K ( I )-“D AI3EI YI I )~TA) 
Y < I ) =T A 
IF I FH I ) • GT. FPS^KDABSI Y ( I ) ) ) KC NV = . FALSE . 
2A0 CONTINUE 
ir (KCNV )GfTTC4 0 
D< 3) =4DC 
1.3 < 5 ) = 1 6 
! .^ 0 = ( • N C T • E C ) 
M- JR 
J R =-■ J S 
J S = (V 
200 CONTINUE 
r i-t= ( .NCT .EH ) 
30 1F( DAB SI F) •LE.H M1N)GCT050 
H=H/2 
1 r ( D A n S I H ) . G E . H |Y I N ) G CT 02 0 
h=DSI<;N( HM IN ,H) 
C C T C 1 0 
5C KONVF=.FALSE« 
40 F^FC^H 
X = A 
we TURN 
EHEAD UNIVERSITY ( i'Mfti ||; k d r^l lid 
f^PPBMPlK II B I 1 
CIP7 
S IN eFFECT* 
S IN EFFECT* 
F NU 
NAME- MA IN,OPT=0 2,LINECK7=60 *SIZE = 00CCK• 
SGURCE.EECCIC* NCL 1ST* NUDECK^LOAC.NOMAP* NOEDIT* ID.NGXREF 
riCS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 
TICS* NC CIAGKCSTICS GENHF/STEO 
END OF COMPILATION ****** 
126 .PROGRAM SIZE 1 8356 
73K BYTES OF COR 
EHEAD UNIVERSITY CO/v.HU i [:-R a-' i 
flFPBMPl K (I B SO 
?1«7 { JAN 73 ) OS/360 FORTRAN H 









• 0 1 1 
C I 2 



















>0 29 8 5 
030 
CFTICNS - NAME- MA IN.OPT~02*L INECNT“60tSIZE=0000K, 
SOURCE * eecc I C ,N0L IST #NCDECK,LC AD, NOA^AP. NQED IT • ID.NOXREF 
SUBROUTINE DOEOU7(Y•DY,N,X,STYPE) 
lA^PLlCIT R E AL ♦a ( A-H, Q-Z ) 
D I ME N S I 0 N Y ( 6 0 ) • D Y { 6 0 ) . Z < oO ) 
LOGICAL STYPE.TITLE 
CCIvyCN/DCTPUT/SP,H,X I,XF . E PS * NP * T ITL E 
COMMON/UNI T S/AR,FRC 
IF( .NOT.TITLE)GOTO 10 
T1TLE = ,FAL SE. 
WR ITE( 6* 89 IN. XI ,XF *EPS ,H 
IF(NF.EG.l)WRITE(6,8R)SP 
WRIT£(6*87) 
IF( (NP #EQ* 1 ) .AND .STYPEIGOTU20 
RETURN 
D0C9<;jri,e0 
Z ( J )=Y( J )^AR 
DC998 J =4 *60 *6 
Z< J)=Z( J)*FBC 
Z< J+l Z (J + 1 )’>FBC 
Z ( J + 2 ) -I ( J + 2 ) ’J'FBC 
WR ITE( 6 * as )X, (Z( I ) * I = 1 * N) 
RETURN 
FORMAT ( IH1 . lOX* 19HDE SCLLTICN FOR N =,I2.24H EGUATIONS FROM XSTAR 
IT =,D12.S*10H TO XEND = * D I, 2.5/8 X * 3 1 H W I TH LOCAL ERROR TOLERANCE EP 
2=.1POl2.5*26H AND INITIAL STEP SIZE H ~*0PD12.5* IH •/BX,44HPRINTIN 
3G OCCURS AT EACH NATURAE STEP IN TIME) 
FORMAT (1H+,52X.37HAND AT SPECIFIED POINTS (XSTART+K♦SP)/8X,22HFOR 
1 K=0*1.... AND SP =*D12.5*42H (SPECIFIED POINTS ARE IDENTIFIED WIT 
2 F m) 
FORMAT ( IHO*14X ,47hTFE OUTPUT COLUMNS ARE X, Y(l), Y(2),..., Y(N) 
1 / ) 
FORMAT ( IH ,4X* I HA,5X, 4(D25.16 )/( 36X * 3{D25. 16 ))> 
END 
IN EFFPCTA NAME= MA IN,0PT=02 ,LI NECNT = 60 , SIZF-0000K , 
IN EFFECTA SOURCE* EECCIC,NOL IST* NODECK*LQAD* NOMAP,NOEDIT* ID *NOXREF 
TCSA SOURCE STATEMENTS = 29 ,PROGRAM SIZE = 1560 
ICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
ND OF CCMPILATICN A*♦AAA 8 9K BYTES OF CORt 
KEHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUIER CENIRE 
P M fJ ^ (JL„ JJ M. Si 









0 0 0 9 2 0 
0010 92 
00 1 1 
0 0 12 3 0 
00 13 93 











CPTICNS - NAME= M/»IN,CPT=02,LINECNT=60,SIZE=OOOOK* 




GGTO(10 ,20 ,30,4 0,50* 60 ) ,NERR 
WRITE(6,9 1)EX,EH ,ER,NE 
FORMAT (5H0 « + , 5X, 35HNO CONVERGENCE IN ABOVE STEP TO X =,D12.5, < 
IH VvITH H=,D12.5, lH,,5X, 4 H* 4 , ✓ 1 0 X , 2 2 HT F E LIMITING ERROR IS , 
2D12,5,13H IN EQUATION ,12//) 
RETURN 
WRITF( 6,92 > 
F CF?MAT ( 
1 ,bX , 1 9FN.LT ,0 *CR. N . GT . 20,5X , 4H4 * «# ) 
RETURN 
WE ITF (6,93) 
FORMAT ,5X ,29FEP .LT . 1 ,C-1 8 ,CR. E P .G T . 1 . O-2 • 5X . 4 x') 
RETURN 
WE IT E <6,94 ) 
FORMAT ( 5H0’<'*4« *5X ,22HH« ( X ENO-XST APT ) • LT . 0,5X,4H^4«^t) 
RETURN 
WRITE(6 ,95 ) 
FORMAT ( , 5X, 2 1HH=G, .OR# XEND=XSTART ,5X ,4H4*44 ) 
RETURN 
WR I TE ( 6,96 > 
FORMAT < • 5X,4eHH,LT. ( XENO-XSTART)/2*«l 5 .OR. H . GT . ( X END-XS1 
1 ART ),5X,4H«^’«‘*50 
RETURN 
END 
S IN EFFECT* NAME= MA IN,0PT = 02,LINECNT=60•SIZE=000OK, 
S IN EFFECT* SOURCE.EBCDIC,NCL1ST,NODECK,LCAC,NOMAP,NCEDIT,ID,NOXREF 
TICS* SCURCE STATEMENTS ~ 23 .PROGRAM SIZE = 796 
TICS* NO DlAGNCSTICS GENERATED 
END CF CCMPILATION ****** 93K BYTES OF COF 
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S 20»35«22 JOB 
«20«35«29 JOB 
4>20«35.30 JOB 
S 20*35«37 JOB 
67 — RMARN008 — BEGINNING EXEC - INIT 8 - CLASS M 
67 IEC020I 001-5*LUMON,330*FT05F001*330 
67 IEC020I GET OR READ ISSUED AFTER END-OF-FILE 
67 END EXECUTION* 
























REAL CONSTANT HAS MORE THAN 16 DIGITS* TRUNCATED TO 16 
F=180/PI 
XO= 0*1071 8782 
YO= 0*2588 7850 




XA= 0* 1071 8782 
YA= 0*2588 7850 
ZAs 0*1276 2912 
R0«(X04*2+Y0*42+Z0442)44*5DO 
RA = ( XA4*2+YA44 2-I-2A44 2)*4*500 
RBe( (X0-XA)442+( Y0-YA)442+( ZO-ZA)442)4<«*5DO 
























OBJECT CODE- 1776 BYTES*ARRAY AREA= iYTES*T0‘ 
NUMBER OF ERRORS^ 
1*29 SEC*EXECUTION TIME= 
0* NUMBER OF WARNINGS= 
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SS LAKEHEAD UNiVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE y yy A 
E V e L 21 • ? i JTK 73 ) dU-G^L ^ j 




I 5N 0005 
ISN 0006 
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I SN 0 0 50 
ISN C C 5 1 
tSN 005? 





CPTICNS - NAWe= MAINtCPT=02*LlNeCNT=60,SlZE=G000K* 
SOURCE,E BCDIC.NOLIST.NOOECK,LCAD.NCNAP * NCEDIT,I 0 *NCX 






N = 60 






















YSTART < 13) = A4( 
YSTAFT(14) = A4 ( 
YSTART < 15) =A4( 
YST ART ( I 6 )= A4 ( 
YSTART <17)=A4 < 
YSTART! 10)=A4( 
YSTAFT (19)=A A ( 
YSTART(20)=A4( 





YSTART( 26 )=A4( 
YSTAFT(27)=A4( 
YSTART (28) =A4 (- 
YSTART(29)=A4( 
YSTAFT ( 30) = A4( 
YSTAR T( 31) =A4( 
YSTAFT ( 32 )= A* (- 
YSTART (33) =A4(- 
YSTART(34)( 
YSTART (35 )-AA( 
YSTART (36) ~ A4( 
YSTART(37)=A4< 
YSTART (30) = A*( 
YSTART(39) -A*( 
0.3014126682538900) 
0. 12 85949 471 7 822D0) 
0 .03784 152 56 468 20 0) 
-1.6616680780981 DO)4FECR 
2.3334600378444D0)*FBCR 





1.3 285 26 692131600 4F8CR 
0.684597990991700)4FECF 
0.esc 1969€332307D0) 






- 0.49353999 I94523DO) 
- 0.2139978024915200) 
0 .8 7442 800 880 9100)4FBCR 
I.3777613069?74DO)4FOCF 
0 .60 2 8 704 705 9 1200) ’♦‘FBCR 
1 .20 5405982723600 ) 














S I A K 6 H BAD U N I V E R S IT V ■ T O^AP.U i LR. Ci.r ] FR t: 
JifLtMMPiX Xt 
ISN 0058 







































ISN C C98 
ISN 0 C 9 9 
YST/JPT (40 ) = (-0 •5578 19G953 9C19D0 ) ♦FBCR 
VSTAF T(41) =A*( 0*1571326£473582DO)♦FECP 
YST ART ( 42 ) = A=M 0 . C 8 9C456 5 7 49 £ 960 C ) >*>FBC R 
YSTAFT <43> = A»( 1 1 .7455 70 448084DO) 
YSTART ( 44) -AAc(- 1 4# 67166 4100 26400) 
YST ART(45 ) = A«(-06.55 I17579443 00 0) 
Y£TAFT(46)=At( 0 *3 14210 5 2276808 00 ) =*FECR 
YSTAPTC 47)=A4( 0•19€5913565926600)♦F6CR 
VST ART <48) = A *( 0 .082£6797€77 A3900)4FBCR 
Y START (49) = A4c(-l 3* 3 £274 4 302 4 03 CO ) 
YSTART(50)~A*( 24.72£63£8237CCDQ) 
YSTART(51)=A4( 10.46458160766700) 
YSTART(5 2) =A^ ( -0.28 23271047024100)*FflCF 
YSTART (53) = A4(”0.l 298339633633900) =^FBC R 
YSTAFT(54)=A4(-0 .046 06 982 26012 7C0)>PeCR 
YSTART( 56)=A>M~ 0. 19680838047700) 
YSTART(56 )=A4{ 42.67739127085600) 
YSTART(57)=A*( 13.539165170830CO) 
YSTART( 5 8 )=AA<-0.224 Cl€4739979900)*FBC R 
YSTART(59)-A4(«0.0686097157222500)4FBCR 
YSTART(eC) =A«( 0.C4640707700421 DO)*FBC F 
CM 1 = ^A 443^ (.0 1 720 20989500/8 0)♦»2 
GM2=-GN1/59830C0D0 
GM3=-GM I /4C 8E 22D 0 
GIV4--GM/3 3 29 45.66 19 2£ 4 4DC 
GM5=-GV1 /2 7 06BB0 7. 130 100 00 





GMl1=~GM 1/18120 000 0 
CC 1 J = 1• 1 




1 CALL DCESP (SP*FCT ,N .YSTART.XSTART *XENC,H.FPS* DDFOUT) 
WR ITE( 6.97)NCFNS 
97 FCFMAT(IHO*5X.36FT0TAL NO OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS IS .16) 
STOP 
END 
TICNS IN EFFfCT=<« NAME" A IN . 0 PT = 0 2 . L INE CN T~ 6 0 . S I2E = 0 0 0 CK , 
T IONS IN FFi-lCT* S C U F CE . £ F C C I C . NC L IS T • N CD E CK , L G A C . N C V AP . N C 8 C IT . ID , N CX R B B 
ATISTICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 98 .PROGRAM SIZE = 3096 
ATISTICS* NC DIAGNCSTICS CENERATED 
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S 20*28*51 JOB 
4>20*28«58 JOB 
♦20«28«59 JOB 
S 20«29«06 JOB 
66 — RMARN008 — BEGINNING EXEC - INIT 8 - CLASS M 
66 IEC020I 001-5*LUMON*330tFT0SF001*330 
66 1EC020I GET OR READ ISSUED AFTER END-OF-FILE 
66 END EXECUTION. 



























REAL CONSTANT HAS MORE THAN 16 DIGITS. TRUNCATED TO 
F=180/PI 
XO= 0.1071 8782 8756 78D0 
YO= 0.2588 7850 9684 4400 
ZO= 0. 127 6 29 12 8 612 58D0 
XA= .1071 4635 3445 3097DO 
YAa .2588 8882 8463 6441D0 
ZA= .1276 3891 4138 5161D0 
RQa( XO*42+YO**2-*-ZO*42)44.SDO 
RA«(XA442+YA442+ZA442)*4.500 
RB=( ( XO-XA)**2+( YO-YA )**2-f ( ZO-ZA ) **2 ) *♦ .500 
















OBJECT CODES 1784 BYTES.ARRAY AREA= 0 BYTES. 
NUMBER OF ERRORS= 0. NUMBER OF WARNlNGS= 
1.24 SEC.EXeCUTION TIME« 0.04 SEC. WATFIV - VER 
LAKEHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE 
















































































































0 05 7 
COMPILER CPTIGNS - NAMe= MA IN*0PT=02,LINECNT=60,SIZE-COOOK• 
SOURCE^ EE3CDI C, NOLI ST, NODECK.LOAD* NO NAP, NOEDIT 
IMPLICIT REAL*8<A-H,0-Z) 
DIMENSION YSTART(60) 



























4) =A4 (- I 





YST ART (10 )= A«(-0 
YSTART(11)-A^(-1 
YSTARTI12)=A*(“0 





YSTART I 18)=A4( 0 
YSTARTU9)=A#I 0 
YSTARTI20)=A4(-0 
YST ART (21 )= A4I-0 
YSTARTI22)=A«I 0 
YSTARTI 23) = A♦( 1 
YSTART(24)=A*( 0 
YSTARTI25)=A4< 1 
YST ART I 26 > = A*I -0 
YSTART(27)=A^(-0 
YSTART(28)=A4< 0 









YSTARTI 38) =A4I 7 
3110814032384400) 















.49 874 12182 C2 8D0)♦FBCR 
•649834708238500)♦FBCR 
•96356034373703D0) 
• 279C 72502 7984 80 0) 
•1208649297862200) 








.5574096890 4 41 DO)♦FBCR 
•861002330967800) 
•6105770804981D0) 








5 L A K E H E A D UNIVERSITY ( f. (MF'UIFR C, Se> /f Z 
ISN 0058 
ISN 0059 



























K SN 0087 
ISN 0088 
ISN 0089 





[ SN 0C95 
ISN 0096 
ISN 0097 
[ SN 0098 
ISN 0099 
SN 0100 
YSTART!3 9)=A*( 2.829 631 I 997242DO) 




YSTART!44) =A*!~03.942997000301 DO) 
YSTART!45)=A*(-01. 475239412 8C300) 
YSTART !46) = A+( 0.08743863 144754D0 ) >J‘FBCR 
YSTART!47)=A*<-0.3671735859790900)*FBCR 
YSTART(48)-A*<-0.16 2 120 38139 62 60 0)«FBCR 
YSTART!49)=A*(-I 4.217971 166 I51 DO) 
YSTART!50)=A«<-24.90477051143400) 
YSTART!51)-A♦(-09.844178452524D0) 
YSTART <32)=A*! 0.27580291303922DO )*FBCR 
YSTART! 53)=A*!-0. 1322127454037100)♦FBCR 
YSTART!54)=A^!-0.06110233341757D0)*F8CR 
VSTART<55) -A’*' (-30.13370797533000 ) 
YSTART!56)=A*(-03.04903217556800) 
YSTART(57)~A+( 08.16843194873800) 
YSTAR T!58)=A»! 0.0515520458153900 M'FBCR 
YSTART(59)=A«(-0.3134884258977500)♦FBCR 
YSTART(60)-A«(-0.1145106939068500)♦FBCR 
GM1=-A«^3« !.0 I 72020 9 89500/FB)♦♦2 
GM2 = -GM1/5983000 CO 
GM3=-GMl/408522D0 
G!V^4=-GM 1 /332945.56 1925440 0 
GM5=-GWl/27060807.13010000 
GM6=-GM1/309870000 





DQ1J= I . I 




1 CALL DDESP!SP.FCT.N.YSTART*XSTART.XENO.H ,EPS# ODEOJT) 
WRITE(6.9r)NQFNS 
97 FORMAT(IHO.5X .36HTCTAL NO OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS IS *16) 
STUP 
END 
riONS IN EFFECT* NAME= MAIN*OPT=02 *LX NECNT=60 *SIZE = OOOOK* 
"IONS IN EFFECTS SOURCE * EBCDIC *NOL1ST* NODECK.LOAO*NOMAP *N0£01T*ID.NOXREF 
^7ISTICS4 SOURCE STATEMENTS = 99 .PROGRAM SIZE = 3116 
tTISTICS« NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
♦♦ END OF CCMFILATICN ♦♦♦♦♦♦ 7 7K BYTES OF 
;HEAD UNIVERSITY COMI-UTER CEI-JIRE 
1.7 ( JAN 73 ) 































COMPILER CPTIQNS - NAME= MAIN .OPT = 02.L1 NECNT=60,SIZE-0000K» 
SOURCE. E6CDIC.NOL 1ST . NOOECK .LOAD . NO ^^AP . NOE D I T , ID .NOXRLF 
SUGROUTINE CDEOUT(Y.DY.N.X*STYPE) 
IMPLICIT REAL*0(A«H.O-Z) 
DIMENSION Y(60). CY(60).Z(60 ) 
LOGICAL STYPE. TITLE 




WRITE<6.89) N.XI .XF .EPS .H 
IF(NP.EQ.l)WR 1TE(6.ee)SP 





D0998J = 4* 60 • 6 
Z( J)=Zt JlAtFEC 
Z ( J4- 1) =Z< 1 ) ♦FBC 
Z(JF2)=Z(J+2)+FBC 
DATA ARM /23454.71107654872D0/ 
R=< (Z( 13I-Z( 19) )#*2-MZ( l4)-2( 20) )^«2^<Z( 1 S)-Z(21) ) ♦★2 I ♦♦ .500 ♦ ARM 
(J= X/86400 
VyR 1 TE( 6 .eS ) L .R 
RETURN 
89 FORMAT <IH1 . 1OX.19HDE SOLUTION FOR N =.I2*24H EQUATIONS FROM XSTAR 
IT =.D12.5.10H TO XEND =.Dl2.5/8X .31HWITH LCCAL ERROR TOLERANCE EP 
2=.IPDl2.5.26H AND INITIAL STEP SIZE H =.0PD12.5. IN./8X.44HPRINTlN 
3G OCCURS AT EACH NATURAL STEP IN TIME) 
88 FORMAT ( 1M + . 52X. 37HAND AT SPECIFIED POINTS < XSTART^-K^SP)/SX .22HF0R 
1 K=0.1.... AND SP =.012.5.42F (SPECIFIED POINTS ARE IDENTIFIED WIT 
2H *)w) 
87 FCRMAT ( IHO. 14X. 4 7HT HE OUTPUT COLUMNS ARE X. Y(l). Y(2)..... Y<N) 
1 /) 








NAME= MAIN.CFT=02 #LINECNT=60 #S12E=0000K. 
SOURCE,EBCDIC.NOLIST.NODECK.LOAD.NOMAP.NOEOIT,ID.NOXREF 
ICS* SOURCE STATEMENTS = 32 .PROGRAM SIZE = 1724 
ICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 







































































0 . 1473500C00CC0GC0D 04 
0. 1474OOOC0OOO0OOOD 04 
0. 14745COCCCCCOCCOD 04 
0.14750000000000000 04 
0.14755C0fCCOOOOOOO 04 
c. i476ooooocororooD 04 
0.I47650000000COOOO 04 
0.1477000CCCCCCCCOD 04 
0• 1 477500 COOOCfCOOD 04 
0.1470CCCCOOOOOOOOD 04 





C.I 481COOCOOOCOOOOD 04 
0. i4ai5oonoccoorooD 04 
0.14820000000000000 04 
0. I 4S25C00CCCCCOCOO 04 
0.14830000000000000 04 
0.14835COCOOOOOOOOD 04 










C. 1 489000000COOCOOD 04 
0.1 48950C0C0CCOCCCD 04 
0. 1 49OO0OOO0O<.'OOOOD 04 
0. 1 490ECOCCCCCOCOOO 04 
0.14910000000000000 04 
0.14915000000000000 04 
0. 14920C0000CC0CC0D 04 
0.1492500DOOOOOOOOO 04 
0. 1493CC0CCCCCOCOOD 04 
0.14935OOrOC0CCCCOD 04 
0.1494000COOCOOOOOD 04 
0. 1494500CCCCCCCCOD 04 
0.1495000OOOOOOOOOD 04 
0.1495500000000000D 04 
0 . l49eCCCCCCCC0CCCD 04 
ArFAMPl^ 2^ & 1 
0.59291882407460070 02 





































0. 5821 C4931 54 942500 02 











0 .565683966359€i>373D 02 
0. 56871 1771 62901 1 1 D 02 











































































150C0 00000 0CO GOOD 0 4 
1500SOOOOOOCOOOOD 04 
IbOlOCOOOCOCOCCOD 04 
15015000CO 000COOD 0 4 





I 5045C0CGOCOOGOOO 04 
1505CC0COCCCOCCOD 04 








1509500000 or 00000 04 
151CCCCOOOOOOOOOD 04 
1 5 105000CO0C0C0OD 04 
151 lOOOOOOOOOOOOD 04 
15115000CC0CCCC0D 04 
15 120COOOOCCOCOOD 04 
1512500OO0OCO0OOO 04 
151300C0000CCC0CD 04 









I 51ecCCCOCOCOCOOO 04 






152 I50000000CGOOD 04 
1 52 2CCOCOOCCOCCOO 04 
15225O0000CC0000O 04 
15230COOOOCOOOOOD 04 





1 5260COOOOOOOCCOO 04 
FFBIOOIX SO B 2 



















































































































6 • 15 26 5 00 O b 0 0 0 0 0 b b b b '4 
0.15270COOOOOOOOOOD 04 
0 • IE 2 75COCOCCCCCOOO 04 
0.1528000000000000D 04 
0. 152e£C0C0CCC0C00D 04 





0 • 15 :n Eoooonoco ccoD 04 




0. 1534nCOCOOOCCOCOO 04 




C. 15355C00C0CC0C00D 04 
0.153700COOGCOOOQOD 04 
0.15375COOOOOOOOOOD 04 





0. 154C5CCCOCCCOCCOD 04 
0.154 1 OCOCCOCCOCOOO 0 4 
0.15415COOCCOCOOOOD 04 
O.15420C00C0CCCCCOD 04 




0. IS 445C0CCCCCOOCOD 04 
0. 1545O000000C0O0OO 04 
0.1545500000000000D 04 
0. 1 5^eocoocCCCOCCOO 04 
0.15465000000000000 04 
C.1547COOOOCOOOOOOD 04 





0. 15500CCCOCCCOCOOO 04 
0.15505000000000000 04 
0.1551OOOOOOOOOOOOD 04 
0 . 15515COCCCCCOCOOD 04 
0.15520000000000000 04 
0. 1 552500OCOCC00C0O 04 
0• 1553000COOOCOCOOO 04 
0.155350COOOOOOOOOD 04 
0. 1 554 0 00COCCCCOOOD 04 
0.15545000000000000 04 
C.15S5CCOOOOOOOOOOD 04 
0. 15555OO0COOCCC0OD 04 
0.1556COCOOOOOOOOOD 04 
So B 2 
d . 62 38 is i 094401 531 OD 0 2 
0.62691382143530630 02 
0.62949496076283870 02 
0 .63 160463933690930 02 













































































UNIVERSITY r OMPIIIER C hJ1 i'^ E 














15C35COCOO OCC GOOD 
15640 00000 000 GOOD 
1S64SOOCGCCCOCOOD 
I565000000000000D 
I 5655 COCOOOCOGOOD 
1 5 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 C 0 0 0 OD 
1566500000000GOOD 
1567CC0rCCCCCCC0D 







































































































































156 900 000 0 000 GOOD 








1 5735 CO000000GOOD 
1 5 7 40 C 00 0 C 0 0 0 C C OD 
I 5 74500000000 GOOD 


















1 5 84 C C00000 00OOOD 
15845CC^CC0C0000D 
I 58500000 0 000 000 0 
1 5 8 5 5 C 0 C C r C C 0 C 0 OD 



































































0 .62453781808046970 02 
0.62710600228137060 02 
0.62933811699039550 C2 
O.631 IB40564540B710 02 
0.63260C47972a6738D 02 
0 .63355182631737260 02 
0.6340 1 I 1S90624852D 02 
0. 633960^3373744l 530 C2 
o 












































0. 1596CCCOOOCCCCOOO 04 
0.1596500C00000000D 04 






C. 16CCCOOOOOOOOCCOD 04 











0.60 46 8274 39 703946D 















0.57 784 3 3 3675604 210 
0 .57922339992408840 

































$ 18*13.32 JOB 
4<16*13«43 JOB 
♦18«13«43 JOB 
$ 18*13«S5 JOB 
62 RMARN008 -- BEGINNING EXEC INit 8 - CLASS M 
62 IEC020I 001-StLUMON*330*FTb5F001*330 
62 IEC020I GET OR READ ISSUED AFTER END-OF-FILE 
62 END EXECUTION* 
HASP-1 I JOB STATISTICS 18 CARDS READ 25 LINES PRINTS 

















DTs=4 6* 60D0 
P=OT/43200 
A0=«9#869 733D0 
Al= *474 131D0 
A2= -«000 89300 
A3= -.001 503D0 
DUT =AO-f A 1 ♦P-*-A24P442-I-A34P443 
DNE«59*868 502 588 672 71D0 
Da( DNE-OUT )♦ 6378. 1 60D0 
PRINT 1*D 





CORE USAGE OBJECT COOEs= 65 6 BYTES.ARRAY AREA= 0 BYTES 
DIAGNOSTICS NUMBER OF ERRORS® 0* NUMBER OF WARNINGS® 
COMPILE TIME= 0.71 SEC.EXECUTION TIME® 0.01 SEC. WATFIV - Vf 
IBB lAKEHEAD UNIVERSITY (hMI." ^ v, , 
  . _ . flppe/op^x 2^ A L 
//RMARN034 JOB •1610125*0200»9 • . #1 * »60• t•fi• O. NORTH* *TYPRUN=HOLD, 
// CLASS = DtMSGLeVEL=( I * 1) 
// EXEC PGM=IEBUPOTE 
//SYSPRINT DO SYSOLT=A 
/✓SYSUTl DO UNlT=2400*DC8={DEN=2»R£CFM=:FB*LRECl-=aO*BLKSI ZE = 800) t 
// LABEL=<2 ,SL) *OISP=(OLD•KEEP) #V0L=SER=LUT177*DSN=MCLIB 
//SYSUT2 DD DSN=EEROY,UNI T=2314,DISP=(NEW•PASS) •SFACE = (CYL.(5 * 1 ))• 
// DCB= <RECFM = Fe,LRECL = 80* 8LKSIZE=aOOI 
//SYSIN DO Xc 
IEF236I ALLOC. FOR RMARN034 
361 ALLCCATED TO SYSPRINT 
182 ALLOCATED TO SYSUTl 
132 ALLOCATED TO SYSUT2 
313 ALLaCATED TO SYSIN 
- STEP WAS EXECUTED - COND CODE 0000 
MCLIB KEPT 
VOL SER NOS= LUT177. 
SYS 74088.T 091002.RVO00.RMARN034. ROY PASSED 
VOL SER NOS= MVTRIP. 
iEF2 3 7 I 
IEF23 7 I 
IEF2 3 7 I 
IEF237I 








STEP / / START 74092.0302 
STEP / / STOP 74092.0307 
$ 2.47 CPU TIME 00.00.21 
DISK MAG TAPE READER 
470 471 3 
1 i 
CPU OMIN 20.52SEC MAIN 
REGION REQUESTED 0062K 
PRINTER 
I/C CCUNTS 5 
NO. CF 00 CARDS 1 11 
✓/ EXEC PGM=IEBUPOTE 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
//SYSUTl DD DSN=DDRCY.UNIT=2314.D13P=(OLD.PASS). 
// CCB=<RECFM=FB.LRECL=80.BLKSIZE-aOO) 
//SYSIN DD ♦ 
IEF23€I ALLOC. FOR RMARN034 
361 ALLOCATED TO SYSPRINT 
132 ALLOCATED TO SYSUTl 
314 ALLOCATED TO SYSIN 
- STEP WAS EXECUTED “ COND CODE 0000 
SYS740aa.T091002.RVOOO.RMARN034.R0Y 
VOL SER NCS= MVTRIP. 








C HAR GE 
PASSED 
STEP / / START 74092.0307 
STEP / / STOP 74092.0309 
S 0.67 CPU TIME 00.00.11 
DISK READER 
4 72 3 
1 1 
CPU OMIN 11.09SEC MAIN 






NO. OF DD CAROS 
// EXEC PGM-IEBGENER 
//SYSIN DD DUMMY 
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT^A 
//SYSUTl on DSN-TEXT.UN IT-2400.DISP=OLD.LABEL 
// DCB=(RECFM-F B.LRECL=80.BLKSIZE=800) 
//SYSUT2 DD DISP=(.PASS).UNIT=2314.$PACE=(CYL.(3.1)>.DSN=DT, 
// DCB=(RECFM=FE,LRFCL = 80.BLKSIZE=a00 > 
IIEF2J6I ALLOC. FOR RMARN034 
|IEF237I 360 ALLOCATED TO SYSPRINT 
jlEF237I 182 ALLCCATED TO SYSUTl 
I IEF237I 132 ALLOCATED TO SYSUT2 
IEF142I - STEP WAS EXECUTED - COND CODE 0000 
IEF?fi5I TEXT KEPT 
IEF285I VOL SER NOS= LUT177. 
IFF285I SYS74088.T091002.RVOOO.RMARN034.T PASSED 
1EF28EI VOL SER NCS= MVTRIP. 






LAKEHEAO UNIVERSITV COMPUiER CENTRE 





/ STOP 74092*0311 
2.0 7 C PU f I ME OX) . 0 0 * 15; 
DiSK MAC TAPE READER 
291 292 0 
1 1 1 
CPU OMIN 15.27SEC MAIN 





Nd. CF 00 CARDS 
// EXEC ASMFCLG, 
// pARM.ASM-* NOLIST.NOXREF.LOAD.NODECK» « 
// PARM.LKED-•SI2E=( 300K. lOOK) ••REG ION.LKED=350K, 
// REGICN.GO=500K,PARM.GG=•*000$L1ST* 
XXASM exec PGM=IEUASM.PARM=*LOAD,NODECK* 
DSNAME = SYSl.MACLIB,D ISP=SHR 
UNIT = 2314 .SPACE=(CYL,(5,1) ) 
UN IT = 2 314 * SPACE = (C YL•(5,1) ) 
UNIT-2314, 
SPACE = ( 1700,(400 # 501) 
SYSOUT=A.SPACe=(C YL,(5,5) ) 
DUMMY 
O S N A ME = t L O AD Se T , UN I T =2 31 4 , S P A Ce - (8 0 , ( I 00,50 ) 1 , 
D ISP=(MOD,PASS) 
DISP~CLD.UNlT=23i4,DSN=C&R0Y, 
// CCB= (RECFM^=FB,LRECL~BO,BLKS1ZE =800 ) 
IEF648I INVALID DISP FIELD- PASS SUBSTITUTED 









































































- STEP \ftlAS EXECUTED - 
SYS 1,MACL IB 
VOL SER NOS= MVT217, 
SYS74088. 7 091002,RVO00# RMARN034•RO00 3563 
VOL SER NGS= ADMP03. 
SYS74068.T091002.RV000.RMARN034.RO003564 
VOL SER NCS= ADMP03. 
SYS7408 8.TC91002.R VOOO.RMARN034.R00 0 3565 
VOL SER NCS= SPLU02. 
SYS74 0Ba.T C910 02.RV000.RMARN034.LOADSET 
VOL SER NOS= ADMP04* 
SYS74C88.TC91002.RVOOO.RMARN034.ROY 
VOL SEP NGSi MVTRIP. 
STEP /ASM / START 74092.0311 
STEP /ASM / STOP 74092.0321 
* 13.55 CPU TIME 00.06.48 
DISK READER PRINTER 
COUNTS 2990 0 0 







CPU 6MIN 48.02SEC MAIN 
REGION REQUESTED 0062K 
















DSNAME=OTEMPIPDS),UNIT-23 I 4,SPACE=(CYL,( 1 
DISP=(MOD,PASS) 
OD SPACE =:( C YL , < 5, 1 ) ) 
UNIT=2314,SPACE- ( 1024, { 50, 20 ) 
SVSOLT=A,OCB-<,BLKSIZe=121) 
D ISP = OLD, DSN= LT 






LAKEHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUItK CtNikt A 3 
IEF648I INVALID DISF FIELD- PASS SUBSTITUTED 
//LKED*SYSIN DD ♦ 







IEFI 4 2 I 
I EF205 I 
IFF2 E5I 
IfcF28S1 





IEF37 3 I 

























CPU OMIN 35.42SEC MAIN 306K 







- STEP WAS EXECUTED - COND CODE 0000 
SYS74088.T091002.RVOOO.RMARN034.LQADSET 
VOL SER NCS= ADMP04. 
SYS74088.TC91002.RV000.RMARN034.TEMP 
VOL SER NOS= ADMP03. 
SYS74088.TC91002.RVOOO•PMARN034•R0003567 
VOL SER NOS= ADMP03. 
SYS7408B.TC91O02.RV00O.RMARN034.T 
VOL SER NCS= MVTRIP. 
STEP /EKED / START 74092.0321 
/EKED / STOP 74092.0322 
2.08 CPU TIME 00.00.35 
DISK READER PRINTER 
I/O COUNTS 561 2 5 
NO. OF DD CAROS 4 1 I 
XXGC EXEC PGM=*.LKEO.SYSLMOD*CONp=((8fLT*ASM|»(4•LT.EKED)) 
//GO.SYSPRINT DD SYSCUT=A.DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL-121.BLKSIZE=8471 
//GO.SYSPNCH DD DSN=FQR74092.UNI T = 231 4.SPACE = <CYL.<2*1)1 .OISP=<.GATLG) 
// CCe=(RECFMsFB.LRECL =30.BLKSIZE=800)« 
// VOE = SER =SPLU06,LA8EL=exPDT=74365 
//GO.SYS IN DD ♦ 
IEF236I ALLOC. FOR RMARN034 GO 
134 ALLOCATED TU PGM=^.DD 
360 ALLOCATED TO SYSPRINT 
130 ALLOCATED TO SYSPNCH 
316 ALLOCATED TO SVSIN 
- STEP WAS EXECUTED - COND CODE 0000 
SYS740B8.T091002.RV000.RMARN034.TEMP PASSED 
VOL SER NOS= ADMP03. 
FOR74092 
VOL SER NOS= SPLU06. 
STEP /GO / START 74092.0322 
STEP /GO / STOP 74092.0705 




IEF2 37 1 
IEF237I 
IEF237I 









CPU 143MIN 48.52SEC MAIN 






48 1 I/O COUNTS 
NO* CF DD CAROS 2 1 1 
// EXEC FGM=IEeG£NER 
//SYSIN DD DUMMY 
//SYSPRINT OD SYSOUT=A 
//SYStTl DD DSN=F0R74092.DISP=OLD 
//SYSUT2 DD SYSOUT=A. 
// DC8 = <RECFM = FE.LReCL = 80.BLKSIZE = 800) 
IFF236I ALLOC. FOR RMARN034 
IEF2371 360 ALLOCATED TO SYSPRINT 
I£F23^I I JO ALLOCATED TO SYSUT1 
ILF?371 361 ALLOCATED TO SYSUT2 
1EF142I - STEP WAS EXECUTED - COND CODE 
IEF285 I FOR 74 092 
IEF285I VOL SER NCS= SPLU06. 




CPU OMIN 29.62SEC MAIN 
REGION REQUESTED 0062K 
IS LAKE-HEAD UNIV-ERSITV (.OMPU ili-.NIRP 
IEF374I STEP / ✓ STOP 74092.0706 
CHARGE S 5.34 CPU TIME 00.00.30 
DISK READER PRINTER 
210 0 2084 
1 1 2 
FORTGCL G.PARIV • FORT= • ID' * REGION.FORT= 300K 
PGM=lEYF CRT *REGI0N=84K 
SYSOUT=A 
SYSCUT=B 
DO SPACE = (CYL .(20.1 on 
DSN=&LQADSET.DISP=(MOD.PASS) .DC fc3=BLKSIZE=60. 
UM T-2J1 4 , SPACE-! CYL . ( 1 .1 ) ) 
DSN=rOR 740 92.DISP=OLD 
1/0 COUNTS 









/ / DC « 
IFF 2.3 6 I 
IEF2 3 7 ! 
IEF2 3 7 I 
IE F 2 3 7 I 
DD 
IEF2 3 7 I 






















IFF 3 731 
IEF3 74 I 
CHARGE 
ALLCC. FOR RMARN034 FORT 













1 3 5 
1 30 
31 7 
- STEP WAS EXECUTED - COND CODE 0016 
SYS74088.T091002.RVOOO.RMARN034.LOADSET 
VOL SFR NCS= SPLU03. 
FOR74092 
VOL SEP NCS=: SPLU0 6. 
STEP /FORT / START 74092.0706 
STEP /FORT / STOP 74092.0710 
$ 13.23 CPU TIME 00.03.57 
DISK READER PRINTER 
COUNTS 444 88 1302 
CF OD CARDS 2 1 I 
PASSED 
KEPT 
CPU 3MIN 57.12SEC MAIN 




EXFC PGM-IEWL .PARM = (XREF.LET.LI ST) ,CGN0=(4.LT.FORT) 
DD DSNAMF=SYS1 .FORTLIO,DISP=SHR 
DO DSN-FCRTSUB»DISP^SHR 
DO DSN-EGOSET(MAIN).DISP=(.PASS). 
UN IT = 2314.SPACED(CYL. ( 1 *• 1 ) ) 
DD SYSOUT=A 
DD UNIT=2314.SPACE=(CYL.<1•1)).DCB=BLKSIZE=1024 
DD DSNA^E = LLQADSET.DISP=< OLD.DELETE ) 
DO DDNAME=SYSIN 
- STEP - LKED • WAS NOT RUN BECAUSE OF CONDITION CODES. 
ALLOC. FOR RMARN034 LKED 
STEP /LKED / START 74092.0710 
STEP /LKED / STOP 74092.0710 CPU OMIN OO.OOSEC MAIN 
* 0.09 CPU TIME 00.00.00 REGION REQUESTED 0062K 




X XF T 








CF DD CARDS 
EXEC PGM = ♦.LKED.SYSLMOO.CQND=((4.LT.FCRT) . (4.LT.LKED) ) 
05F001 DD CDNAME=SYSIN 
C6FrCl DD SYSGtT=A 
C7F00 1 DD SYSOUT=r»» 
021 - STEP - GO • WAS NOT RUN BECAUSE OF CONDITION CODES. 
.36 1 ALLOC. FOR R MAP NO 34 GO 
?JI STEP /GL / START 74092.0710 
741 STEP /GO / STOP 74092.0711 
GE S 0.09 CPU TIME 00.00.00 
CPU OMIN OO.OOSEC MAIN 












'NO. CF DD 
IEF2 esi 
IFF285 I 
1EF2 85 I 
IEF285I 
IEF2 851 
IFF2 85 I 
IEF2E5I 
1EF2 05 I 
IEF375I 
I E F 3 7 6 I 
RMAFN034 
E A D UN 
CARDS 
£VS74C88.T091002.RV0O0.RWARN034.ROY DELETED 
VOL SER NO£= MVTRIP. 
SYS74088.T091002.RV000.RMARN034.T DELETED 
VOL SER NCS= MVTRIP. 
SYS74088.T091002.RVOOO.RMARN034.LOADSET DELETED 
VOL SER NCS= SPLU03. 
SYS74088.T091002.RVOOO.RMARN034.TEMP DELETED 
VOL SER NOS= ADMP03. 
JOB /RMARN034/ START 74092.0302 
JOB /RMARN034/ STOP 74092.0711 CPU 156MIN 25.48SEC 
JOB CHARGE $ 517.995 




IS LAKEHfcAD U NI.V GRSiTY COMPUltP .CtNIRF: 
SYSIN NEW MASTER 
•/ CHANGE 
./ NUMBER NEWl-10,INCR=l 0 
IEB818I HIGHEST CGNDITION CODE WAS OOOOCOOO 





































































































































IN IT SETUP 
Y1 (O ) - 
Y2(0> = 
Y3(0> 
Y 1 • < 0) 











Y 7 • ( 0 ) = 
Y a • ( C ) 
Y9*(0) = 
Y 1 0 I O ) 
Yl1(C) - 
Y I 2 ( 0 ) = 
Y 1 0 • ( 0 ) - 
Y1 1 M C ) = 
Y 1 2 * ( 0 ) 
Y I 3 ( 0 ) 
Y14(C) 
Y15(0) = 
Y 1 3* ( 0 ) = 
Y14* (0 ) = 
Y15* <0 ) 
Y 16( C) = 
Y17(0 ) = 
Yia(0 ) - 
Y16* (0 ) 
Y I 7 • ( 0 ) = 
Y 1 8* < 0 ) = 
Y I 9 ( C ) = 
Y20(0) - 
Y2l(C) = 
Yl9« (0 ) = 





Y22* <0 ) - 
Y23M0) “ 




Y2B« (0 ) 
Y26M0) = 
SYSTEM44» 
0•465J712465 352302DI 1 
0. I 71281 160 9004 37 ID I 1 
0,4 392064122 4179 36010 
-0.2654629433646562D05 
0,4 I 41 1 6532222 59 82005 
0.2490452986349714005 
-0.1052907434238580D12 
0. 170 0 792654184785DI 1 
0.14350362 I7539261D1 1 







0.259 50 0 62 371132 01005 
0.1125160968745281005 
0• 14414660 39463378012 
-0.4174866036639673011 
-0. 18081139679665950 I 1 
0.8592486761689600004 
0.2691979250514838005 
0.11754 7 94 78596 66 00 0 5 













0.109536 7935 97 2401013 
0.4233068852532208012 
-0.8855730011568746004 







-0.280 704497 73 2402 30 0 4 
-0.2126978628716740013 
-0.372S701368492452D13 
-0•I 4 7266 84 2372 2840013 
0.4775409329230315004 
-0.2 28920 706 7 78121 10 04 
JP I 
o 
LAKeHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE 
 ^2 
iO) - -0.10579607366I6700D04 
Y28(0) = -0«4S079394323226igD13 
Y29(0) = -0.4561288104974040D12 
Y30(0) = 0.1221980265824112D13 
Y28M0I = 0.8926015966C71910D03 
Y29M0) = -0.5427917845903820004 
Y30M0) = -0.1982703626852726004 
ADVANCE VALUES< X•Y1,Y2.Y3.Y4* Y5* Y6.Y7.Y8*Y9*Y10.Y11.Y12.Y13*Y14,Y15,Y16, 
Y17.Y18.Y19,Y20.Y2 1 ,Y2 2.Y2 3.Y24.Y25.Y26.Y27,Y28.Y29.Y30. 
Yl*,Y2«.Y3».Y4*.Y5*.Y6* ,Y7*.Y8* .Y9* .Y10*.Y11* .Y12* .Y13».Y14« ,Y15» .Y16* * 
Y17'.Y16'*Y19*,Y20*.Y2 1«.Y22**Y2 3».Y24«.Y25« .Y26* .Y2 7* ,Y28* .Y29« * Y3 0* ) 
EOUATICNS 
A*I 4959 7.906 
Fl=86400 
GM1=-A«43’»'{. 0 1 720209895DO/F1 )A#2 











R2=(Y1 *Y1 ■♦•Y2 4Y2 -fY3 4Y3 )44C1 
R3=(Y4 «Y4 4^Y5 4Y5 +Y6 *76 )4*C1 
R4=<Y7 4Y7 >78 *Y8 ♦Y9 *Y9 )♦♦€1 
R5=<Y10 4Y10 +Y11 4Y11 +Y12 ♦Y12 )♦♦€! 
R6=(Y13 *Y13 4-Y14 4Y14 +Y15 *Y15 )♦♦€! 
R7=(Y16 4Y16 +Y17 »Y17 +Y18 *Y18 )♦*C1 
R8=(Y19 ♦YIQ ^Y20 ^¥20 ♦Y21 ♦Y21 >44C1 
R9^<Y22 ♦Y22 +Y23 4Y23 4-Y24 ♦Y24 )*4C1 
R10=IY25 *Y25 +Y26 *Y26 +Y27 4Y27 








R V25=Y1 I-Y2 
RZ2S=Y12-Y3 
«X26=Y13-Yl 
) ♦*€ 1 
) **0 1 
RY26-Y14-Y2 
RZ2 6=Y15-V 3 
RX27«Y16-Yl 
R V27-atV I 7-V2 
RZ27=yIB-Y3 
9X2 8=Y 19-YI 
R Y28=Y20-Y2 
R228-Y2I-Y3 
R X29 = Y22-Yl 
R V29=Y23-Y2 
RZ29SY24-Y3 
RX210= Y2 5-YI 
RY210= V26-Y2 















I RX37 = Y16-Y4 
RY37=Y17-Y5 
















R X46 = Y13-Y7 
RY46=Y14-Y8 
R246=Y15-Y9 











RZ4 I 0-Y27-Y9 
RX41 l=Y28-Y7 
RY41 I=Y29-Y 8 
RZ41 1= Y30-Y9 
RX56=Y13-Y10 
ft Y56-Y14-Yl1 
RZ56-Y 15-Y 12 
R X57 = Y16-Yl0 
R YS7 -Y17-Y11 
RZ57=Y10-Y12 
RX58SSY 19-YlO 
RY58~V20-Y 1 1 
RZS8aY2 l-Y12 
RXS9^Y22-Y10 
R Y59-Y23-Y1 I 
^259=jr24-Y 1 2 
UNIVERSITY COMPUTtR 
Aff MMPi X ^ Pi 3 
o 
ISB 1-AKEHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE 
1?X5l C==Y25-V 10 








RX68=Y 19-Y 1 3 
R Y68 =Y20-Y14 
RZ66=V21-Ylb 








RZ61 1= V30-Y15 
RX78=Y19-Y16 
RY78-Y20-Y17 
RZ78 = Y2 1-Y 10 
RX79=Y22-Y16 
R Y79-Y23-Y17 







R >a9 = Y2 2-Y19 











RX91 1= Y28-Y22 
RY911=Y29-Y23 
RZ91 l = Y30-Y24 
RXl0 Il=Y28-Y25 
RYIO n =Y29-Y26 
RZ10 I 1 = Y30-Y2/ 
R23= < RX23«RX2 T4-RY23+RY2J Z2 3 ♦RZ 2 3 I ♦♦C 1 
R24= ( WX24*RX24 + R Y244tRY24+R224*RZ24 ) ♦♦€! 
«P5= <RX25*RX25 + RY25 4RY25+-RZ2S*RZ 25) 1 
( R X26^RX26^ RYPa^RYZG'fRZPa^RZae ) ♦♦€! 
R27=(RX2 ^«RX2 7^RY2/♦RY2 7 + RZ27«RZ2 7)♦♦Cl 
R28= C RX2fl><‘RX2 8-fRY2e^PY2rt'fRZ2a*RZ28 )♦*€ 1 
R29=: ( RX2 9>*'RX2 9'«-RY2 9»RY29 + RZ29>I‘RZ29 ) ♦♦Cl 
R2 I 0 = ( RX? I O^P X2 lOtW Y2 I 0 ♦R Y2 I 0-*-RZ 2 10^RZ2 10) ♦♦Cl 
^2 I 1 =(RX21 1♦RXZI 1 ♦RYPl 1♦RYPl 1♦RZ 21 1^RZ21 I)♦♦CI 
o 
L A K E H E A D U M ! V E R S IT Y COMP U i f: k C. i ! J f R F 
lltFEil^lK S2^ J> -S' 
R3A= ( RX Y34s|tRY34 + R234’*‘RZ34) ♦♦Cl 
R35=(RX35^RX35*RY35^RY35+R235^RZ 35)4^CI 
R36= (R X3 6^RX364-RY.3 6^RY36-^RZ36 ♦RZ36 ) ♦<‘C1 
R3 7= (RX3 7^RX3 7+RY3 7*RY 37>RZ3 7^RZ 37)♦♦€1 
R38= (RX3a^RX36^RY384RY38’»-RZ38^RZ 38 )♦♦€ 1 
R39=(RX3R^RX39^RY39^RY39+RZ39^RZ39)^^C1 
R31 0=(RX J10ARX3 10+RY3 10^RY31 0-»-RZ310^R2 310) ♦♦€ 1 
R3ll = (RX31l^RX311^RY311^RY311+RZ311♦RZJl 1 )♦♦€1 
R45= (RX45^RX46 + RY45^RY45^-RZ45^RZ45)^^C I 
P46= < RX4 6*RX46>RY46+RY46 + RZ46+RZ46I♦♦€1 
R4 7- <R X4 7<'RX4 7-»-RY4 7^RY4 7-*-RZ47 + RZ4 7 ) ♦*€! 
R4 8= CRX4 8«RX48^RY48<>RY4 8-«-RZ4e^RZ48) ♦♦C 1 
R4Q= ( RX49^RX49-»-RY49^RY494-RZ49^RZ49) ♦♦€! 
R4 1 0 = ( RX4 10+RX4 I 0-»-R Y4 1 ©♦R Y41 0+RZ4 1 0^RZ4 1 0 ) ♦♦€ 1 
R4 1 1 = ( RX4 1 1YRX4 1 1 4^RY4 I l^RY41 n>RZ4l 1^RZ4 1 1 ) ♦♦C I 
R56= ( R X56+RX56<-RY56^RYS6<>R256^RZ56 > ♦♦€! 
R57=IRX57^RX67+RY57^RY57^RZ57^RZ57)+^C1 
R58=<RX58^RX53+RY584RY58+RZ58^RZ58)♦♦CI 
R59= (R X59^R XS^-f R Y59^R Y59 + RZ59^RZ59) ♦♦€! 
«510=(RX510^RX510+RY5I0♦RY5IO^RZ510+RZ510)♦♦€! 
R51 1 = < RX51 l^RXSl 1 ♦RYSl l^RYSl 14^RZ51 l^RZSl 1 ) ♦♦€ 1 
R6 7= (RX67^R X6 7 + R Y67^R Y67i-RZ67^RZ67 ) ♦♦€ 1 
R68= <RX68^RX68-l-RY6a^RY68+R26e^RZ68 )♦♦€ 1 
R69= (R X6<;^R X6 9 + R Y69*RY69-«'RZ6 9*RZ6 9) ♦♦Cl 
R61 0=( RX6 lO^RXa 10+RY6 1 O^R Y6 I 04-RZ 6 I ©♦RZe 1 0) ♦♦Cl 
R611=(RX611♦RXblI+RY611♦RYeiI♦RZ611♦RZe11 I♦♦Cl 
R7 8= (R X78^RX7 04-R V 7 8^R Y 78-»-RZ 7 84RZ78) ♦♦C 1 
R79= (RX79^RX79-»-RY79+RY79-fRZ7 9^RZ79)^^C 1 
R710=(RXTIO^RX 710+RY7I 0^RY710♦RZ710♦RZ710)♦♦Cl 
R711=(RX7114RX711+RY711^RY7ll^RZ711♦RZZl1)♦♦Cl 
R89 = (RX89^RX89-»-RY89^RY09'l-RZ89 ♦RZ89 ) ♦♦C 1 
R810=(RX81O^RX810+RY810^RY810♦RZ810♦RZ810}♦♦C1 
R8ll=(RX8l14RX811+RY81l^RYBll+RZail^RZBl1)♦♦Cl 
R91 0-( RX91 0^RX9 10-»-RY9l0^RY9104-RZ910^R2910)^^Cl 
R91 1-<RX91 1 ♦RXgi 1>RY9 1 14RY91 14-RZ91 l^RZ9l 1 !♦♦€! 








W R-GM9 4R9 
WI=GMO^R10 
WJ-GIY I l^Rl I 
WAX=Yl^WA4-Y4^W04-Y7^\(»G4-Y10^WD-*-Y13^VtfE + 
Y 16^ ViF-l-Yl 9^WG^Y22^WH>Y25^W I-»-Y28^W J 
WAY=Y2^WA> Y5^iB + Y0^V«C^Yl I ♦WD^Y14^WE + 
Y 17^WF4Y20 ♦W G4Y 23♦WH + Y26 ♦WI-I- Y29^WJ 
y»AZ~Y3^WA^Y6^WB4Y9^WC^-Yl 2^WD+Y IS^WE-f 








^H=GM 10^R2 10 
o 
LAKEHEAD UNIVERSITY C(JMPUI1:R ( LNIK’I 
hie £AJ piJc^ . ^ (> 
(TI=GW1 1*R2I I 
AJ=GM1*R2 
Y 1 • • =AA*RX23 + AB*RX2 4^AC>*‘RX25-*-AD^R X26 + 
AE^RX2 7-fAF4RX28+AG♦RX29 + AH♦RX210-l• 
A^♦RX2ll+Yl ^AJ-WAX 
Y2*• =AA*RY23+AB*RY24+AC«RY25+AD4RY26+ 
AF.4RY2 74-AF4R Y2 8-*-AG♦RY29^-AH*RY2l0 + 
AI♦RY21l4-Y2 ♦AJ-WAY 
Y3« • =AA^RZ23 + AB4RZ24 + AC*RZ25-»'AD*RZ26-«- 






t1E = Gy 7 4R37 
BF=GN8«R30 
BG-GM94R39 
BH=G^< 1 0+R310 
BI~Gyl I♦RBI I 
0J=GM 1 =<«R3 
Y4 • • =-BA»R X23+BB«RX34 + BC>«‘R X35^B0«RX36+ 
BE*RX37FRF*RX3aFBG*RX39+8H*RX310F 
0I4RX311+Y4 4BJ~WAX 
Y5* • =-£3A^RY23FG8«RY3 4 ♦BC^RY35+ BD4RY 36 + 
BE*RV37 + BF *R V38 + 0G4RY39 + 8H4RY310 + 
BI4RY311+Y5 ♦BJ-WAY 
















Y8«* ^-CA4RY24-CB*RY34 +CC4RY4 5 + CD4RY46 + 
CE4RY4 7 + CF+R Y48 + CG4RY49+CH + RY410 + 
CI4RY411+Y8 ♦CJ-WAY 
ygf t --CA + RZ24“CB*RZ34+CC+R245 + C04RZ46 + 












■  r^Ai«rDVOC_rM3*QVaK-.QC;jtRX45 + 0D4RX56 + 
n 
□ 




VI 1 • • =-CA*RY25-Ce=«'RY35-DC*RY45 + DD*RY56+ 
DE»RV574-DF»RY58-»-DG*RY59'*-DH*RY510 + 
DI^RYSl l-l-Vl 1 ♦DJ-W AY 












Y13« • =-EA4‘RX26-E8*RX36-EC^R X46~E04RXS6+ 
rE*RX6 7+EF^RX68+EG4RX69>l-EH*RX6l OF 
EI»RX61lFY13 ♦EJ-WAX 























FE4R 361FFF 4R 27 8FF G4 R Z 79FF M4R 2710 F 






GF = G>»7*R78 
0G»(5>94R89 
GF«6M104RaiO 
GX=Gf^l 14R81 1 
GJ-Gf^t 4R8 











GE4RZ68-GF4RZ78 + GG4RZ89*«-GH4RZ810+ 











ME 4RX 6 9-HF4 R X 7 9-H G* R X89♦HH4R X910♦ 


















OE♦RX6l 0-OF4RX71 0-06♦RX8lO-OH*RX9lO•^ 
P I X i 61 i 4Y2S 40 J-Vi A X 
V^8« • *^*OA4RY210-0C4RY310-0C4RY4l0-OD4RV5l0- 
0E4RY610-OF4RY7I0-QG4RY810-0H4RY 910+ 
0I4RY1011+Y26 40J-WAY 
7!27« • *^0A*RZ21 0-0B4R2310-0C4RZ41 0-004RZS1 0- 












Y^0* « * «-PA4RX211-P64RX311-PC4RX411-P04RX51l- 
PE4R X611-PF4RX711-PG4RX81I-PH4RX911- 
PI4RX10 1 1-I-Y28 4PJ-WAX 
Y2^* • S-PA4RY21 1-PB4RY3U-PC4RY41 1-P04RY51 l- 
;^4flYGl 1-PF4RY71 1-PG4RY81 1-PH4RY91 1- 
Pi4RYI0ll4-Y29 4P3-WAY 
Y30* < a:-PA4RZ211-PB4R2311-PC4RZ411-P04RZ51I- 
P S' 
□ 
LAKtHtAU UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE 
PBmzei l-PF^RZ71 l-PG^RZ8H*PH^RZ91 1 
PI#R2l011^Y30 ♦PJ-WAZ 
END 
fiFPBMPIK 2JSL J> f 











t ”' "''^ ■ f?,' V 
.: ■'>. ... .ri> 
O 
LAKEHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE 
bw3 
NORn' H * * WT>RUN=HOL D • / /P M PINO 34 JGe • 1 61 0 1 25,1 43 9 • 9 , * . 1 • ,6 0 « , • P . 
/✓ CLASSED ,MSGLEVEL = (1 . 1 )'.ReGICN^aOCK Cr; i 
// EXEC PGM-ieeUPCTE 
y/SYSPPINT DD SYSCLT-A 
./ySYSUTl DO DSN = FQP^ 74092 *DI SP = OLD 
//SYSUT2 DD UN IT=23 1 4* D ISP=( NEW .PASS)* SPACE = ( CVL ,(5.1)) 
// DCe-U RECF^^=FO .LRECL-EO) .BLKSI ZE-800 ) 
//SYS IN DD 
I6F2.36I ALL PC. E-OR RM ARNO 34 
360 ALLOCATED TO SYSPRIM 
130 ALLac A TLD TO S Y S L T 1 
135 ALLCCATED TO SYSUT2 
310 ALLOCATED TQ SYSIN 
- STEP WAS EXECUTED - COND CODE 0000 
FOR74092 KEPT 
VOL srw NOS- SPLUoe. 
SYS74 144,T154300 .RVOOO•RMARN034.ROA PASSED 
VOL SEP NCS- SRLUOS. 
IEF2371 
IEF257 I 













/ START 74146.0316 
/ ST OP 7 4 14 6.0317 
3 C PU T I ME 00. 00# 1 0 
CPU OMIN 10.42SEC MAIN 
REGION REQUESTED 020OK 
DISK 








NO. GF DD CARDS 
// EXEC PGM=IEeUPCTE 
/✓SYSPRINT DD SYSCUT=A 
//SYSUTl DD DSN-L&PCA.DISP=(CLD.PASS) 
//SY SUT2 DD DSN-fcCRUZ.UN I T= 2314,D ISP=(NEW,PA S S) ,SPACE =(CVL.( 5.1) ) 
// 0C8=(ReCFM=Fe,LRECL“80,BLKSI2E=800) 
//SYSIN DD * 
ALLOC. FOR RMARNO 34 
360 ALLOCATED TO SYSPRINT 
135 ALLOCATED TO SYSUTl 
135 ALLCCATED TO SYSUT2 
3 11 ALLCCATED T G SYSIN 
- STEP WAS EXECUTED - COND CODE COCO 
SYS74144.T154300•RVO00.RMARNO34.ROA PASSED 
VOL SER NOS= SPLU05. 
SYS 74 144 . T 154 300 .R VOOO.RMARN034.RQ2 PASSED 





IEF2 37 I 











CPU OMIN 35.87SEC MAIN 
REGION REQUESTED 02C0K 
I/C CCtNTS 
NO. OF DD CARDS 
// EXEC 
X XF Q F T c Xf C 
XXSYSPRINT 00 
XXSYSPUNCH DC 




/ START 74146.0317 
/ STOP 74146.0318 
6.15 CPU TIME 00.00.36 
D I SK RcADt£R PR INTER 
422 59 2183 
2 1 1 
FORT G CL C.F'ARW .FORT= ’TC «, TIME.G0=14 39 
PGIv = iEYFCRT, REG IQN-B4K 
SVSOUTsA 
SYSOUT= B 
DO SPAC^'= ( CYL ,(20 ,10 ) ) 
DSN-9;L0ADSLT,0 I SP = ( MOD, PASS) ,DCt! = OLKS I ZE=8G . 
UN IT-2;314,SPACE=( CYL, ( I, 1) ) 
DSN=&LRG2,DISP“OLD 
IFF648 I 






INVALII' DlSf’ FIELD- PASS SUBSTITUTED 
ALLOC. FOR RMARN034 FORT 
360 ALLOCATED TO SYSPRINT 
3 30 ALLCCATED TO SYS PUNCH 






LAKE HEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENfRE 
 2JL-JLZ. 
ieF237l 










135 ALLOCATED TO SYS IN 
3 1 2 ALLCCA TED TO 
- STEP WAS EXI£CUTED - COND CODE 0000 
SYS74 1 LA , T lt>4 300 .RVOOO • RM ARN034 «LG ADSET 
VOL SER KCS= SPLU05. 
SYS74 144.T 15 4 3 C 0 .R V 0 0 0 . R M ARN 0 34 . F 0 Z 
VOL SEF NCS= SFLU05. 
STEP /FORT / START 74146.0318 
STEP /FORT / STOP 74146.0351 
$ 78.77 CPU TIME 00.32.37 
DIS K R FADE R PRI NT E R 
C C L; NTS 1 CJ 40 88 2284 
CF DD CARDS 2 1 1 
PASSED 
PASSED 
CPU 32MIN 37.25SEC MAIN 176K i 




















IFF i A'21 - STEP 
IfF2P5I SYSl 
IEF2€5I 
.i eF2.e5 I 
ieF28Sl 









PGM-IRWL.PARM-I XREF.LET,LI ST) ,C□ND“(4.LT.FCRT) 
DSKAI^L’-SYSl .FCRTL IE, DlSP=SHP 
i'SN-FCRTSUb ,DI SP=SH« 
LS N= f. GOS ET ( M A IN ) ♦ D I SP= ( • PA S S ) , 
UMT=231 4 ,SPACE“( CYL , U . , I ) .5 
S YSOL T = A 
UN IT -2 3 1 4 , SPACE-^^ ( CYL , ( 1 , 1 ) ) , D CB = HL K S 1 ZE = 10 24 
DSNA NE-LLOADSET .DISP = (OLD,DELET £} 
DDNAME-SYSIN 
F CR R IV A, RNO 34 LK ED 






WAS EXECUTED - 
.FORTL I B 
SYSLMOO 
S Y S P R I N T 
SYSUT 1 
SYSLIN 
CO NO CODE 0000 
KEPT 
NCS= MVT217. VOL SER 
FORTSUB 
VOL SER NC5- MVTRIP. 
S Y S7 4 1 4 4 . T 1 3 4 3 0 G • R V 0 0 0 . R V AR N034 . GO SE T 
V GL SE R iN U S-” M V TR I P . 
SYS74144.T154300 .RVOOO.RMARN034.R0000B64 
VOL SER NUS= SPLU05. 
S Y S7 4 1 4 4 . T 1 5 4 3 0 C .R V0 0 0 .R M ARN 0 34 . Li.) AD SE T 
VOL SER NCS- SPLU05. 
STEP /LKED / START 74146.0351 
STEP /LKEC / STOP 74146.0353 
T. 1.95 CPU TIME 00.00.24 
DISK READER PRINTER 
1/0 COUNTS 1669 0 127 
NO. CF DD CARDS 5 1 I 
XXGC EXE'C PGM-^<.LKtC .SYSLMOD.CGMD-( ( 4.LT .FORT) , ( 4,1. T . LKED I ) 







CPU OMIN 24.28SEC MAIN 
REGICN REQUESTED 020OK 
68K 1 
STA! 





1EF2 37 I 
IEF2371 
IFF 2?7 I 
T T F I 4 2 ! 
1€F2 £51. 
,|EF2e5 I 
I FF373 I 





PGR R|VARNC34 GC 
ALLOCATED TO PGM=^*.DD 
ALLOCATED TO FT06F001 
ALLOCATED TO FT07F001 
- STEP WAS P.KCCUTED - COND CODE 0 0 00 
SYS /'A 144. T15430 0.RV000.RVARN034 .GOSET 
VOL SER NOS- MVTRIP. 
STEP /GO / START 74146.0353 
STEP /GO / STOP 74146.2106 CPU 975MIN 
PASSED 
4 8.2 2 SEC MAIN 13 2K I 
LAKEHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE 
® CHARGE 
I/O COUNTS 
NG. CF DD CARL'S 
2193.C0 CPU TIME 16.15*48 
DISK READER PRINTER 
0 C 10 2 
1 1 1 






REQUESTED 02 0 OK 
tEF2E5I SYS74144*1134300*RV000*RMARN034.RO DELETED 
lEP2e5I VOL SER NOS= SPLU05* 
IEFO 85 I SYS7414 4 154 300.RV000•RM ARNO 34 *ROZ DELE TLD 
lEFBeeS VOL SCR NCS= SPLU05* 
IEP2 85I SYS74 1 4 4•T 154 30 C.R VOCO* RMARN0 34*G0 SE T DELETED 
IF#2eSl VOL SER NCS= N«VTRIP. 
ILF 3 7 £ I JOB 7R CA R K0 3 4/ START 741 4E.0316 
IEF376I JOG /RMARN034/ STOP 74146*2106 CPU1009MIN 36.C4SEC 
RVARN034 JOB CHARGE S 2281*282 
S TA 
S YS T N 
a 3 B 
NEW MASTER 
•/ CHANGE 
•/ NUMBER NEW1=10*INCR=30 
TFBBIBI HIGHEST CONDITION CODE WAS 00000000 
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KEHEAD UNIVERSITY C'GMPUfER CENTRF 












DCi 1 = 1•3 
X=(1 -1)«FBC*4D0 
CALL 
1 VALUES(X.Y1 ,¥2.Y3.Y4.YS.Y6.Y7*Y8* Y9# Y10.Y 1 I ♦Y I 2.Y13# Y14* Y15 * Yl6i 
2Y17.V18,Y19.Y20.Y2I.Y22.Y23.Y24,Y25.Y26.Y27 ,Y28 .Y29.Y3C♦ 
1Y1P*Y2P.Y3P.Y4P.Y5P.Y6P•Y7P.Y8P.Y9P • Y1OP•Y1 1P•Y12P* Y 1 3P.YI4P.Y15P, 
AY16P . 
E Y17P.Y18P•Y19P.Y2OP•Y2 IP.Y2 2P.Y23P•Y24P.Y25P.Y26P.Y27P.Y28P.Y29 P. 
6Y30P) 
Y 1 = V 1 >I«AR 
Y 2=Y ^it-AR 
Y 3=Y 34AR 
Y 4=Y 44AP 
Y 5=Y 5^AR 
Y 6=Y 6^AP 
Y 7=Y 7«AP 
Y 8=Y B’I'AR 
Y 9 = Y 9 AAR 
Y 1 0 = Y 10 AAR 
Y1 1=Y11 AAR 
Y12=Y12AAR 
Y13= Y13 AAR 
Y14 =Y14 AAR 
Y16=Y15AAR 
Y16=Y16AAR 
Y17 = Yl7 AAR 













Y 1P=Y IPAFC 
Y 2P=Y 2PAFC 
Y 3P=Y 3PAFC 
Y 4P=Y 4PAFC 
Y 5P=Y 5PAFC 
Y 6P=Y 6PAFC 
Y 7P=Y 7PAFC 
Y HP=Y 8PAFC 
Y 9P=Y 9PAFC 
• ‘ YlOPfYlCPAFC 
Y11P=Y11FAFC 
VI2P = Y12PAF C 
<EHEAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CEf-JTRE 
AN IV G LEVeU 21 
MEEJAPix :22 . P 2- .- 
MAIN DATE 74146 03/16/4 
Y13P-Y13P*FC 
Y14P=Y14P4F C 






Y21 P = Y2 lF=ltFC 








Y 30P» = Y30P«FC 
W F IT E ( b ♦ 2 ) 
1 X • Y1 * Y2* Y3 fY4 * Y5 • Y6 • Y7 . Y8 * Y9 • Y 10 .Y 1 I ,Y 12, Y13, Y14, Y15, Y 16. 
2Y17.V18.YlOiY2 0.Y2 1.V52•Y22•Y24.Y25 . Y2e.Y27 . Y28 . Y29 , Y30. 
3Y1P.Y2P .Y3P . Y4 P* Y5F.Y6F.Y7F.Y0P.Y9P«Y1CP.Y11P.Y15P«Y13P.Y14P,Y16P. 
AY16P. 
EY17P.YiaP.Y 19P.Y20FtY2IP.Y22P•Y23F.Y24F,Y25P•Y26F,Y27P.Y26P.Y29P. 
6 YU OP 
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(III I 
o o o o 
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ftFFB^iPI X ^4 ^ 1 
L 2 1 X TA Y 01 ' D A TE = 7 415 2 0 9/3 9/ 
S U t’i JU T I !^4 E X T A Y 0 1 ( J 1 . J 2 , /. 1 ) 
l.)f iUHLhPRECI SI ON R1 .Ri 2 . A1 * G M2 .GM3 * G M4 » GMS# GM6, GM7* GM8, GM 9 . GN 10, GM 
_ C.i ,_GM 1 , A , F 1 , C 1 , C2  
LOGICAL L;? 
C IMMON / TA YLOR'/M 2 ,R 1 , GM2 ,GM3 ♦ GM4 • GMS » GM6 , GM7 * GM8 • GM9 , GM 10 , GMl 1 , GM 
C, A , F 1 , C 1 , C 2 r A 1 ( I 0 512 ) ,1.. 2 
DOUOLLPRECISICN DABS * OMAXl . DEXP, DLOG, Z2, Z3, El* E'2 . t£ 3.44 • Z 6, Tl, T2 
L Q (i 1 C A L Z 1 , L 1 
p4MENS_IGN T2(3)_;     . 
DATA T2{ 1 ) ^ T2(2 ) 7T2{3 ) ,T2 ( 4 ) ,T2 ( 5 ) , T 2 (6 ) , T 2 ( 7 ) . f 2 < 8 )7 1 . i')0.3,DO, 7. 
CO. 15.D0, 31.OOt 63.DO, 127•D0,255.D0/ 
Z2 =1 .D-4 4 1 .D-lb 
K 2 = J 1 + 1 5 
DP o N 4---1,60 
/2-DMAXl ( Z2 .DABS ( A1 ( K2) ) , DABS ( A1 (K2 1 ) ) _. DAGS( A 1 ( K23-2) ) ) 
K2-K2+9 
Z 3-DdXP(C2 + 0.1111 1 100^( DLQG{ 1 .D-1 5 )-DLGG ( Z 2 ) ) ) 
Rl -0. 5D0* ( A1 ( Jl+1 ) +A1 ( J2+1 ) ) 
1 F ( Z 1 ) Z 3~- Z 3 
A1 ( J2 = A1 < J I >1 ) +Z 3 
C A L L XTA Y 02(J2 , J J . L1 ) 
IF(LI IGQTD 5 
b2 =1 .D-1 5*1 • D-4 
K 2 --- J 1 -I- 9 
J 3 - J 2+9 
□ G 7 N4=1.6 0 
,E 3 = ^) 0             
N3=7 ’ '■   
Z5 =^5. D-1* Z3 
Z 4- - 1 .D 0 
NJ6 = 8 + K2 
N 7 = 3+ J3 
E IJE                          
i37"z5*( ( A1 (N6 )*T2 (N3 )+Z4*AT('N.7’)T+E3 )   
Z 4=-Z 4 
N 3-N3-1 
Nt> =N6 “ 1 
N 7 = N7-^ 1 
.1 F_( N               
Z 4 =D AB S (i 3+ E: 1 * 1 . D -"i 5 * r . D-8 ) ' 
Z4=Z4/DMAXl( 1#D0.Z4,DABS(A K K2+1) ) ♦DABS(A 1(J3+1) ) ) 
IF(F2-Z4)10.I I ,1 1 
F 2=Z4 
K 2--N2+9 
j;t= J3+9_,               
T 1-0. 11 11 1 1D0*(DLUG(2.D-1 )+DL6G( 1.D-l5)-OLCG( fc. 2) ) 
IF (L2-1 5 )4,4•2 
Z3-Z3*DE XP( Tl ) 
c :?= C 2 +T 1 
(',(J T 03 
C2“C2+T.L..    
Kl2-Al(J2 + ri 
to- TURN 
Z3= 0.bO 0*Z3 
C2=C2-1 .D-1 
GOTO 3 
AN I V 
/f/^/^£AjArX ” ^ 
G LEVEL ?l MAIN DATE = 74152 C9/30/3 
I MPL I C I T Rt A L’S' 8( A -H » 0-Z ) 
CALL SETUP 
 A -14 959 7,906               
AR-l/A 
R3 =36 40 0 
F!JC-FB>V 100 
F-C --AP>«^F OC ' 
O 1)1 i = 1 . P. 
- .__X:= U-L> ♦FhC^Apq _ 
CALL 
1 V ALUBS ( Xt y 1 t Y2 • Y3« y 4 , Y5 • Y6 ♦ Y7. Y8, Y9. Y 10 #Y 1 1 , V 1 2, Y I 3 , Yl 4 * Y 1 6 . V 1 6 ♦ 
PY1 7,Y18,Y19, Y20t Y21,Y22.Y2 3,Y24,Y25 ,V26 ,Y2 7 ,Y2 8 , Y29 ,Y3D . 
lY 1 P, Y2P, Y3P* Y4P, Y5P, Y6P, Y7P, Y8P, Y9P , VI OP . Y 1 1 P . Y 1 2P . Y 1 3P . Y 1 4 P . YI 6 P, 
4 Y1 6P , 
1.Z:* Y Y1 9P> Y 1 9P » Y20Pt Y21P , Y22 P « Y23P * Y2 4P , Y2 5 P , Y 26 F , Y? 7P « Y2 8 P * Y2 9 P , _ 
6Y30P) 
wi! I re (7,3) 
1 X, Yl, Y2.Y3,Y4#Y5*Y6*Y7*YB, Y9,YIO,Y1 1 ,Y12,Y13,Y14 .YlS tY16, 
PYJ 7 ,Y18 ,Y19,Y20,Y21 ,Y22,Y23,Y24,Y25.Y26•V27,V2B,Y29,Y30, 
3Yl P, Y2P,Y3P,Y4P,Y 5P,Y6P,Y 7P♦Y8P. Y9P,YlOP,Y1 1P,Y12P* YI 3P,Y14P,Y 1bP, 
  lYJ_cq'j,^__            _    /  
‘5Y1 7P , Yl 8P , Yl 9P, Y20P,Y21P,Y22P,Y23P,Y24P,Y2bP,Y26P, Y2 7P, Y28P, Y29P* 
AY .3OP 
3 FOEMAT < (2 D25 .16 ) ) 
Y 1=Y l^AR 
Y 2-Y 2^AP 
  3 = Y ^ 3^       ■   _ 
Y 4=Y 4*AP 
y 5=y 5*AP 
Y 3 = Y 6=«'AR 
Y 7=Y 7*AR 
Y B=Y Bi^AP 
 Y '?=Y 9.’«'A_R 
Y10=Y10»AR 
Y 1 1= Yl 1 J)«AP 
Yl2 =Y12 *AR 
Y1 3= Y13*AR 
Y 1 4= Y 1 4 sitAR 
 Yl 5=Y15» AR      
Y 16= Y16«AR 
Yl7=Y17«AR 
Y18=YlB^AR 
Y 1 9= Y 1 9«AR 
Y2 0 -• Y20 ♦ AR 
  
Y 2 2 = Y 22 >> AR 
y .FF =Y23 «:AP 
Y24-Y24+AR 
Y 2b=^Y 2b »J<A R 
YHt) ~Y26 AR 
Y27-Y27«AR 
Y'2B'^Y PiT* AR 
Y29-Y29*AR 
y 30- Y30*AR 
Y 1P=Y 1P*FC 
Y 2P-Y 2P*FC 
 ^Y 3P=Y 3P’«‘FC 
Y'“’4P = Y’'4'P«FC  ” 
AN IV G LEVEL 21 M A 
fiF/^EAJP/K 2U 3 






Y 5P = y 
Y f>P= Y 
Y; _7 ^ Y 
Y 8P = Y 
Y QP=Y 
Y 1/>P=Y1 0P*FC 
Yl 1 P = Y1 1 P’i'FC 
Y 1 2P= Y 1 2P C 
Y1JP=Y13P^FC 
Yl4P-Y14P*FC 
Y 1 5P = Y 1 bP^fcT C 
Y16P~Yr6P*FG 
Y17P-Y17P*FC 
Y 1 H P=Y 1 aP^i'FC 
Y 9 P* F C 
Y 2 0 P =Y2 0 P♦F C 
Y2 1P~ Y2 1P><‘FC 
Y22P-Y22P*FC 
Y23P-y23P«F C 
Y 24P= Y24P*FC 
_Y2 5P = P.^ FC 
vi6P=Y2bP^FC' 
Y27P= Y27P »FC 
Y2aP=Y28P«FC 
Y29P=Y29P*FC 
Y 30P = Y 30P*FC 
WPlTE(6 ,2 ) 
1 X* Yl#Y2# YJ,Y4,Y5,Y6•Y7,Y8•Y9 • YIO .Yl 1 *Y12,Y13,Y14,Y15.Y16, 
2Y 17 , Y 18 , Y 19 , Y20. Y21.Y22 ,Y 23.Y24,Y25,Y26,Y27,Y28 . Y29,Y30• 
3Y1P,Y2P,Y3P,Y4P,Y5P.Y6P ,Y7F,Y8P,Y9P.Y10P,Y1 1P.Y12P•Y13P•Y14P♦Y 15P. 
4Y16P, 
5Y17P,YlSP.Yl9P,Y20P.Y21P,Y22P,Y23P,Y24P,Y25P,Y26P,Y27P.Y28P,Y29P, 
6Y3 0P              ^ _____    ______ 
FORM AT ( 1H , 4X~, * ^< 9 25.16, 5xT/r41 X%~3( 025. 16,5X) ) ) 
STOP 
END 
































1EAD UNIVERSITY COMPUTER CENTRE 
f^preMPUi 2 S’ A 1 
C 'LEV.€L 2 1 SETUP DATE = 74166 0^/33/^. 







• !> •'’1 
I ‘/i Z ■ * i'il . ''0 ■ ■ 4'?^'.:' ' 
t- : '4^ i«-r 
»&« 
5 
, • '-y-ri ^ 








DGUbLEPRt^C I SI ON R 1 ,R I 2 , A 1 , GM2 ,G |v3 ,G M4 , GM5 * G V6 , GN7 , G 
Cl .GMl .A,FU Cl* C2 
LOGICAL L2 ' 
COMMON/TA YLOR/Rl2*R1•GM2 *GM3 *GM4,GM5 *G V6 *GF7 *GMB ,GV9 *GMl0,GMl 1 . GM] 
C* A,F1 , C 1 * C2* A1 (10512 ) *L2 
LOGICAL LI 
ODO 1 N6=l*10512 
Ai_(Na)=o.no 
GM2 = 2.2 18160 08 7255 46 12 50 1 3 
6M3^3.2 4860 I 49564758458D14 
GM4=3.9860I 25256 3171934 014 
GM5-4.90 2 7B4 13C13505 1 7 3D12 
GMt> = 4 *2 B2B4500C1 77308 29D 1 3 
GM7^I•26707736997S7082D17 




GMl^<-l . 3271 25180^1)494255020 ) i 








2 A1 (£4 73) *A1< 5464) *A1 (5455) *Al (54 46 ) * A1 (543 7 > 
3 AK £4 19>; Al( 54 10 ) * A 1 ( £ 401) . A I ( 5392) *A1 ( 5383) 
4 AI ( 5365 > M1 4 5 3 5 6 ) . A I ( 53 47 ) ^ /kl ( 53 38 ) • A 1 ( 5 3 2 9 ) 
5 AK 53 11) * A1( 5302 ) *A1 (5293) *Al (52 84 ) ,A1 (5 275) 
6 Al (579 7),Al( 5 768 ),A K 5779) ,Al( £770 .A 1( 576 1) 
7 AI CS743>.A1 (5734 )*Al (5725),Al(5716).Al(57 07 I 
8 AK S689>i*;AK £680) ,Al ( £671) *A1( 5662) ,Al <56S3) 
9 Al (5635)*Al(5626),Al (5617),AK 5608),AK 5599) 
A A 1 ( 558 1 ) ,A I(55 72) , Al (5563) ,Al (555 4 ) . Al (554 5 ) 
FORMAT((2025.16)I ’ V j 
Ai<i)=0^o0' ,G/,rv, - 
A 1( 5257)=0.0 0 
Al (2 )=1 .DO 
'Al(S2Se)=l.00 
^CALL XTAV02(0^ 6256,01) 
IF( .NOT.LI )GQTC 3 
WR I T£ ( 6 .4 ) 
FORM AT(36HITAY00 3 ^ ILLEGAL |NlTIAL COND|TIONS) 
STOP 3 ' " 
DO 2 N 8= 1,5 2 5 e 
Al (NB45 266) = Al (N8) 
R 12=AK I ) 
'R1«R12 
L2=.TRUE. 
C 2 = 0.DO 
’RETURN ''y- . 
,END V'B" 
,A K 54 82) , 
,Al(5428), 
,A1(5374), 
• A K 5320), 
,Al(5266), 
*Al(5752), 
, AK 5698) , 
• Al(5644 ) • 
,AK 5590) , 
, AK 55 3D ) 
f"' -"’J \ 
A 
A 5 









X=( I - 1 ) ♦FBC*4D0 
CALL 
1 VALUES!X,Yl*Y2.Y3.Y4»Y5*Y6,Y7,Y8,Y9.Yl0.Yll.yi2,yi3.Y14,Vl5,Y16, 
2Y17,Yia,Y19.Y20. Y21•Y22 *Y23.Y24,Y2 5 * Y26•Y27•Y28.Y29.Y30. 




Y 1=Y l^AR 
Y 2=Y 2*AR 
Y 3=Y 3*AR 
Y 4=Y 4*AR 
Y 5=Y 55^AP 
Y 6=Y 6*AR 
Y 7=Y 74AR 
Y 8=Y 84AR 
Y 9=y tj’i'AR 
YIO^YIO’^AR 
Y11=YlI»AR 


















Y30 = Y30 « AR 
Y IP=Y lP>kFC 
Y 2F=Y 2F4FC 
Y 3P=Y 3P*FC 
Y 4P=Y 4P*FC 
Y 5P=Y 5P*FC 
Y 6P=Y 6P4FC 
Y 7P=Y 7PX»FC 
Y 8P=Y BP^FC 




V.' ' . [ i 
AN IV C, LEVEL 21 
/fPPEMPlX /f 3 
MAIN DATE = 7 52 35 l!5/02/4 
1 








Y2 1P= Y2 IP’i^FC 
Y22P=Y22P>4‘FC 
Y23P=Y23P^FC 






Y30P= Y3 0P>»'FC 
WRITE(6.2) 
1 X* VI•Y2* Y3#Y4•Y5 • Y6•V7.Y8 t Y9. YIO ,Y1 1 , Y12 , Y13,Y14,Y15♦Y16, 
2Y17 » YIB,Y19 t Y20t Y21 * Y22,Y23*Y24* Y25•Y26.Y27,Y28* Y29*Y30, 
3Y1P,Y2P♦Y3P•YAP,Y3P,Y6P *Y7P*Y8P.Y9P,Y10 P,Y1 1P,Y12P,Y 13P,Y14P.Y15P, 
4Y16P, 
5Y17P,Y18P,Y19P,Y20P.Y2IP.Y22P.Y23P * Y24P, Y25P* Y26P,Y27P * Y28P,Y29P * 
6Y30P 
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//RM/JRN005 JCC • I 61 0 I 25 ♦ 00 10,3 , . ♦ 1 , *60 • , »R 
/y CLASS-D,MSGLcV£L=(l*1) 













S Y SO L T - A • SPACE = ( C Y L * ( 2 * 5 ) ) 
SYSUUT = B* SPACE-(CYL *(0.5)) 
UM T = 23 1A *DCB=(RECFV = F,BLKSizr=105)* SPACE = (CYL. ( 1♦ 
UNI r = 2J14.0Cb={PECFM=F ,8LKSI2E=1024 > *SPACE = (CYL* (1 
  _ ESN-tLOADSET, UN 1T=23 14 * DISP-( MOD .PASS) . SPACE =( CYL_* 
//FORT .SYS IN DO *■     ’ 
IEF2Jel ALLOC. FOR RMARNOOS FORT- 
IEF237I 365 ALLCCATEU TO SYSPRINT 
IEF237I 330 ALLOCATED TO SYSPUNCH 
1EF237I 130 ALLOCATED TO SYSUTl 
IJFLEJ/I 1 iS AL LOCATED TO SYSUT2 
I E F 2 3 7 1 13 6 AL.L OC A 7 ED TO S Y SL I N 
IEF2 37! 310 ALLUCATLD TO SYS IN 
IEFl^2I - STEP WAS EXECUTED - COND CODE 0000 
IEF283 I SYS 74066. TC90324.PVO 00.RMARNOC5.RO001193 
IEF2 85I VCL SEF^; NCS= SPLU0 6. 
JEF2e5I SYS74066.T09O324.RV0(;'O.PMARNOO5.KOOO I 194 
IEF2E5I VOL SER NQS= ADMP03.   
IEF285 I SYS 74066.T090324.RVOOO.RMARNO05.L0ADSET 
IEF265I VOL SER NCS= SPLU03. 
IEF3731 STEP /FORT / START 74066.2211 
IFF3?4 I STEP /FORT / STOP 7 4 066.22 13 
CH AP C £ T 2.09 C PU T IM E 00.0 0.3 3 
D 13K ~ RIEADER PRINTER 
I/O COUNTS 42> 78 85 
NC. CF DC CARDS 3 1 1 
5> > 





CPU CMIN 33.45SEC MAIN 
REGION REQUESTED 0250)^ 
PUNCH   
0 
1 




, X x__  
XXSY SPRI NT 
XXSY S LT1 
XXSYSLMOD 
XX 
XXSY SL I N 
XJ( 
IEF2 36 I 
IEF23 7 I 
IEF2 3 7 I 
IEF237I 
IEF237I 
JEF2 2 7 I 
IEF2 37 I 
lEFl ^2 I 
lEf2T5 I 
IEF2 85 I 
IEFEE 5 I 
IEF2 86 I 
Ie F 2 3 6 1 
tEF2 8 5 I 
I ET 28 5 I 
IEF2H5 I 
IEF2 8 5 I 
lEF 28 5 I 
IFF 3 73 1 
I EE 3 74 T 
CHARGE S 
E XEC PGM-IEWL *REGICN-96K,PARM=(NAP.LET .LIST),CCND=(4,LT.FORT ) 
DD DSN = SYS 1 .FORTL ItUD I SP=SHR 
DD DSN=FCPTSUB,DISP-SHR 
DD SYSOLT-A.SPACk=(CYL,(1.1>) 
D D SP A CE ~ ( C Y L . ( 2 , 5 ) ) , U M T~ 2 3 1 4 
DO DSN-OGOSL T(MAIN) « 0 I SP=( .PASS) ,UN IT = 23I 4, 
SP ACE=: ( CYL , (2 , . 1 ) ) 
DSR=ELOADSET.DISP = (CLD,DELETE ) 
DDNAME-SYSIN 
FOR RM4RN605 LKED 





132 ALLOCATED TO 
365 ALLCCATED TO SYSPRINT 
130 ALLOCATED TO SYSUTl 
135 ALLOCATLD TO SYSLMOD 
136 ALLOCATED TO SYSLIN 
- STEP WAS EXECUTED ~ COND CODE COCO 
SY S1 .F ORTL I d 
VUL SEP NCS= MVT217. 
EOR TSUd 
V t:) L. S L 1^ IM C’ S - MV TRIP. 
SYS 74066. 1 090324.R VOOO. RMARNO'CS. ROOOl 1 97 
VOL SLR NOS--: SPLU06. 
SY S 74 06 6. TO ^0 32 4 .I? VOOO. RMARN005 • GOSE T 
VUL SI, !>' NOS- ADMP03. 
3Y S 7 4 0 h 6 . T C 90 J 2 4 . R V0 00 . R M ARN C 05 . L O A D S CT 
VOL SI I<! NO’ S - SPL UO 3 • 
ST( P /LKED / START 74066.22 13 






0.67 CPU TIME 00.00.07 
07.25SEC MAIN 
REGION RLOUCSTEC 0096K 
6 a K I 
STA 
nrrt^N i/rK -> n X/ 
i/U COUNTS 






DISK R£ADr-R PRINTER 
1b6 0 jy 
S I 1 
PGM-=^ • LKtO •SYSLMUD ♦ CCNO= { < 4 , L T 
ODNAND^SYSIN 
SV SGUT=:A » SPACE- (CYL . (1.1)) 
£YSOUT=B,SPACE=(CYL. (0.5) ) 
F'OR T ) , ( 4 . L T . L K E DI T 
_rEF2S6I ALLOC, FOR RMARN005 GO 
TEF2 37 I 135   ALL CCA TED T O P'G'M = ;«: , DD 
IEF237I 365 ALLOCATED TO FT06F001 
IFF237I 3,30 ALLGCATLD TO FT07F001 
IEF142I - STEF WAS LXL,CDTEO - COND CODE 0000 
ICF 26 5 I SYS 74 066.T 090 324.R VOOO.F MARNO05,GOSE T 
I EF 2 t :5 I V U L SLR N C S- A D M PO 3 , 
IEF373 I STEP /GtJ / START 74066.22 14 
IEF374I STEP /GO / STOP 74066.2224 
CHARGE h 4.36 CPU TIME 00,02.15 
DISK READER PRINTER 
S 0 O 11 
CARDS 1 1 1 
SYS74C66•T090324,R VOOO.RMARN005.GOSET 
VOL S{-R NCS= ADMP0 3. 
JOB /RMARNC05/ START 74066,2211 
I/O CCLNl 
N0_. CF DD 




R M A R N 0 0 5 
P ASSED 
CPU 2MIN 14.90SEC MAIN 






J 0 E C H A R G E S 
TOP 74066.2224 
7 .89 




L L V E L 
I 



















I S N 
I SN 














I S N 
I SN 
I SN 

















21*7 ( JAN 73 ) GS/360 rrjf\'TRAN H 
0 0 (f 
C 0 3 
0 CIO A 
0 00 3 
0 0 0 6 
0 0 C 7 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 10 
00 11 
0 0 13 




0 0 17 
0 0 18 
0 0 19 
0C30 
003 1 
0 0 33 
0 0 23 
0 03A 
0 03S 
0 C 3 
003 7 
C 0 3 8 
0 0?vJ 
0030 
0 0 .3 I 
0 0 3 3 
0 0 3 3 
C 0 3A 
0 O 3' 
0 0 3 6 
0 03 7 
0 0 38 
C C 3 9 
0 0 A 0 
0 0 A 1 
0 0 A 3 
OCA 3 
0 0 A 
C CAS 
0 OA O 
0 O A 7 
0 C A 8 
0 0 A 9 
0 0 b 0 
C! C '3 1 
C 0 i. 3 
0 0 Si 3 
0 0 ‘4 
OObb 
0 C b 6 
C. a b 7 
C C P I L t R C P T I c N S - N A M If = M A I N , CPT = 0 2 , L I NK.C NJ = 6 0.,, SJ.2OJi.O 0 K„t  
SQUKCe .EGCDIC.NQL 1ST.NODECK *L CAD^ NOMAP.NOtD1 
IMPLICIT RE AL “4=8 ( A-H, 0-2 ) 
P I~3.1 A 1b9 2663589793236A6D0 
X 1= 1 
Y 1 =0 
DX I =0 
O Y1 -1 
WRITE(6.3J X 1 ♦ Y l.DX l.DY 1 
FORMAT(• • .AF30.16) 
H =PI’«‘3 2D-A 
N N = 6 2 b 
H 3 = H 
A 1- 100/3 
A3=2DO/3 













C O 0 = I D 0 / 8 
C DI= 3D 0/6 
002=300/8 
LD3=10 0/6 
H2G10= H2 1 0 
H2G21=H2 ^G21 
(I2G 3 0-H2 3 0 
h2 GJ2~ H2 3 2 
A 1 M = A1 =«'H 
A2H=A3 =«'H 
DC3M=1.10 
0 n 1 N = 1 . N N 
f XY = -( Xl>i<Xl + Yl^Yl .5) 
p = X 1 >!< F X Y 
G = Y1 *FXY 
FO=F 
GO =G 
X I I = XI-t-OXl ^‘A I H + H2 G10*F0 
Y 1 I=Y I •40Y 1 *A 1 H + F2 GIO^GO 
F‘ X Y = - ( XI I ’i' X 1 I ■« - V I I i^ Y 1 I )>«<♦:(-1 • b ) 
r = X 1 I sicF X Y 
G= Y I 1XY 
F 1 =F 
<.i 1 -- <3 
X 1 t=X 1 4-OX 1 =4=4 2 H4-F2 G2 1>«fFl 
Y 1 I =Y 1 ♦ OY I ^ A2 H4-H3 G21=<‘G1 




r r KJi^ ( K ^ 
I 5 N 0 0 D B 
I S N 0 0b 9 
ISN OObO 
1 S N 0 0 r:> ] 
I S Ni C C 6 
ISN 0 0 0.5 
I S N 0 0 ♦, > -'4 
ISN CC6b 
ISN OObO 
I S’ N 0 0 f> 7 
ISN 0006 
ISN 0 0 e > 9 










3 2 = G .    
XI I-Xl +DX 1 =«‘A3=^H4-H2 G30<^F 0-f H 2G 3 2 2 " 
V I 1 =Y1 +0Y1 A3=4‘H4-H2 03 0 ^ GO + H2 G 3 2 * G2 
FXy=-(XlI^XlI+Yli«YlI)i«'4J(-1.5) 
F = X1 I«FXY 
CJ- Y I I * F X Y 
F 3 —F 
G 3 ~ G 
X2- X 1 +DX I ’<‘H4-Ft2’<' ( CCXcFO+C 1 ’i^F 1 FC2 =«‘F2 4-C3*F 3 > 
Y2- Y1 4-DYl *HfH2’«‘{ C0=<‘G0FC1 *G1 4-C2*G24-C3AG3 ) 
L X2=DX I 4-H» ( CDO=<^F 0 + CD 1 1 ■»-CD 2’{‘F 2 4-CD 3 3 ) 
DY2 = DY 1 -i-HXt ( CD0^4G0 + CD1 *G 1 4-CD 2X-G 2 4CD 3 *G 3 ) 
XI =X2 




wR 1TE(6,2) X2 . Y2,DX2,DY2 
S> 7' (7i-> 
S ND 
^ CP 7 I 0 N S IN t F- r S C T * NAML- iM 1 N. OPT-0 2 *C I NLCN'T-60 t S I ZS.-OOOOK , 
<'CP7 IQN3 IN S F FbCT >«' S CU P CF , ir_ i ’ C D1 C . NOL IS T , N ODE CK . L □ AO , N 0 M AP ^ N OF D I T , I O 
♦STATISTICS* 3UURCL STATFMENTb - 76 •P RO G R A M ^ SIZE " - 20 7 4 
♦STATISTICS* NO DIAGNOSTICS GENERATED 
END OF CCMPILATICN ate 4c ♦ Jjc a;c >}c 
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